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Chapter 1

Introduction and outline
ome sticky tape and a piece of graphite, these were the ingredients used by Andre
Geim and Konstantin Novoselov to start a whole new subfield of condensed matter physics, only a bit more than a decade ago. This was the field of two-dimensional
materials. The Nobel laureates used their tape to exfoliate (cleave) from graphite a
2D carbon sheet called graphene. It was the first member of a new and growing
family of 2D materials, and it was named the new wonder material.1, 2
Many superlatives were used to describe the properties of graphene, a result of
its ultimate flatness, a thickness of one atom. Soon, scientists envisioned significant
improvements to the performance of transistors, touch screens, gas and light sensors,
solar cells, batteries, and much more.3, 4 The predictions of the science community
about graphene were taken seriously by funding organizations and companies, resulting in an enormous increase in research and patenting activities. Mass production
of graphene is now established - though maybe not yet in its highest quality form
- and the first graphene application are slowly entering the markets.5 Nonetheless,
it will still take several years and probably even longer to see the true impact of
graphene for industrial applications.
In the mean time, and perhaps more importantly, graphene continues to provide
physicists with new fundamental phenomena to explore. In this thesis I present
experiments that, hopefully, contribute to these explorations into the properties that
make graphene such a promising material.

S

Graphene electrons To understand more about why graphene has such special
properties compared to conventional materials and why it shows such interesting
physics, one has to look at its structure. A substantial part of its properties relates to
the way the electrons are ordered in the 2D crystal. Examples of such properties that
can be directly linked to the electronic structure, include a high electrical conductivity
and an equal absorption of all colors of light.
The special electronic behavior of graphene is determined by its dispersion relation.
This relation describes the electron energy E and its dependence on the wave vector
k, associated with the momentum of the electron. In graphene, the electron energy
for the free electrons (the ones that can move around) is linearly dependent on k,
while in most solid matter this dependence is approximately parabolic. Due to the
specific linear dispersion, electrons travel at a constant, very high speed through the
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material and are very insensitive to scattering, making graphene very suitable for
uses in electronic circuits.
A description of all the electron orbitals in a crystal is given by its band structure,
which is a diagram that gives the dispersions of all electrons. Fig. 1.1 shows two
examples of such a band diagram, zoomed in on the free electrons, or transport
electrons. These electrons have the highest energy, around an energy level called the
Fermi energy EF . The band structure of graphene looks like an hourglass: two cones
that touch with their tips. In neutral graphene, EF is exactly at the touching point,
called the charge neutrality point or Dirac point, as is depicted in Figure 1.1(b).
(a)

E

conduction band

(b)
EF after n-doping
Dirac point

EF, neutral case

band gap

EF after p-doping
valence band

ordinary semiconductor

graphene

k

Figure 1.1: Band structure around the Fermi energy EF , the energy level of the trans-

port electrons. (a) In ordinary semiconductors, EF lies in between the valence and
the conduction band, but can be shifted by adding dopants, which are elements that
donate or accept electrons to the bulk material. For acceptors (p-dopants) the transport becomes hole-like. For donors (n-dopants), the transport becomes electron-like.
(b) In graphene, EF can be significantly shifted using an electrostatic potential. Thus,
graphene has a strong gate effect, meaning that its resistance and even the carrier
type (electron or hole) can be changed using an external electric field.
The touching of the electronic bands makes graphene a zero band gap semiconductor. To understand this, compare the two diagrams in Fig. 1.1. In ordinary
semiconductors, EF lies in the band gap, which is the energy range where there are
no orbitals available for electron transport. EF can be shifted by adding charge acceptors or donors. This process, called doping, controls the number of charge carriers
and even their type. If EF lies in the conduction band, negatively charged electrons
are responsible for charge transport. If EF lies in the valence band, charge is carried
by holes, which are empty electron orbitals that behave like particles with positive
charge. In graphene, it is possible to shift EF and thus switch between electron and
hole transport by applying an external potential (electrostatic gating). Therefore,
graphene has the very special property that the number and type of charge carriers
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can be tuned without the use of dopants.
The electronic properties of graphene also give rise to a variety of exotic phenomena that are associated with the quantum mechanical nature of the electron wave
function. Such phenomena were previously only available in 2D electron gases,
which exist at interfaces between different materials. A famous example is the quantum Hall effect, which arises in regular 2D electron gases at low temperature when
the electron paths are bent into circular orbits by the influence of strong magnetic
fields. As a result, the electrons only conduct along the edges and have energies that
increase only in discrete or “quantized” steps. Because the electronic structure of
graphene is so robust, it shows (a special version of) the quantum Hall effect even at
room temperature.6, 7
The room temperature quantum Hall effect in graphene is just one example of the
new physics that can be studied in graphene, a result of the truly uniques behavior
of its electrons. Thus, graphene is a complex, but very rich and fascinating subject
for the experimental physicist.

Epitaxial graphene To make graphene in the lab, researchers mostly use the sticky
tape method mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. These exfoliated graphene
flakes are popular because of their high structural quality, but are typically very small
and the production is time-consuming. For large scale applications it would be desirable to produce graphene with increased area, with lower costs per unit area and a
higher production rate. Fortunately, there is a range of production methods to choose
from. One has to take into account that the specifics of each production method have
a direct effect on the resulting graphene properties. In practice, each application will
have its own trade off between material properties, cost and production time.
From an experimental point of view it can also make sense to use large area
graphene. Upscaled and well-controlled growth generates the possibility to fabricate
bigger and more complex circuits, but also to investigate their reproducibility.
One method to create large area graphene is by the decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC) at high temperatures, which allows for controlled, layer-by-layer growth
of graphene directly on the SiC substrate. The result is called epitaxial graphene,
because the graphene is correlated with the underlaying SiC crystal, resulting in a
good structural quality. Another advantage of this production method is the fact that
the SiC substrate is an insulator, so it does not short circuit the graphene, which is
an important condition for uses in electronics. Epitaxial graphene on SiC has a very
good quality, but also has high production costs due to the relatively expensive SiC.
Nonetheless, epitaxial graphene on SiC is very promising for future high-end electronic devices, such as sensors and high frequency transistors, where performance is
more important than low cost.
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1.1 Scope of this thesis
In this thesis, I investigate spintronic and thermoelectric effects in graphene, which
are phenomena that involve electron transport. In conventional electronics, electrons
can be moved from A to B by using electrostatic potentials (the voltage of a battery
for instance). Electrons follow these electric fields, because they have a charge of ´e
each. The strength of the field of electronics lies in the fact that these manipulations
can be done relatively easy in wires and circuits. But there are ways to influence
the path of an electron that travels through a solid piece of material, by making use
of other properties than charge. One of these properties is spin, the fact that each
electron has an intrinsic magnetic moment with an absolute value of approximately
µB , called the Bohr magneton. Magnets and magnetic fields can be used to transport
and manipulate electron spins. The creation and manipulation of spin currents is
studied in the field of spintronics. In graphene, spin currents can exist for a relatively
long time, making it an interesting spintronic material. In this thesis, I present studies
on the specific spin transport properties in large area graphene that is grown on a
silicon carbide substrate.
Besides charge and spin, it is also possible to use the electron energy or, equivalently, its heat. Electrons flow from hot places to cold places to average out their
temperature and reach thermal equilibrium. However, the presence of temperature
gradients affect the flow of charges and, vice versa, electric fields effect the flow of
heat. This is called thermoelectrics. A well-known example of a thermoelectric phenomena is called the Peltier effect, which is the heating or cooling of an interface
between two different materials by sending a current through it. In this thesis, I will
present experiments showing that if one of these materials is graphene, the heating
or cooling can be controlled by a gate voltage.
These studies are interesting, because they are ways to experimentally gain insight about fundamental topics in physics like magnetism, thermodynamics and
mesoscopic transport, in a relatively new system with low dimensionality. For future applications, one wants to go a step further: not only understand, but actively
control and manipulate charge, spin and heat flows in materials on the nanometer
scale. Ideally, this would result in smaller, faster and more energy efficient electronic
devices and, even better, completely new devices functionalities. These can include
new (spin) logic circuits that can be integrated with magnetic data storage (currently
used in hard disks) and control over heating effects in nanoscaled devices.

1.2 Outline
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I (Chapters 2-4) discusses some concepts
that are useful in the understanding of Part II (Chapters 5-9), the experimental section.
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Part I: Theoretical background In Chapter 2, I explain the basics of spin transport and the tools that are commonly used to study spin transport properties in
graphene. These include the nonlocal spin valve and Hanle experiments, that use an
in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic field respectively, to determine the properties of
spin diffusion and spin relaxation. I end the chapter with a short overview of the
field of graphene spintronics. In Chapter 3, I start with a general description of the
Seebeck and the Peltier effect, two fundamental aspects of thermoelectrics, that describe the interaction between charge and heat transport. After a short introduction
into graphene’s heat transport properties, I continue with a description of graphene
thermoelectrics.
Because a large part of the experimental section involves large area graphene on
silicon carbide (SiC), I dedicate Chapter 4 to an overview of the current state-ofthe-art in graphene growth, a description of its characteristics and its potential for
applications.
Part II: Experiments The second part of this thesis consists of 5 chapters, each
dedicated to an experimental project that has been published, or soon will be, in
peer-reviewed scientific journals.
The first four experimental works I carried out within the scope of the EU Seventh
Framework program named ConceptGraphene, which had the aim of investigating
the potential of large-area graphene on SiC for the use in non-conventional electronic
devices and circuits. My contribution was to investigate and report its possible use in
spintronics. I show the first realization of spin valve and Hanle precession measurements in graphene on SiC in chapter 5. I show, that these properties are unexpectedly
different from those in “regular”, exfoliated graphene, which shows up in a remarkably narrowing of the Hanle curve. In chapter 6, I show that these differences are
related to the buffer layer that is typically found in graphene on SiC samples, and
I present a model of localized states in the buffer layer, that should be considered
when analyzing Hanle experiments. In Chapter 7, I demonstrate that the effect of
the buffer layer can even result in a drastic change in the shape of the Hanle curve in
such a way, that conventional analysis of the Hanle experiments no longer applies.
Then, in chapter 8, I present an extension on the localized states model, that assumes
that the localized states have a continuous distribution of different coupling rates,
and I use this model to gain better insight in what processes are involved in the coupling of the localized states and the spin channel. In Chapter 9, I investigate epitaxial
graphene on the carbon terminated face of the SiC crystal, a system without a buffer
layer, where I show that localized states can also have a similar, though weaker, effect
on the spin transport measurements.
In Chapter 10, I present measurements of the cooling and heating of a graphenegold interface by using the Peltier effect. In contrast to the other experimental chapters, this work was done using exfoliated graphene, because an important aspect of
these experiments is active gate control over the charge carriers. I show that we were
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able to reverse the cooling and heating effect by tuning between electron and hole
transport.
To conclude my introduction, I wish you great pleasure and new insights when
reading this thesis, whether you plan to briefly scan or intensively study it.
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Part I

Background

Chapter 2

Spin transport
Abstract
This chapter gives an introduction to the basic concepts of spin transport. The focus is
on the nonlocal spin valve, which is an all-electrical, experimental scheme that is very
suitable for determining spin transport properties of many materials, including graphene.
The nonlocal spin valve forms the basis of the experimental work of chapters 5–8.
This chapter subsequently treats spin diffusion, spin relaxation, spin injection and detection schemes and spin precession. The final section gives an overview of spin transport in
graphene.

n electric current is said to be spin polarized when the total current j is made up
out of two contributions: jÒ ‰ jÓ (this description uses current densities j, rather
than currents I). The Ò and Ó arrows represent the spin `h̄{2 (spin up) and ´h̄{2
(spin down) of its constituent electrons along an arbitrary axis.a The total (charge)
current density is given by j “ jÒ ` jÓ and the spin current density is then defined as
jS “ jÒ ´ jÓ . If j “ 0 but jS is not, the current is a pure spin current. This is depicted
in Figure 2.1.
A spin current will exist as long as there is no interaction between a spin and
its environment that causes a change in the spin direction of the carriers (spin-flip),
also known as spin relaxation. Spin relaxation processes are the reason that in real
materials spin currents can not exist for a very long time, nor travel over very long
distances.
Analogous to how an electrostatic potential V causes the flow of a charge current,
a spin current is accompanied by a spin accumulation µS . Ohm’s law states that:

A

~j “ σ~E “ ´σ∇V “ σ∇µ{e,

(2.1)

in which σ is the conductivity, ~E the electric field and µ the electrochemical potential.
Because σ is determined by the density of states at the Fermi level νpEF q, it can in
principle be spin dependent: σÒ ‰ σÓ . This is for instance the case in a ferromagnetic
metal, which has a density of states that is intrinsically spin-split. As a consequence, a
charge current in a ferromagnet is always spin-polarized. In a nonmagnetic material,
the density of states for both spin polarities is equal. However, it is possible to
a In

this thesis, the direction along which spin up and spin down are defined is determined by the
magnetization direction of the spin injector.
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(a)

-

+
j

(b)

μ S >0

μ S =0

jS

Figure 2.1: Examples of a pure charge current density j and a pure spin current

density jS . (a) The charge current transports charge carriers from left to right due
to an electrostatic potential. Their is no transport of angular momentum, because
the spin of the carriers is randomized. (b) On the left there is a spin accumulation
due to an excess of carriers with a certain spin direction. The right depicts the
spins in the equilibrium situation. Due to diffusion, the carriers will spread out
through the material, effectively transporting angular momentum, but no net charge
is transported.
bring the system out of its equilibrium situation, creating a small excess of one spin
species. In that case, the electrochemical potential of one of the spin channels is
slightly raised, while the other one is slightly lowered.
The contribution of both spin polarities to the total current density is given by:

~jÒÓ “ σÒÓ ∇µÒÓ {e.

(2.2)

Here, µÒ and µÓ are the electrochemical potential for the spin up and the spin down
channel. This allows for a definition of the non-equilibrium spin accumulation in
non-magnetic metals as the difference between these two electrochemical potentials.
Its magnitude is:
µS “ µÒ ´ µÓ .

(2.3)

~
In the presence of a spin accumulation, simultaneously a net magnetization M
exists, due to the excess of electrons with one spin direction (see Figure 2.2(b)). Its
magnitude is given by:
~ “ µB νpEF qµS {2,
| M|

(2.4)
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with µB the magnetic dipole moment of one electron, called the Bohr magneton.
~ and thus
Because the spin accumulation is associated with the magnetization M
interacts with magnetic fields, the spin accumulation can point along any direction
and is therefore commonly described as a vector µ~S .
(a)

(b)

E

E
µS

EF

EF

µ↑

µ↓

ν↓(E)

ν↑(E)

ν↓(E)

ν↑(E)

Figure 2.2: Density of states νpEq for spin up and spin down electrons in a nonmagnetic metal (a) when in equilibrium and (b) when there is a spin accumulation µS ,
which means there is a difference in the chemical potentials µÒ and µÓ . EF is the
~
Fermi energy. The shaded area contributes to a net magnetization M.

In a diffusive spin transport channel, the spin accumulation is described by the
Bloch equation:
dµ~S
µ~
~L ˆ µ~S .
“ D ∇2 µ~S ´ S ` ω
dt
τS

(2.5)

This equation plays a central role when analyzing spin transport experiments. The
right-hand side consists of three terms: the first term describes the diffusion with
diffusion coefficient D, the second term accounts for the spin relaxation with τS the
spin relaxation time and the final term is used in the case of spin precession due to
an applied ~B-field, which happens at the Larmor frequency ωL . The three terms of
the Bloch equation will be explained in the following sections.

2.1 Spin diffusion
For pure spin currents, the transport of the spins is diffusive in nature. The measure
for how fast the spin accumulation spreads out through the material is given by the
diffusion coefficient D. According to the Einstein relation1 for (negatively) charged
particles:
D“

µk B T
σk T
“ B2 .
e
ne

(2.6)
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Here, µ is the charge carrier mobility (not the chemical potential!), kB Boltzmann’s
constant, T the temperature and n the charge carrier density. This description holds
for charged particles that behave classically. The conduction electrons of metals and
doped semiconductors however, form a gas that behaves quantum-mechanically, because the particles fill up the available energy states from below. These conductors
are called degenerate. For degenerate conductors (like graphene), the factor kB T can
be replaced by the total energy of the conduction electrons n{νpEF q, where νpEF q is
the density of states at the Fermi energy νpEF q.2 This leads to the Einstein relation
for degenerate conductors:
D“

σ
.
νpEF qe2

(2.7)

The Einstein relation for charges diffusion in degenerate conductors is equally valid
for spins, under the condition that the diffusive transport processes for charge and
spin are the same. In later chapters it will turn out that this condition is not necessarily true, but that the picture is in some cases a bit more complex. In these specific
cases, it is useful to make a distinction between the diffusion coefficient for the charge
carriers DC and the diffusion coefficient for the spins DS .
Knowledge of D in combination with the spin relaxation time τS makes it possible
to calculate the average distance that spins can travel in a material before being lost
due to relaxation:
λS “

a

DτS .

(2.8)

This is the spin relaxation length λS , which determines the maximum length scale of
practical spintronic devices.

2.2 Spin relaxation
The spin relaxation time τS is the characteristic time it takes for a spin system that
is brought out of equilibrium to fall back to its initial conditions. The three original
Bloch equations distinguish between a spin-lattice relaxation time T1 and a spin dephasing time T2 .b However, in many cases, and throughout this thesis, the relation
T1 “ T2 holds and they can be both replaced by a single τS .6 In that case the three
equations are equal to the vectorial description of Equation 2.5.
Spin relaxation occurs when an ensemble of spins transfer angular momentum
to their environment through spin-flip events. In nonmagnetic materials, this can be
caused by defects that carry spin, by the magnetic moment of the nucleus or by other
itinerant spins through electron-electron interaction.
b The

original equations were introduced by Felix Bloch.3 They did not include the diffusive term,
which was added later by Carr and Purcell4 and Torry.5
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Moreover, in nonmagnetic materials spin-flip events can take place even in the
absence of an extrinsic spin, through the effect of spin-orbit (SO) coupling. A particle
undergoes SO coupling when it travels at relativistic speeds, and therefore experiences electric potentials in it surroundings as magnetic fields. The effect on the
particle wave function can be described by a relativistic correction to the Schrödinger
equation, showing up as a spin dependent term in the Hamiltonian. In solids, SO
coupling arises when the spatial inversion symmetry of a crystal is broken. This can
be intrinsically related to the crystal structure itself, due to boundaries, impurities or
an externally applied electric field gradient.
The two most common types (especially for the case of graphene) of spin relaxation mechanisms under the influence of SO coupling are the Elliot-Yafet (EY) and
the Dyakonov-Perel (DP) mechanism.
Elliott-Yafet relaxation A scattering event in a solid will change the k-vector of
the scattered electron but keep its spin intact, when the scattering potential is nonmagnetic (i.e. when it does not have a spin term). However, when this potential
includes a SO term, the spin of the electron wave function is described by a mixture of |Òy and |Óy. With a probability depending on the strength of this mixture, a
spin-flip event can occur during the scattering event. Thus, SO coupling can cause
spin relaxation during ordinary momentum scattering. This, in short, is the spin
relaxation mechanism as described by Elliott and Yafet.7, 8
To experimentally investigate if the EY mechanisms plays a role in the spin relaxation in a certain material, the relation between τS and the momentum scattering
time τp is commonly investigated. The EY mechanism predicts τS 9τp .
Dyakonov-Perel relaxation SO coupling in a solid can be described as an effective
magnetic field that acts on the transport electrons. The electrons will precess around
this field with a Larmor frequency that is dependent on their k-vector. Because there
is a variation in k, the resulting different precession frequencies will be the cause of
dephasing. This is the DP spin relaxation mechanism.9
A characteristic of the DP mechanism is the fact that spin precession (spin dephasing) happens in between scattering. Moreover, after a (momentum) scattering event,
the effective magnetic field term changes along with the change in k. Therefore, the
direction and frequency of the precession will be randomized. The consequence is
that the variance in the precession of all electrons in total (and thus the spin dephasing) decreases, when the number of scattering events increase. This may seem
somewhat counterintuitive, but it is the principle that underlies the effect called motional narrowing, which occurs when the rate of fluctuations of the randomized field
is higher than the Larmor frequency.10, 11 Due to the motional narrowing effect, the
DP mechanism can be distinguished from the EY mechanism by investigating the
relation between spin and momentum scattering, which for DP spin relaxation is
predicted to be τS 91{τp .

2. Spin transport
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2.3 Spin transport schemes
2.3.1

The nonlocal spin valve

The device geometry used in this thesis to investigate spin transport phenomena is
called the nonlocal spin valve. This device can inject and detect spins in nonmagnetic
materials using ferromagnetic contact electrodes. The concept was introduced and
demonstrated by Johnson and Silsbee in the late 1980’s.12–14 An all-metal nonlocal spin valve at room temperature was experimentally realized by Jedema et al.15
The same scheme was later used to study spin transport in carbon nanotubes16 and
graphene.17 Currently, the nonlocal geometry is being widely used to study metallic
and graphene spintronics.
(a)
Injector
1

(b)

2

Detector
3

V

4

µ↑
0

µ↓
-λS

x

L
λS

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a nonlocal spin valve. (a) A characteristic of
this geometry is the separation of the charge current circuit (contacts 1 and 2) from
the voltage circuit that detects the spin current (3 and 4). (b) By sending a current
through the injector, a spin accumulation is created directly underneath the contact.
The spin accumulation decays to both sides and can be detected within a distance
L ă λS . The detector is sensitive to the spin chemical potential of one of the spin
directions, depending on its magnetization. Ideally, the outer contacts are either far
away or nonmagnetic.

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic representation of a nonlocal spin valve device. A
major advantage of this scheme is that the generation and measurement of spin
currents is done purely electrical: spin injection is realized by generating a charge
current and spin detection by measuring a voltage. Another advantage is its nonlocality: j and jS are spatially separated by detecting the spins outside the current
path (see Figure 2.3(a)). In the following paragraphs, the working principle of the
nonlocal spin valve will be discussed. Many other experimental schemes that allow
for creating and detecting spin transport have been realized in recent years. A few
will be briefly discussed in section 2.3.2.
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Spin injection It is possible to inject spins, or to be more precise: to locally induce a
spin accumulation, in a nonmagnetic material by sending a charge current I through
a ferromagnetic contact electrode into the material. A ferromagnet has a spin-split
density of states at the Fermi level, where the transport takes place. Because there
are more electronic states of one spin orientation available for the transport, the
injected charge current is spin-polarized.18 A spin injector can thus be regarded as a
spin current source, with the direction of the spins depending on the magnetization
direction of the contact.
The maximum spin accumulation that builds up underneath the contacts can be
derived using the concept of a spin resistance Rλ , which is the resistance that the
spins feel over distance λS . The magnitude of the spin accumulation directly below
the contact (at x “ 0) is then given by:
µ0 “

PIRλ e
PIλS e
“
,
2
2σA

(2.9)
j ´j

with P the spin polarization of the current induced by the contact, given by P “ jÒ ` jÓ
Ò
Ó
and A the contact area (λS and σ are properties of the spin channel). P is a property
depending on the specifics of the junction. A detailed study of junction polarization
can be found in Reference 19. The factor 2 is there because spins relax both to the
left and to the right, resulting in two relaxation channels in parallel.
Equation 2.9 holds only if the injecting contact is sufficiently decoupled from the
transport channel. A low resistive, or transparent, contact electrode causes the spins
to flow back into the contact and relax there, effectively decreasing the spin accumulation. This problem of spin relaxation induced by invasive contacts is called
conductivity mismatch, which can completely diminish the spin accumulation below a
detectable level. The channel can be decoupled from the injector by inserting a thin
insulating layer in between them, through which the spins are injected by tunneling.20 A brief analysis of the conductivity mismatch problem can be found further
in this section. Elsewhere in this chapter, contacts can be considered noninvasive.

Spin detection In principle, one can detect the spin accumulation in the channel
using a ferromagnetic contact by the inverse of the injection mechanisms. Due to
their higher electrochemical potential, the majority spins in the channel are available
for transport into a detector circuit. By short-circuiting the spin channel, a current is
generated that is proportional to the spin accumulation.18
It is also possible to detect the spin accumulation using a voltage probe, which
is the method depicted in Figure 2.3. In fact, this is the method most commonly
used in the nonlocal spin valve geometry (and throughout this thesis). In this case,
the Fermi level of the ferromagnet will align with the electrochemical potential of
the spins with the same direction as the contact magnetization, thereby inducing a

2. Spin transport
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(nonlocal) voltage proportional to the spin accumulation:18

Vnl “

Pµ~S
e

(2.10)

Spin transport The presence of a gradient in the spin accumulation will produce
a steady-state spin current. Figure 2.3(b) shows that sending a current through the
injection circuit creates a spin accumulation µ0 under the injector contact, given by
Equation 2.9. Far away from the injection point the spins will be completely relaxed
to their equilibrium situation, which means no spin accumulation at all. Thus, a
gradient in µS is created in the x-direction, resulting in a spin current. The spin
accumulation as a function of the distance x to the injector (without the presence of
any external magnetic fields) is given by:
µS pxq “ µ0 e´x{λS .

(2.11)

The spin accumulation can be detected if the detection circuit is placed within a
distance of the order of λS . The signal of interest is the nonlocal resistance:
Rnl “

Vnl
PµS pLq
“
,
I
2Ie

(2.12)

in other words: Vnl , that is proportional to the spin accumulation according to Equation 2.10, normalized by the injected charge current I, at distance L from the injector.
Combining 2.9, 2.11 and 2.12 gives:
Rnl “ ˘

P 2 λ S ´ L{λS
e
,
2Aσ

(2.13)

The sign relates to the orientation of the magnetization direction of the detector
relative to the injector, being positive for a parallel configuration (ÒÒ) and negative
for an anti-parallel one (ÒÓ). A necessary condition for expression 2.13, is that the
outer electrodes in the figure are insensitive to the built-up spin accumulation, either
by increasing their distance to " λS or by making them nonmagnetic.
It is possible to switch the magnetization direction of the contacts one by one,
by sweeping an in-plane magnetic field. This can be realized by fabricating contacts
with different thicknesses and thus a different coercivity (which is the strength of the
external field necessary to change their direction). The typical switching behavior
between parallel and anti-parallel configuration can be seen in Figure 2.4.
One can calculate λS by measuring the spin signal as a function of distance to
the injector x, which should decay exponentially according to Equation 2.11. Using
charge transport measurements it is possible to independently measure D, making it
possible to calculate τS with the use of Equation 2.8.
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Figure 2.4: Typical measurement of a nonlocal spin valve signal. At specific in-plane

magnetic field values, a switch occurs between the parallel (ÒÒ) and the anti-parallel
(ÒÓ) magnetization states of the injector and the detector. This manifests in a sudden
change in the nonlocal resistance Rnl . Image adapted from Reference 21.

Conductivity mismatch Earlier in this section it was described how spin injection
can be realized by sending an electrical current from a ferromagnetic metal into a
nonmagnetic material. In practical realizations of this injection scheme, the effectiveness can be largely reduced by an effect called conductivity mismatch. Conductivity
mismatch is present when there is a difference between the spin resistance of the
injecting ferromagnet and the spin channel. This is for instance the case when the
ferromagnet is a metal and the spin channel is a semiconductor.
A simple exercise can give an idea about the origins of conductivity mismatch.
In a spin channel, spins travel on average a distance λS . Therefore, they feel a spin
resistance:
Rλ “

ρλS
.
A

(2.14)

Here, ρ is the resistivity and A the cross-sectional area. For two-dimensional materials this is:
Rλ “

Rsq λS
,
w

(2.15)

with Rsq the square resistance and w the channel width.
Consider now the case for a ferromagnetic contact on a two-dimensional spin
channel as depicted in Figure 2.4(a). For a given spin accumulation µS , the spin current divides between the relaxation path in the channel and in the contact, according
to a current divider as in the equivalent circuit of Figure 2.4(b). The ratio between
the spin currents flowing into the channel ISch and back into the ferromagnet ISFM , is
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(a)

(b)
w

FM

RSch / 2

RSFM

λS

FM

w

IS

2λSch

Figure 2.5: (a) Schematics for the conductivity mismatch of a ferromagnet and a sheet

of 2D material like graphene. The dark gray and red regions represent the spin
resistances for both materials. (b) Equivalent circuit for a spin current divider.
given by:
ISch
ISFM

“

2RFM
λ
Rch
λ

“

ρ λFM
2
S
ch
Rsq λS wFM

(2.16)

In practice, this means that in order to circumvent conductivity mismatch one ideally
FM or smaller. When λch ą λFM , as
needs a low resistive channel with λch
S „ λS
S
S
is the case with graphene and also with semiconductors like silicon, a high resistive
injector is needed. One option would be to use a ferromagnetic semiconductor. These
materials however have the disadvantage of a low ferromagnetic breakdown (Curie)
temperature.22
A second solution to circumvent conductivity mismatch, and the method widely
used in nonlocal geometries, is the insertion of a thin insulating material as a tunnel
barrier between the contacts and the channel.20 The key issue is to construct a contact
with a resistance that is high enough to not influence the created spin accumulation
in the channel, but not too high because a higher contact resistance decreases the
signal-to-noise ratio. Usually, a thin oxide barrier of „0.8 nm does the job. The
insertion of a thin oxide layer usually results in a non-uniform contact, where most
of the transport takes place through pinholes and therefore does not have tunneling
I-V characteristics. A better performance was achieved for graphene devices using
more complex fabrication method.23 c
Conductivity mismatch was first described in detail by Schmidt et al.26 In their
work, they showed the effect by solving the diffusion equations for the equivalent
resistor network of a simple device geometry. Popinciuc et al.27 also described
the effect in detail in graphene spin devices, where they introduced the parameter
C
R “ RRsq
w (here, RC is the contact resistance) as a measure of contact induced spin
relaxation. Maassen et al.28 showed how to take into account contact induced relaxc Another way to overcome conductivity mismatch is by injecting hot electrons.24, 25 In this scheme, the
spins are well above the Fermi energy where there transport behavior is ballistic. This means that there is
now inelastic scattering and thus the description of an Ohmic spin resistance breaks down.
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ation in spin precession experiments. Guimarães et al.29 showed that the effect is
stronger when the spin transport is in the 0D regime, that is, when λS is larger than
the device dimensions.

2.3.2

Other spin transport schemes

Up to now, the focus of this thesis was on the nonlocal spin valve from Figure 2.3, as
it is the geometry used in the experimental chapters. However, there are a number
of other experimental methods to create and/or detect a spin accumulation in a nonmagnetic material. In this section, three common examples of other spin transport
methods will be briefly summarized. These few examples are limited to only purely
electrical schemes.
Two-terminal spin devices The four-terminal (4T) nonlocal geometry is very wellsuited for unambiguous studies of spin transport properties. One could easily think
of a simpler geometry consisting only of the active parts, which are the injector, the
channel and the detector. In fact, this geometry with only two electrodes is very
well-known and even far more conventional than its non-local counterpart. This has
several reasons. The first one is historical: it is the geometry used for the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance and many other spintronic effects such as tunnel
magnetoresistance and spin transfer torque.30 A second reason is that 2T devices are
used for current perpendicular to plane experiments in pillar structures, which are
for instance useful for materials with short spin lifetimes.31 A third reason is that the
2T spin valve is by far the most dominant of all spintronic applications. All reading
of magnetic data in hard disks is currently done by using a form of the conventional
local spin valve effect.32
In a 2T geometry, the resistance of the device can have two distinct resistance
levels RÒÒ and RÒÓ for the two electrodes in parallel and anti-parallel orientation
respectively. The magnetoresistance MR of the device is then given by:
MR “

RÒÒ ´ RÒÓ
∆R
“
,
R
RÒÒ ` RÒÓ

(2.17)

with ∆R the spin dependent signal.
For fundamental studies, the 2T device in lateral geometry suffers from a few
drawbacks that are related to its local nature. Spin transport through the channel
is always accompanied by a charge current, which can make the interpretation of
the experimental data a delicate matter. In spin valve experiments a number of
spurious effects can exist that contribute to the MR value, but are not caused by the
presence of a spin accumulation. Examples are local Hall effects due to stray fields
or interfaces,16, 33 magneto Coulomb effects34 and interference.35 Furthermore, in
the regime where RC „ Rch
λ , the spin relaxation length cannot be determined from a
measurement of the magnitude of the MR alone.36, 37
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Three-terminal spin devices In semiconductors it has been problematic to perform
4T nonlocal spin transport experiments due to the conductivity mismatch that is
present for the high resistive semiconductor channel. In that light the three-terminal
(3T) geometry was developed, a scheme that makes use of the same contact to create
and detect the spin accumulation.38–40 Thus, the 3T geometry can be viewed as a
version of the 4T non-local geometry, in the limit where contact spacing L Ñ 0. This
geometry (see Figure 2.6(a)) has been successfully used to inject and detect spins into
semiconductors at room temperature.41–43

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: The 3T geometry (a) The detection circuit probes the the voltage drop
over the ferromagnetic spin injection contact (most left contact). Thus the spin accumulation directly underneath the contact is probed. Reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Reference 41, copyright (2009). (b) 3T Hanle and inverted
Hanle measurement of the product of the 3T resistance and the contact area as a
function of an out-of-plane field. The measurements here show the effect of different types of ferromagnetic contacts. Reprinted with permission from Reference 44.
Copyright (2011) by the American Physical Society.

In the 3T geometry, a spin accumulation is created underneath the contact in a
similar fashion as described earlier. A 3T scheme as in Figure 2.6(a) measures the
contact resistance, which is in part determined by the induced spin accumulation.
The contribution of the spin accumulation to the measured resistance can be separated by sweeping an out-of-plane B-field. The field destroys the spin accumulation
due to dephasing of the spins, resulting in a Lorentzian shaped curve due to the
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so-called Hanle effect.d Its width can be related to the spin relaxation time using the
expression:
µS pBq “

µS p0q
.
1 ` pωL τS q2

(2.18)

A fit with the experimental data gives a lower limit on τS .41
The advantage of this method is the possibility to measure spin transport properties directly underneath the contact, where the spin accumulation is the largest. Also,
the geometry does not necessarily involve nanoscaled devices, because the measured
signal does not depend on the length L of the device, but on the product of the spin
resistance and the contact area.41
The downside is that a number of effects can influence the width of the Lorentzian
Hanle curve.41, 44 and that a Hanle like curve can arise from effects that are not spinrelated.45 The picture becomes even more complex, because an effect called the
inverted Hanle effect has been observed, where an in-plane B-field recovers the spin
accumulation (see Figure 2.6(b)). The mechanism behind the inverted Hanle effect
however, is still under debate.44–46

Spin Hall effect The spin Hall effect (SHE) is the creation of a spin accumulation by
means of a perpendicular charge current. This happens for instance in the presence of
scattering on impurities that induce sufficiently large SO coupling. In the presence of
such SO scattering, the carriers will have a preferred scattering direction, depending
on their spin orientation. Thus, spins accumulate on either side of the material,
effectively transporting angular momentum from one side to the other. This built-up
spin accumulation can then be used to drive a spin current that flows perpendicular
to the charge current.47 Another cause for the SHE is the effective magnetic field felt
by the moving electrons in solids that intrinsically have SO coupling. The resulting
spin-splitting of the electronic bands due to this effective field is called the Rashba
effect, and it is present in solids that have a breaking in the inversion symmetry in
the crystal lattice.48 The effectiveness of the conversion of a charge current into a
transverse spin current is given by a quantity called the Spin Hall angle.
The SHE was predicted in 1971 by Dyakonov and Perel.50 An experimental
scheme was later proposed47, 51 and eventually experimentally verified.52, 53 The
reciprocal effect of a built up voltage originating from a transverse spin current
called the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE), was demonstrated using a purely electrical method.49, 54 Recently, the SHE and ISHE have become a powerful method to
induce and/or detect spin currents in a range of materials. A recent review about
the emergent field of the SHE and ISHE has been written by Sinova et al.55
d The

more general case of the Hanle effect including diffusion will be described in detail in section 2.4.
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Figure 2.7: Experimental scheme of electronic measurement of the Inverse Spin Hall

effect. The ferromagnetic contact injects a spin current. Due to SO coupling, charge
carriers from the charge current accumulate preferably either to the left or to the
right, depending on their orientation. If the current is spin polarized (due to the
ferromagnetic lead), this will result in a voltage difference between the two side
arms. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Reference 49, copyright(2006).

2.4 Spin precession
The Hanle effect It is possible to experimentally determine the spin transport properties D and τS (and thus λS ) by measuring the nonlocal resistance as a function of
an out-of-plane B-field. In this case, the orientation of the spins will change on the
way from injector to detector due to spin precession, as depicted in Figure 2.8(a).
For diffusive transport, carriers have a distribution of transit times from injector to
detector and therefore experience a dephasing of their spin orientation. This dephasing phenomenon is called the Hanle effect.e The spin transport properties can then be
extracted from the experimental data by a comparison with the solution of the bloch
equation (Equation 2.5), with the applied field in the z-direction and the injected
spins in the xy-plane.
Under steady state conditions, the Bloch equation reads:

~0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´ µ~S ` ω
~L ˆ µ~S .
τS

(2.19)

It describes the spin accumulation in a diffusive spin channel with diffusion coef~L “ µB g~B{h̄, where µB is
ficient D, relaxation time τS and the Larmor frequency ω
the Bohr magneton, g the Landé g-factor, h̄ the reduced Planck’s constant and ~B an
applied magnetic field.
e The original Hanle effect is the creation or destruction of linear polarization in light scattered from an
atom in the presence of a magnetic field.56 The similarity with the experiments described here, is that the
effects are both governed by dephasing of an ensemble of electron spins.
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Figure 2.8: Hanle precession of itinerant electron spins by applying an out-of-plane

B-field. (a) Schematic representation of precessing spins in the channel between
injector and detector. (b) Typical Hanle measurement (points) and fit with the data
(solid lines) using formula 2.20.
This method for determining spin transport properties is independent of the
method described in section 2.3.1. Combining both methods can be used to check
certain assumptions, for instance if g “ 2 and if the diffusion of charge and spin is
the same, or to be more precise, if DC “ DS .
Solutions to the Bloch equation To find an analytic expression for the measured
detector signal of Equation 2.12 in the presence of an out-of-plane field Bz , one has
to find the y-component of µ~S , because the signal scales with the spin accumulation
in the direction of the detector magnetization of the detector. Solving the Bloch
equation for µS,y gives:
˜
˜
«
¸
¸ff
b
?
µL
lb
b
lb
1 ` f pbq cos a
µS,y “
´a
sin a
e ´ l 1` f p b q ,
f pbq
1 ` f pbq
1 ` f pbq
1 ` f pbq
(2.20)
?
using µL “ µS px “ L, B “ 0q, f pbq “ 1 ` b2 , b ” ωL τS and l ” L{p 2DτS q. f
This rather lengthy expression describes the Bz -dependence of the spin accumulation
under the detector. The nonlocal resistance which is measured in the experiment can
be obtained by using Equation 2.12. The result is commonly referred to as a Hanle
curve, which is plotted in Figure 2.9(a). It can be used as a fitting curve for the data
obtained from a spin precession experiment depicted in Figure 2.8(b).
Due to the complexity of Equation 2.20 it can be hard to see the relation between
the shape of the Hanle curve on the one hand, and the spin transport properties D
?

f This solution was first given in Reference 18, but can be traced back even further to the works of Lewis
and Carver57 on spin transmission resonance. For a comprehensive approach for finding the nonlocal
resistance using the diffusion picture see Reference 58.
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Figure 2.9: (a)Plot of the Hanle curve, given by the solution of the Bloch equation

in expression 2.20 for the parallel and anti-parallel configuration. (b)-(d) Effect on
the shape of the Hanle curve when changing one of the parameters D, τS or L and
keeping the others fixed. In this figure, all red curves are the same.

and τS on the other. The overall shape of the Hanle curve is uniquely defined by the
ratio λ{L. The Hanle curve has a clearly observable zero-crossing when the detector
is placed more than one relaxation length away from the injector (L ą λS ). Because
?
λS “ τS D, a change in either τS or D will have an effect on the shape as well.
Roughly said, τS is related to the width of the Hanle curve (Figure 2.9(b)). The
effect of D is a bit more subtle. A sufficient increase in D results in a longer λS and
therefore the zero-crossings become less apparent (Figure 2.9(c)). g In the limit of
L ! λS , the transport can be regarded as 0D and the spin accumulation underneath
the injector and the detector is approximately the same (Figure 2.9(d)). The field
dependent behavior of such a device is very similar to the 3T geometry described
in section 2.3.2 and, if D is sufficiently small, the Hanle curve can be approximated
with a Lorentzian.
g The

same argument can be made for an increased τS , but then the effect on the width of the curve is
dominant.
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Spin precession as a measurement tool The Hanle precession experiment can be
used to derive spin transport properties of a material. The measured relaxation time
τS can give information about the important relaxation mechanisms in the material,
as described in section 2.2. Additionally, Hanle precession is a suitable method to
investigate all intrinsic properties of a material, or modifications to it, that have an
effect on the Larmor precession frequency. These include B-fields due to magnetic
moments and modifications to the g-factor due to many body effects like electronelectron interaction.
One of the possibilities is to measure paramagnetic moments that are directly
coupled to the spin channel. In this case, spins experience a torque by exchange
interactions with the magnetic moments that act as a randomly fluctuating magnetic field. This field effectively enhances the g-factor, thereby narrowing the Hanle
curve. Ferromagnetic order in these moments will show up in a similar fashion,
but in addition causes a hysteresis loop due to the reminiscent magnetization. Magnetic moment in graphene for instance can originate from vacancies or adatoms that
change the nonmagnetic carbon sp2 bonds into an sp3 bond which has a spin.59, 60
Another example is the effect of nuclear fields due to hyperfine interaction. In
equilibrium, these nuclear spins are randomized, but they can align along an applied
field or be polarized by dynamic nuclear polarization (which is achieved by interaction
with polarized electrons). The nuclear field effects the Larmor frequency and thereby
the shape of the Hanle curve, for instance resulting in asymmetries when it is under
an oblique angle with the applied field.40, 61
In this thesis, Hanle measurements are used to probe a more exotic phenomenon,
namely the effect of localized states on spin transport, which can be observed in
epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (see chapter 6–9).

2.5 Spin transport in graphene
This section gives an overview of the experimental works on graphene spintronics, a
field that started in 2007 with the work of Tombros and colleagues.17 Recently, there
have been a couple of reviews on the topic, which can be found in the references.62–64
Exfoliated graphene In 2007, room temperature spin valve and Hanle precession
measurements on exfoliated graphene on a doped Si + 300 nm SiO2 substrate revealed a τS of 200 ps, a D of 200 cm2 s´1 and a λS of 2 µm.17 Subsequently, properties
for bilayer65, 66 and multilayer graphene67 were found (see table 2.1).
While these property were remarkable, theoretical studies predicted even higher
values for τS and thus λS . These theoretical predictions took into account a number of
factors limiting the spin relaxation time, including SO coupling caused by ripples and
scattering centers,68–70 charged impurities and optical surface phonons of the substrate,71 and spin relaxation due to interaction with local magnetic moments.68, 72, 73
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Furthermore, the SiO2 substrate with its high roughness and intrinsic charge impurities leads to a low charge carrier mobility µ. The presence of polymer remains from
the nanofabrication process has a similar effect. Following Equation 2.6, low mobility
devices have a small D, in turn limiting λS .
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.10:

Three different ways of improving the spin transport properties of
graphene spin valves. (a) An example of an improved tunnel contact using a TiO2
seeded MgO barrier. Reprinted with permission from Reference 23. Copyright (2010)
by the American Physical Society. (b) Spin transport device of graphene that is
freely suspended above the substrate. (Reprinted with permission from Reference 74.
Copyright (2012), American Chemical Society) (c) Spin transport device of graphene
with a flake of thin h-BN as the substrate material. Reprinted with permission from
Reference 75. Copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society.

Several experimental works have investigated the dominant causes of spin relaxation in graphene. One of the strategies was to increase the efficiency of the spin
injection and detection electrodes. Common spin transport devices make use of ferromagnetic electrodes with a thin, mostly nonuniform, AlO2 barrier with pinholes.
The device performance was improved by changing to more uniform TiO2 barriers75
and even to contacts in the tunneling regime using TiO2 seeded MgO barriers, shown
in Fig. 2.10(a).23 Recently, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) of only a few atomic layers thick seems to be a promising material for making tunnel barriers because of its
suitable tunneling characteristics.76–79
Another strategy was to study higher quality graphene by removing the substrate74 or, instead of SiO2 , using the more suitable h-BN (Fig. 2.10(b)-(c).75, 80 Such
devices usually consist out of a high quality inner region between injector and detector, and an outer region (not suspended or encapsulated) which has the electronic
and spintronic properties of regular graphene on SiO2 . Due to the diffusive nature of
the spins, the influence of the outer regions is significant. Thus, the extracted values
for τS can be assumed as an underestimation of the true value.74
To gain more insight in the relaxation mechanisms in graphene, the effect of
adatoms and defects to the spin transport properties was addressed in a number
of works. These studies included the effect of gold clusters acting as charge impurity scatters81 and partially hydrogenated graphene, creating magnetic moments.59, 60
Also, the effect of relaxation due to nuclear spins was excluded, by investigating
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graphene with 100% of its atoms consisting of the spin carrying isotope 13 C.61
Graphene type
single
layer

τS
(ps)

λS
(µm)

2 000

130 – 210

100 – 170

1.5 – 2

2 000

140 – 180

450 – 500

2.5 – 3

100 000
40 000
15 000

1 000
520
800

ą150
390
1 900

4.7
4.6
12.1

bilayer
few layer
growth by
CVD

400 – 1 300
1 400/2 100

130
„100
70/63

447
100 – 500
180/285

2.4
3
1.1/1.35

growth by
sublimation

1 900

2.4

1,340

0.6

17 000

-

-

ą100

Exfoliated
Epitaxial

µ
DS
(cm2 (V s)´1 ) (cm2 s´1 )

Remarks

Ref.
17

MgO tunneling contacts
suspended
on h-BN
h-BN incapsulated

23

74
75
80

66
67

transferred to
SiO2 ,
single
and bilayer
values modified by localized states (see
chapter 5)
multilayer
on C face of
SiC, 2T local
geometry,
at
4K

82

21

37

Table 2.1: Room temperature spin transport properties of various graphene systems.

Epitaxial graphene Graphene that is mechanically cleaved with the Scotch tape
method is still regarded as the material with the highest electronic quality. A downside is that the production time per flake area of such a device is very poor. There
have also been studies on larger area graphene. Though the dimensions of the spin
transport device still have to be in the order of λS , large area graphene makes it possible to create an array of devices on a single chip, which is important for investigating
graphene as a possible material for spintronic applications. One of the methods is
graphene grown by CVD (chemical vapor deposition) on a copper substrate, which
is then subsequently transferred to SiO2 . Avsar et al.82 found this material to behave
quite similar to exfoliated graphene.
Another method to produce large area graphene is by sublimation of silicon carbide (SiC). In this case, the SiC also acts as the insulating substrate. Because this
graphene type is one of the main topics of this thesis, the growth process and material characterization of epitaxial graphene on SiC is more thoroughly described in
chapter 4. Spin transport in such devices is the topic of chapters 5-9.
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There are some other works that also study spin transport in epitaxial graphene
on SiC. In the work of Birkner et al.83 the 4T nonlocal measurements were compared
with the 3T geometry as described in section 2.3.2, showing a good agreement between the two methods. Annealing resulted in contaminations by magnetic particles,
leading to a discrepancy between DC and DS , the diffusion constant measured by
charge transport and spin transport respectively. The effect was only observed at
lowered temperatures.
Dlubak et al.37 used the 2T local technique to arrive at an impressive λS of up to
285 µm. The authors attribute the long λS to the high mobility and the absence of
any curvature of the graphene (grown on the C-face of SiC). In a related work it is
claimed that spin transport properties of 4T devices underestimate the spin transport
properties due to relaxation through the additional, low resistive contacts.84 These
claims of graphene with substantially improved spin transport properties when compared to other studies show that graphene spintronics is still an active research field.
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Chapter 3

Thermal and thermoelectric transport in
graphene
Abstract
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section explains the basics of thermoelectrics
in metals, by considering the Seebeck and Peltier effect, and their reciprocity. The second
section starts with a description of the thermal transport properties of graphene by focusing
on their underlying physical origins, followed by a description of recent developments
in graphene thermoelectric experiments. The latter discussion concentrates mostly on
showing the workings and achievements of the experimental methods that are used to
study graphene’s special thermoelectric behavior.

temperature gradient in a material can be created by connecting it to two thermal reservoirs with T1 ą T2 as depicted in Figure 3.1(a). The gradient gives
rise to a steady-state heat current towards the low temperature side, as described by
Fourier’s law (in the one-dimensional case):
dT
.
(3.1)
jQ “ ´κ
dx
Here, jQ is the heat current density, κ is the thermal conductivity and T the temperature. In metals, heat is carried mostly by the conduction electrons. The notion
that electrons are the primary carriers for kinetic energy (heat) is reflected in the
Wiedemann–Franz law,1 which states that the ratio of the thermal conductivity and
the electrical conductivity σ in a metal is constant. The temperature dependence of
this constant is given by:
κ
“ LT.
(3.2)
σ
´ ¯2
2
k
B
Here, L is the Lorentz number2 given by L “ π3
“ 2.45 ˆ 10´8 W Ω K´1 .From
e
the simple fact that electrons are affected by both temperature and voltage gradients,
one can expect that cross links exists between heat and charge transport. This is the
field of thermoelectrics. In the following section a number of thermoelectric effects
will be treated.

A

3.1 Thermoelectric effects
Onsager reciprocity Two flows or currents ~j1 and ~j2 (e.g. a heat and a charge cur~1
rent) are related to the respective thermodynamic forces that drive these currents X
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~ 2 (e.g. an electromotive force and a temperature gradient) by the relationship:
and X
˜ ¸ ˆ
˙˜ ¸
~j1
~1
L11 L12
X
(3.3)
“
~2
~j2
L21 L22
X
This relationship describes any system where two transport processes are happening
simultaneously. Each coefficient Lij can be understood as the specific conductance
for the related transport process. For i ‰ j, the coefficient relates the interdependency
of these two transport processes.
Onsager showed that, when the system is close to equilibrium, the relationship
L12 “ L21

(3.4)

holds.3 This thermodynamic relationship is called Onsager reciprocity.a
When considering charge and heat flows specifically, equation 3.3 becomes (in
the one-dimensional case):
ˆ ˙
ˆ
˙ ˜ dV ¸
j
σ σS
dx
“´
(3.5)
dT
jQ
σΠ κ
dx

This expression includes Ohm’s law (equation 2.1), Fourier’s law (equation 3.1) and
two other laws that describe the interdependency of charge and heat transport: the
Seebeck effect and the Peltier effect. S and Π are called the Seebeck coefficient and the
Peltier coefficient.
The Seebeck effect When a temperature difference ∆T exists between two ends of
a material, a potential difference ∆V is created:
∆V “ S∆T

(3.6)

The strength of this effect is given by the Seebeck coefficient or thermopower S,
which is a material specific property. The sign of S is defined in such a way, that
the temperature gradient points in the opposite direction as the voltage gradient.
For metals, where electronic transport takes place at the Fermi energy EF , S can be
related to the conductivity σ by the Mott relation:4, 5
ˇ
π 2 k2B T d ln σpEq ˇˇ
.
(3.7)
S“ ´
ˇ
3|e|
dE ˇ
E“EF

Figure 3.1 shows how a heat current between two thermal reservoirs can be ?
accompanied by a charge current. At finite temperatures, the density of states νpEq9 E
a In

his paper, Onsager describes the condition of local thermal equilibrium with the term microscopic
reversibility. This means that any fluctuation in the system state or configuration is balanced out, because
it is as likely to occur as its time-reverse. Onsager showed that equation 3.4 holds using only this condition,
regardless of the mechanism causing such a fluctuation.
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Figure 3.1: Depiction of the Seebeck effect. (a) A thermal gradient drives a heat

current jQ through a channel between two thermal reservoirs with T1 ą T2 . If the
material has a finite Seebeck coefficient, this leads to an internal Seebeck voltage.
(b) The heat current originates from the fact that the thermalized heat carriers (here
electrons) on the hot side (left) of the channel have on average a higher energy Eavg
than on the cold side (right). Through diffusion, a steady-state heat current flows
from hot to cold. Because the electrical conductivity depends on the energy, carriers
on one side are transported more effectively than on the other, thus building up a
Seebeck voltage.
in the heat channel
¯broadens, by multiplication with the Fermi–Dirac distribution
´
E´EF
f pEq “ rexp k T ` 1s´1 (Figure 3.1(b)). The Seebeck effects arises because the
B
electrical conductivity σpEq depends on the diffusion coefficient and thus on the energy. This means that electrons on one side of the channel will be transported more
effectively than on the other side, resulting in a net flow of charge. In steady-state
conditions, the charge accumulation leads to an internal voltage build-up. Consequently, if for a material the conductivity is strongly dependent on the energy
(reflected in a high energy derivative), the magnitude of S is high.
When sending a heat current through an interface between two materials with different Seebeck coefficients S1 ‰ S2 , a voltage develops over its interface, as depicted
in Figure 3.2(a). The measured voltage is given by V “ ∆V1 ´ ∆V2 “ pS1 ´ S2 q∆T.
This is the underlying principle of a thermocouple, which is basically the use of an
interface between two different Seebeck materials as a thermometer. The output volt-
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Figure 3.2: (a) If a heat current flows across the interface between two materials with

different Seebeck coefficients S1 ‰ S2 , transport of the carriers (here electrons) in
one direction is favored over the other, leading to an accumulation of charge. This
is because at a given T, the materials have a different number of thermalized states
available for transport. This principle is exploited in thermocouples, where the voltage that develops can be used to extract information about the local temperature.
(b)-(c) If a charge current is sent across the interface between two materials with different Peltier coefficients Π1 ‰ Π2 , heating or cooling occurs at the interface. This is
because the energy per carrier in the materials is different. Therefore, the amount of
heat transported towards the interface is different from the heat flowing away. The
principle of electronic heating and cooling is used in Peltier elements.
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age scales with the difference between the temperature of the junction and a reference
temperature away from the junction.
The Peltier effect The Peltier effect arises when a current I is sent through a junction of two materials with a different Seebeck coefficient. This means that the amount
of energy that is carried per charge carriers is different for these two materials, as
described in previous paragraph. Because the amount of charge flowing towards the
junction is the same as the amount flowing away from it (conservation of charge),
there will be a net accumulation of energy. The heat accumulation at the junction is
then given by
Q9 “ pΠ1 ´ Π2 qI,

(3.8)

with Q9 the heat rate. Depending on the sign of the difference between both Peltier
coefficents Π1 ´ Π2 , the junction heats up or cools down. Heating or cooling of the
junction also depends on the direction of I.
By applying Onsager reciprocity (equation 3.4) to equation 3.5, one can relate the
Peltier coefficient to the Seebeck coefficient by the second Thompson relation:
Π “ ST,

(3.9)

showing the close connection between the Seebeck and the Peltier effect.

3.2 Thermal and thermoelectric transport properties of
graphene
Graphene is a very interesting material for new thermoelectric phenomena and at the
same time, thermoelectric experiments can be used to gain new information about
graphene’s properties. However, in order to understand its thermoelectrics, it is
useful to first start with a brief description of the thermal transport properties of
graphene.

3.2.1

Thermal transport properties of graphene

In 2008, Balandin and colleagues6 measured the thermal conductivity κ of suspended
graphene to be 4840 ´ 5300 W m´1 K´1 .b Measuring the thermal transport properties of graphene is not so straight forward as its electrical characterization, because
in common experimental geometries the heat flows are not limited to the graphene
flake itself and therefore difficult to control. There have been several review papers
b Despite graphene’s 2D nature, its thermal conductivity is commonly expressed in the same dimensionality as used for 3D materials (W m´1 K´1 ), using the graphite inter-plane distance of 0.34 nm as its
thickness.7
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on thermal transport in graphene,7–9 which extensively describe different measurement methods and compare the thermal transport properties of graphene systems
in different geometries with each other and with other carbon allotropes. The purpose of this section is limited to a brief introduction on the physical origins of these
thermal transport properties of graphene. The mechanisms of thermal transport in
graphene are different than in (bulk) metals because of two main reasons:
1. The transport is mainly mediated by phonons instead of electrons, and
2. Thermal transport in nano-sized systems behaves differently from bulk materials.

Transport by phonons The contribution of electrons to the intrinsic thermal conductivity κe of (suspended) graphene is temperature dependent, but is less than 1%
even up to room temperature.10 Thermal transport in graphene is thus mostly determined by the transport properties of its phonons. The phonon dispersion relation
for graphene is depicted in figure 3.3(a). Graphene has two atoms per unit cell, giving rise to acoustic (A) and optical (O) phonon branches.11 Responsible for the heat
transport are the transverse and longitudinal acoustic phonon modes (TA and LA)
and, additionally, the out-of-plane acoustic mode ZA, also called a flexural phonon.12
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Phonon dispersion (dependence of the phonon energy on its wave

vector k, here q) of graphene showing the transverse (T) and longitudinal (L) branches
of the optical (O) and acoustic (A) phonons. Because of its 2D nature, graphene has
an extra vibrational mode out of its plane (Z). Reprinted with permission from the
Materials Research Society: Reference 8. (b) Contribution to the thermal conductivity
of the different phonon modes in a 5 µm wide graphene ribbon. Reprinted from
Reference 13, with the permission of AIP Publishing.
For phonon dominated heat transport in 2D materials, the heat conductivity is
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given by:14
κ“

1
Cvgr λph ,
2

(3.10)

where C is the (lattice) heat capacity per volume, vgr the phonon group velocity
and λph the phonon mean free path. C has not been experimentally measured in
graphene, but is usually estimated to be comparable to that of graphite Cgraphite «
1.5 J cm´3 K´1 at room temperature. The presence of ZA phonons results in an
extra contribution to the graphene heat transport, happening only at low temperature
according to some studies,8 while others claim even at room temperature.15 The
ZA mode is suppressed by the substrate for non-suspended graphene. The phonon
velocity is given by vgr “ dω{dk and is high („ 104 m s´1 ),16 a direct consequence
of the steep phonon dispersion depicted in Figure 3.3(a).
The phonon mean free path λph is also high, measured to be „ 750 nm in suspended graphene.14 The magnitude of λph is governed by inelastic scattering processes. c These processes can be divided into extrinsic scattering with structural
imperfections such as defects, boundaries and interfaces, and intrinsic scattering with
(quasi-)particles such as electron-phonon and Umklappd scattering.9 These are the
only phonon-phonon interactions that reduce the total phonon momentum and thus
shorten λph .
Disorder coming from defects, grain boundaries, disordered edges and/or the
substrate decreases the thermal conductivity of graphene from 2000–5000 W m´1 K´1
in intrinsic, suspended samples to „ 600 W m´1 K´1 in graphene on a SiO2 substrate.7 The lower values of κ for supported graphene is caused by enhanced extrinsic
scattering due to substrate interaction.15
Transport in systems with lower dimensions The small size of materials like graphene
has a distinct effect on κ. It can even lead to a breakdown of Fourier’s law, which was
for instance experimentally shown in carbon and boron nitride nanotubes.17 When
scaling down the size of a material, a number of things can happen:
1. A smaller size decreases the maximum phonon wavelength and thereby the
number of available modes. This decreases the number of conduction channels
and thereby the thermal conductivity.
2. Less phonon modes however, result in a lower number of available states to
scatter into. Therefore the number of Umklapp processes decreases, which
effectively results in an increase of the conductivity, even overcoming the first
c Inelastic scattering results in energy transfer from the heat carriers to their environment, thus establishing local thermal equilibrium, which is necessary for diffusive transport.
d An Umklapp process is the scattering of two phonons to produce a third phonon with a k-vector
outside the first Brillouin zone. The first Brillouin zone is the range of k-vectors that is significant for
phonon waves, as phonons with higher k are equivalent to a vector k1 “ k ´ G that lies within the first
Brillouin zone, with G a reciprocal lattice vector.11
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effect.18 In single-walled carbon nanotubes it was even reported that there is
no Umklapp scattering at all.19
3. With smaller dimensions, scattering of the edges (especially disordered edges)
becomes more important, effectively reducing the conductivity.20
4. For polycrystalline graphene the scattering on grain boundaries can be removed
by making its typical dimensions smaller than the grain size.21
5. Graphene flakes smaller than λph enter the ballistic transport regime. In this
regime, κ is undefined and Fourier’s law breaks down.
Thermal transfer length In the specific case of graphene on a Si/SiO2 substrate, it
is useful to have a simple picture that describes how the heat current distributes over
the system after locally heating it. As depicted in figure 3.4(a), the heat flows mainly
through the graphene channel because of its high κ when compared to the substrate
(κSiO2 « 1 W m´1 K´1 ). Thus a temperature gradient exists in the x-direction over
a long distance in the graphene channel and in the z-direction over a very short
distance into the substrate. The heat loss into the substrate results in an exponentially
decaying temperature gradient along the graphene channel. The typical length over
which the temperature decays is called the thermal transfer length Ltt . If we assume
the Si to be a thermal reservoir at the temperature of the environment, Ltt is defined
by:e
d
κgr tgr tSiO2
Ltt “
,
(3.11)
κSiO2
with tgr and tSiO2 the thicknesses of the graphene and the oxide layer respectively.
This quasi-1D description of a graphene heat channel resembles the case of the
spin channel from Figure 2.3, in the sense that the heat flows from a region with
raised temperature (compare to a non-zero spin accumulation) towards a region with
a lower, reference temperature, typically room temperature (compare with zero spin
accumulation). Ltt is then a measure for the typical distance over which heat leaks
out to the environment, analogous to λS , which is the typical distance over which
spins relax (see section 2.1). Moreover, Ltt allows for an estimation of the typical
thermal resistance RT of the graphene geometry from Figure 3.4, given by
RT “

Ltt
,
2κgr wgr tgr

(3.12)

where the factor 2 in de denominator arises from the fact that the heat can flow in
both directions. Hence, the heat currents and temperature profiles in the device can
e The derivation of this expression is analogous to that of the transfer length in the current crowding
problem, which defines the effective width of charge current injection between two materials with different
resistances.22
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Figure 3.4: Concept of the thermal transfer length Ltt . (a) In the typical graphene on

Si/SiO2 geometry heat flows mostly away through the graphene, but also partly into
the substrate. (b) The result is an exponentially decaying temperature profile in the
graphene heat channel. The typical length scale over which the temperature drops
to 1{e its initial value is given by Ltt .
be approximated by writing down the equivalent circuit, in which heat-flows into
additional contacts can be represented by parallel heat resistances.

3.2.2

Thermoelectric experiments in graphene

Graphene is a special thermoelectric material, because of the strong dependence of
its conductivity on energy. Therefore, its Seebeck coefficient S can be modulated
by changing the Fermi energy using a back gate in a standard graphene on Si/SiO2
field-effect transistor (FET) geometry.
Electronic measurement In 2009, Zuev and colleagues23 experimentally determined
S to be 50–100 µV K´1 at room temperature by using the device geometry shown in
the upper inset of Figure 3.5. This scheme, first used for carbon nanotubes thermoelectrics,24 consists of a small on-chip Au wire that acts as a heat source by sending
a large current through. The resistive (Joule) heating of the heat source results in a
temperature gradient in the graphene, which is then picked up by measuring the 4probe resistance of a gold bar that is fabricated across the graphene flake. Because its
resistance scales linearly with the temperature, the bar acts as a local thermometer.
The gate voltage dependence of S is obtained by mapping the local temperature ∆T
and the induced Seebeck voltage ∆V along the graphene flake. It has been found that
S in graphene has the typical shape as shown in Figure 3.5(b), changing sign when
going from the electron to the hole regime. This measurement technique is currently
the most common tool to investigate graphene thermoelectric properties.
Another way of obtaining the gate dependence of S is by taking the conductivity
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Figure 3.5: Measurement of the Seebeck coefficient of graphene (here called thermo-

electric power or TEP). (a) Gate voltage dependence of the conductivity. The upper
inset shows the device geometry including the graphene flake in dark gray, the heat
source and two thermistors. (b) Typical shape of the gate modulated Seebeck coefficient of graphene, reversing its sign when crossing the charge neutrality point at
„ 0 V. The figure shows measurements at different temperatures, summarized in the
lower inset. Reprinted with permission from Reference 23. Copyright (2009) by the
American Physical Society.
measurements shown in Figure 3.5(a), and then apply the Mott relation (Eq. 3.6).
This can be done by using:
ˇ
ˇ
d ln σpEq ˇˇ
1 dσ dVg ˇˇ
“
,
(3.13)
dE ˇE“EF
σ dVg dE ˇE“E
F

where the back gate voltage Vg is related to the energy by:
a
dVg
|e| 2 b
pVg q “
Vg ´ VD .
dEF
πCg h̄vF

(3.14)

Here, Cg is the gate capacitance typically in the order of « 100 aF µm´2 and VD the
voltage at the charge neutrality point or Dirac point.
By independently measuring the energy dependence of G and of S, it becomes
possible to test the validity of the Mott relation. Moreover, because thermoelectric
properties are given by energy derivatives of electronic quantities, thermoelectric
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measurements are most sensitive around the Fermi energy and can be used for obtaining information that is difficult or even not possible to investigate using regular (charge) transport experiments. For one, deviations from the Mott relation give
information about the nature of scattering.25 Examples are electron scattering on
acoustic phonons, which should become considerable above 100 K26 and scattering
on screened charge impurities which have a quadratic dependence of S at high temperatures.27
It has been found that the Mott relation holds for lower temperature and away
from the charge neutrality point, but deviates near the Dirac point in high mobility
samples28 as well as in bilayer graphene for low carrier densities.9, 29 Furthermore,
a quadratic dependence of S on the temperature in epitaxial graphene on SiC points
to enhanced scattering on screened charge impurities.30 In contrast, CVD-grown
graphene that is transferred to SiO2 has a linear dependence on T, which points to
acoustic phonons as the dominant scattering mechanism.31
Atomic force microscopy based measurement Another method to investigate thermal and thermoelectric transport properties of graphene, is by using a method called
scanning Joule expansion microscopy. This method uses an atomic force microscope to
scan the topography of a simple graphene device that is covered with a thin layer
of the polymer PMMA. When sending a charge current through the device, it heats
up and causes the PMMA layer to expand. The mechanical expansion can then be
correlated with the local temperature, making it possible to map the temperature of
the device with a high temperature and spatial resolution of „ 250 mK and „ 10 nm
respectively.
In reference 32 a detailed analysis was performed on the local environment of
a graphene-metal contact heated by a charge current. The temperature profile was
compared with a detailed simulation, making it possible to distinguish between Joule
heating, current crowding effects and Peltier heating and cooling. From the Peltier
contribution, identified by a switch between heating and cooling when reversing the
current direction, it was possible to verify the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient.
Applications To conclude this chapter, some remarks can be made about the significance of graphene for thermoelectric applications. One of the promises of thermoelectric materials is their use for power generation from heat. The importance
of nanomaterials for the application of thermoelectric power generation started with
the work of Hicks and Dresselhaus33 in 1993. In their paper, they focused on new
ways to increases the so-called thermoelectric figure of merit:
Z“

S2 σ
κ

(3.15)

The quantity Z, or rather the dimensionless number ZT, is a measure for how favorable the material is in converting heat into energy. The problem of increasing normal
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materials to values ą 1 is the interdependence between electrical and heat conductivity (σ and κ) in many materials. Hicks and Dresselhaus introduced a new route
to improve ZT by confining electrons into a 2D potential (2D quantum well). Later
studies have experimentally shown that embedding thermoelectric materials into a
layered superlattice indeed significantly enhances ZT.34, 35
The 2D-nature of graphene, its high Seebeck coefficient, and the possibility to
control its thermal and electric properties, could make it a very interesting system
for applications. Chemical functionalization or combining with other 2D materials in
heterostructures (stacks) could help in managing local heating effects in small scale
electronics. Decreasing κ of such devices would be useful for thermal insulation, but
if at the same time σ can be kept at its high values, it could lead to a significant increase in ZT. Hence, further technological development of thermoelectric properties
of graphene and other 2D materials, could make power generation using waste heat
a feasible application.
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Chapter 4

Epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide
Abstract
This chapter describes the production methods, properties and some applications of epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (SiC).
First, it is explained how thermal decomposition of a SiC substrate can be used for controlled layer-by-layer growth of graphene. Then, the properties of graphene on SiC are
shown to directly relate to the epitaxial growth mechanisms. Finally, the chapter reviews
possible routes towards using epitaxial graphene’s characteristic properties for electronic
device applications.

ne of the ways of producing graphene is by taking a piece of silicon carbide
(SiC) and heating it to high temperatures. The surface atoms start redistributing themselves to maintain the lowest surface free energy, a process called surface
reconstruction. Heating to temperatures over 1150°C removes Si atoms, after which
C atoms can recombine to form graphene. Graphene produced by this sublimation
or thermal decomposition method is commonly referred to as epitaxial graphene, because the graphene correlates to the underlying crystal lattice.a The properties and
quality of this graphene depend on several aspects of the used SiC and on detailed
conditions in the growth chamber. Examples of substrate related condition are the
type of SiC (which comes in many polytypes), the particular SiC crystal face and the
miscut angle, which is basically a measure of how well the surface follows the crystallographic structure. Important growth conditions are for instance temperature,
reactor pressure and annealing time, as well as the presence of inert gasses.
This chapter gives an overview of the main aspects of growth and structure, and
highlights the importance of epitaxial graphene for applications. A number of reviews that treat these topics in detail have been published recently.1–6

O

4.1 Growth
Already in 1965, Badami7 reported the observation of thin graphite films on a SiC
crystal after heating it to temperatures above 2000 °C in vacuum. In 1975, van Bommel and colleagues8 studied the formation of what they called a graphitic monolayer
on a SiC crystal and observed a difference in growth rate and crystallinity when
a Of

course, graphene grown on different substrates and / or by different methods can still be epitaxial.
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comparing the graphite layers on different faces of the SiC crystal. Later works of
graphite growth on SiC studied in detail the carbon surface reconstruction.9, 10 As
early as 1998, Forbeaux and colleagues considered “the possibility to isolate a single
graphene sheet ‘floating’ above the substrate”.11 Around the time that small monolayer graphene flakes were first isolated on SiO2 by the Manchester group, others
envisioned the idea of thermal decomposition of SiC for large scale carbon electronics in the form of carbon nanotubes12 and large surface area graphene.13, 14 Not so
long thereafter, various groups reported the capability of growing large area, single
layer epitaxial graphene on SiC of high quality.15–17

4.1.1

The silicon carbide substrate

SiC is a wide bandgap semiconductor, used for electronic applications because of its
overall better performance than silicon, e.g. at high voltages and high temperatures.18
There exist many crystal structures or polytypes of SiC, resulting in varying material
properties.
(a)

C

(c)

(d)

Si

(b)

abc
3C-SiC

abc
4H-SiC

Figure 4.1: (a) Tetrahedron building block of SiC. (b) Projection of a Si-C bilayer. (c)

Stacking of these bilayer goes as follows: we take the bottom bilayer as reference (its
position ‘a’ marked by one of its C atoms). The next layer can be slightly shifted
to position ‘b’, where the C atom is not directly above the corresponding atom of
the bottom layer. The third layer can then be stacked either again on ‘a’, or on ‘c’.
Stacking with a period of 3 Si-C bilayers (abc) results in a cubic crystal, called 3C-SiC
(d) A stacking period of 4 Si-C bilayers (abcb) gives a hexagonal crystal: 4H-SiC.

Crystal structure The basic building block of SiC is a tetrahedron with in the middle a Si atom and at its corners four C atoms (see Figure 4.1(a)). The different polytypes arises from the fact that these building blocks form Si-C bilayers (Figure 4.1(b))
that can be stacked in an infinite number of ways into different unit cells. SiC crystal
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lattices are either hexagonal (H), cubic (C) or rhombic (R). By convention, a polytype
is referred to by one of these letters, followed by a number that tells how many stackings are in a unit cell (Figure 4.1(c)-(d)). As a substrate for epitaxial graphene, the
most common types are 4H-SiC, 6H-SiC, and, to a lesser extent, 3C-SiC.
A property belonging strictly to the SiC surface is its polarity, determined by the
termination of the crystal face by either Si or by C. These faces are referred to by there
corresponding crystal planes. Epitaxial graphene is most commonly grown on the
Si-terminated (0001) face and the C-terminated (0001̄) face of 4H-SiC or 6H-SiC, but
other varieties do exist as well, such as vicinal SiC surfaces which are a combination
of several distinct faces.
Buffer layer For epitaxial graphene growth, control over the surface reconstruction of SiC9, 10, 19, 20 is necessary. Growth on the (0001) face above temperatures of
1150° C leads, after a series
? of?several different surface phases, to the formation of a
C-rich layer called the 6 3 ˆ 6 3R30 surface
This nomenclature indi? reconstruction.
?
cates that the size of the 2D supercell is 6 3 ˆ 6 3 in terms of the underlying lattice
constant, while rotated 30°, as shown in Figure 4.2. The surface has the same geometrical shape as graphene, but is different because it is covalently bound to almost all Si
atoms of the underlying layer by roughly 1{3 of its C atoms.19 As a consequence, this
layer, also called the buffer layer, does not contain the sp2 bonds that are typical for
graphene and therefore is nonconducting. Subsequently grown graphene layers are
graphite-like stacked (AB) on top of the well-oriented buffer layer. On SiC(0001̄) and,
more recently reported, on 3C-SiC(001),21 the formation of the buffer layer does not
occur, resulting in subsequent graphene layers that grow in patches with different
orientations.
Steps and terraces An ideal surface of SiC would be atomically flat, but in reality the surface behaves step-like, leading to the formation of terraces. For epitaxial
growth, the width of these terraces is important, because it affects the coverage and
quality of the graphene. The terrace width and uniformity are determined by the
miscut angel (referring to the flatness of the surface compared to the atomic plane)
and other pretreatments such as hydrogen etching.
It is important to note here, that graphene grows over the edges of these terraces
as a continuous film. As will be explained later, graphene nucleation starts mostly at
the terrace edges. In order to laterally grow into a uniform graphene film before new
layers start forming, the terrace edges should be relatively close to each other. On the
other hand, terrace steps are often associated with defects and a locally non-uniform
thickness, which induces scattering.22, 23 Because of these two reasons, there is an
optimal terrace width for uniform coverage of single layer graphene.24 It was shown,
that the electronic quality of the graphene is affected negatively when the width of
the terraces is lower than the electron main free path.25
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C in top SiC bilayer
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Figure 4.2: Topview of the 6 3 ˆ 6 3R30 surface reconstruction on SiC, also called

the buffer layer. Reprinted with permission from Reference 19. Copyright (2008) by
the American Physical Society.
During the heating process of the SiC, the terrace edges retract during decomposition of the surface, as shown in figure 4.3. The velocity of this retraction can vary
between different terraces, which frequently results in the combination of several
smaller steps into one large step. This is called step bunching.26, 27 A more uniform
step bunching results from low surface roughness of the substrate before growth,
which improves quality of the graphene.28

4.1.2

Growth mechanisms

Decomposition of SiC starts at places where the binding energy of the Si atoms is
the lowest, mainly at terrace edges and defects. First, graphene islands start forming, which then grow and merge into a continuous graphene layer. In principle the
growth is a self-limiting process for a perfect layer, but Si can diffuse through defective terrace edges and other structural impurities, thereby causing new nucleation
sites and growth.29, 30 Around such nucleation sites, patches of bi- or multilayer
graphene can easily form. In practice, regions with a higher number of layers exist
frequently in the vicinity of the terrace edges, often even before a single graphene
layer fully covers the surface. Additionally, when a nucleation site is far from a ter-
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Figure 4.3: During growth, the edges of distinct terrace surfaces of the SiC substrate

retract at different velocity due to their specific energy needed for decomposition,
resulting in step bunching. Reprinted from Reference 27, with permission from
Elsevier.
race edge, pit formation can occur because carbon is extracted from the substrate in
order to form graphene.25, 31
Both graphene and the buffer layer contain 38 C atoms per square nm, which is
approximately equal to that of three Si-C bilayers (37 C nm´2 ).8, 31 Because the substrate is the source for the C atoms, the step edges retract during growth. Decomposition of less than three layers leads to the formation of islands or fingers. Uniform
growth can be improved by controlling the speed at which step edges retract along
the surface while breaking down.32 Additional control over the sublimation rate at
the surface can be enhanced by creating an equilibrium condition between sublimation and deposition of Si atoms. This can be done by filling the chamber with an inert
gas such as argon (Ar)17 or by using a closed vacuum chamber with a controllable
leak.33
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) Alternatively to the very common thermal decomposition method, epitaxial graphene can grow on SiC by using chemical vapor
deposition (CVD).34 The difference is that the carbon is provided by a precursor gas
(propane), while suppressing Si sublimation. Graphene growth rate via Si sublimation can be controlled and even be completely prevented by introducing Ar in the
chamber and the increase its temperature, pressure and flow velocity. Laminar gas
flow over the SiC surface results in an Ar boundary layer due to the shear stresses
between adjacent gas layers that flow at different velocities. Graphene forms on the
SiC surface when propane diffuses through the Ar boundary layer and is thermally
decomposed.
The advantage of the CVD method is that graphene nucleation only takes place
at step edges and is much less sensitive to SiC surface defects. This results in a better
control over the layer thickness. Moreover, in the case of sublimation, the graphene
is pinned to the substrate at the randomly distributed defects, leading to a much
larger intrinsic strain buildup when cooling down. As a result, CVD grown epitaxial
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Figure 4.4: Depiction of the growth mechanism of epitaxial graphene on SiC. The

image shows Si sublimation starting at the step leading to the formation of graphene
that grows to form a continuous layer of first single and then bilayer graphene over
the surface. The formation of bi- and multilayer can take place around the nucleation
site before the surface is completely covered. Reprinted from Reference 29, with
permission from Elsevier.
graphene has a higher charge carrier mobility and a better controlled doping level.

4.2 Properties
Many characteristics of epitaxial graphene on SiC are different from those of exfoliated graphene. An obvious reason is that the substrate interacts differently, for
instance leading to the opening of a small band gap of 0.26 eV (however, due to
unintentional electron doping from the substrate EF lies outside the gap).35 Another reason is the structural difference, which is directly related to the exact growth
conditions as described in the previous section. One example of this is that electronic properties of epitaxial graphene such as mobility and doping level are widely
spread when the number of layers is inhomogeneous,36 showing the importance of
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controlled growth of single layer graphene over the entire surface.
This section relates a few of the characteristics of epitaxial graphene on SiC to its
typical structure.

4.2.1

Effect of the buffer layer

A distinct property of epitaxial graphene on SiC is the existence of the buffer layer
below the graphene and on top of the SiC(0001) face. As described earlier, it is a
hexagonal carbon layer resembling graphene, but nonconducting due to chemical
bonds with the SiC substrate. It has been experimentally demonstrated that the
conducting states in the graphene are not perturbed by the buffer layer.37 However,
the buffer layer does have a strong effect on the doping of the graphene, due to
positively charged states that exist at the interface between the buffer layer and the
graphene. These states have a nonuniform energy distribution with strong local
variations.38 The result of these charges is a doping level of n “ 1013 cm´2 , which
correspond to a surface states density of „ 1013 cm´2 or to a donor density of „
1019 cm´3 coming from the SiC bulk.39 The charges in the buffer layer also suppress
the response to a back gate potential due to screening effects. This removes one
of the clear advantages of graphene on SiO2 : tunability of the charge carriers by
electrostatic back gating.
Another effect of the buffer layer on electronic transport can come from compressive strain that arises when cooling down from the growth temperature due to
the different thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and SiC.40 The existence of
states in the buffer layer that are related to the dangling bonds of the Si atoms is
41 but the number of these dangling bonds is expected to be low (less than
possible,?
10 per 6 3 unit supercell).19 The effects of the buffer layer on the spin transport in
epitaxial graphene is the subject of chapters 6, 7 an 8.

4.2.2

Polytypes

Epitaxial graphene is commonly grown on 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC. The electronic quality
of these two types is rather similar. Yakimova et al. showed recently that a more uniform growth can be achieved on 3C-SiC(111,)42 because a clean 3C-SiC(111) surface
has a preferential terrace step height of one Si-C bilayer and no terraces edges with
different retraction speed during Si decomposition, in contrast to the more commonly
used 4H and 6H polytypes.28

4.2.3

Crystal face

There exist clear differences between the structure and electronic properties of epitaxial graphene on Si-terminated SiC(0001) and on C-terminated SiC(0001̄). Already
the first reports of graphene on SiC(0001̄) showed that its electronic quality exceeded
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that of graphene on SiC(0001).15, 43 The intrinsic mobility of C-face graphene was
calculated to be 150 000 cm2 V´1 s´1 (not taking into account the doping due to the
substrate), one to two orders of magnitude higher than that of Si-face graphene.44
The difference between Si-face and C-face graphene is also apparent in their
growth and structure. There are some characteristic features for the growth mechanism of C-face graphene:
1. The C atoms of the (0001̄) surface are much less likely to form a covalent bond
with the first graphene layer, resulting in the absence of Si-C bonds in the
surface reconstruction.19 Thus, C-face epitaxial graphene has no buffer layer.
2. The main sources for graphene nucleation on SiC(0001̄) are screw dislocations
and atomic defects, instead of terrace edges.45, 46 The nucleation starts on the
terrace at defect sites in small craters due to thermal decomposition of the
substrate. It begins with the formation of few layer graphene domains, even
before they grow out to fully cover the substrate.47 During growth, the Si
decomposes at the crater edges, which then grow until they are connected and
there is full coverage of the substrate by several layers thick graphene.
3. C-face graphene consist of many domains that are rotationally disordered with
respect to each other.48
4. Their are two possible stacking orders reported for subsequent C-face graphene
layers. One describes a rotationally disordered stacking sequence, resulting in
an electronic decoupling between each layer and thereby maintaining the electronic properties of a single layer graphene49, 50 The other reports a conventional Bernal (AB) stacking with rotational disorder only between neighboring
domains.51, 52

4.2.4

Hydrogen intercalation

The buffer layer and its strong influence on the (electronic) properties of epitaxial
graphene on SiC can be removed by a process called hydrogen intercalation. Exposure
to molecular hydrogen (H) at high temperatures of 600-1000 °C and in atmospheric
pressure forms Si-H bonds in favor of the Si-C bonds of the buffer layer. Such a
treatment transforms any n-layer graphene with buffer into an (n ` 1)-layer without
buffer.53 This process is depicted in Figure 4.5. H-intercalated graphene is stable
up to several hundred degrees and the process is reversible by heating up the sample to temperatures above 700-950 °C.53–55 The removal of the buffer layer causes a
decrease in doping and an increase of the charge carrier mobility. One of the effects is the release of strains in the graphene layer upon intercalation. The small
temperature dependence of the mobility suggest a decoupling of the graphene from
the substrate.56 Similar results were obtained for intercalation using fluorine57 and
oxygen.58
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Figure 4.5: (a) Depiction of the buffer layer on SiC. (b) After hydrogen treatment, the

Si-C bonds saturate with H, turning the buffer layer into a graphene layer.

4.2.5

Ferromagnetism

It is relevant to mention here that two groups reported the experimental observation
of room temperature ferromagnetism in epitaxial graphene on SiC.59, 60 The property
of graphene being magnetic is not so obvious, as its atoms are mostly nonmagnetic.
One way of creating magnetic moments is by partial hydrogenation (see chapter
2). However, the mechanism for creating ferromagnetic order in these moments is
unknown. Crucial ingredients seem to be partially hydrogenated graphene combined
with the presence of the buffer layer, but follow up research is needed to understand
this phenomena better.60
The possibility of making ferromagnetic graphene has a potentially high impact on spintronic applications. The interface between magnetic and nonmagnetic
graphene would be great to study new and more effective ways of injecting spins
in graphene. A possible device geometry to study such an interface is shown in
figure 4.6. Another interesting phenomena worth mentioning was investigated by
Baringhaus et al.,61 who measured ballistic transport in specially grown epitaxial
graphene nanoribbons (also mentioned in a later paragraph). The authors studied
room temperature transport modes with conductivity of e2 {h, which is half the quantum of conductance, indicating that their system must be fully spin polarized.
These few experimental observations are strong indications that epitaxial graphene
on SiC might be a promising material for discovering new and useful phenomena in
the fields of magnetism and spin-polarized transport.

4.3 Applications
The large area and high quality of epitaxial graphene on SiC shows a good perspective for its use in large-scale electronics. This section highlights some of the current
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V
Figure 4.6: Proposed device geometry to study the spin injection properties of ferro-

magnetic epitaxial graphene on SiC. Using lithography, a graphene ribbon is defined
and selectively made ferromagnetic by hydrogen treatment (in red). A current injects spins from the ferromagnetic region into the nonmagnetic region, which are
then measured by the ferrromagnetic detector contact (blue). Sweeping an external B-field should align the magnetic moments in the graphene. If the graphene is
ferromagnetic, the measured voltage should show a hysteresis loop.

challenges and achievements for using epitaxial graphene in such applications.
Doping After lithographic patterning, the quality of epitaxial graphene is still comparable to exfoliated graphene,15 especially when the direction of the crystal structure and the terraces is taken into account during the fabrication process to minimize
the effects of edge and boundary scattering.62 Moreover, the material provides for
intrinsic band gaps in both single layer35 and bilayer,63 which can be utilized if one
has control over the doping. As explained in section 4.2, control over the doping
level in epitaxial graphene on SiC is not possible by a back gate due to screening of
the buffer layer. There are several ways to overcome this.
Intrinsic doping can be controlled by selecting a particular substrate and growth
mechanism, resulting in a fixed charge carrier density usually in the order of n “
1012 ´ 1013 cm´2 . One way of lowering the intrinsic doping level, is by defects induced strain by Ar ion bombardment, resulting in charge transfer from the substrate
and shifting the Fermi-level towards the Dirac point.64
Increased control over the charge carrier density can be obtained by using a double polymer layer.65 Here, the first polymer acts as a neutral spacer layer, while the
second acts as an electron acceptor that can be controlled by exposing it to UV-light.
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This method can reliably lower n to (low temperature) values of 2 ˆ 1010 cm´2 , and
increase the charge carrier mobility to 16 000 cm2 V´1 s´1 .
If one wants to make use of the unique properties of graphene, one would ideally
like to have control over the doping on the device level, by applying an electric field.
This can be achieved in the form of microfabricated top gates.66 Conveniently, it
is also possible to fabricate a conductive layer buried in the SiC substrate, using
nitrogen ion implantation before graphene growth. It has been shown that, after
growth and H-intercalation to remove the buffer layer and its screening effect, the
fabrication of a working back gate can be achieved.67

Field effect transistors One of the first demonstrated applications of epitaxial graphene
was in field effect transistors (FETs)66 which were shown to have high frequency cutoffs of up to 100 GHz,68 a promising figure of merit for radio frequency electronics.
Large circuits with interconnected graphene components on a SiC substrate have also
already been shown. Examples are a radio frequency mixer69 and an amplifier70 with
performance similar to state-of-the-art silicon based transistors.71
The poor on/off ratios of graphene transistors, make it unsuitable as a replacement for the fully developed metal-oxide-semiconductor FET logic in current processors. To overcome this problem, somehow a band gap has to be induced. By
engineering of their growth process, the group of De Heer was able to grow SiC
substrates with a large density of 40 nm wide nanoribbons.72 The trick was ensuring
preferential growth on nanofacets, which are the sidewalls of terrace steps on the SiC
substrate. This templated growth shows impressive results, such as the opening of
a band gap of „ 0.5 eV73 and even ballistic transport at room temperature,61 due to
precise control over the atomic structure over the ribbon edges.74
A different approach was shown by Hertel et al.75 They used the high performance semiconductor properties of SiC as the active component in there transistor
geometry and the graphene as the connectors. Their device design enabled the fabrication of transistor with on/off ratios of „ 104 and circuits performing logic operations.76

Outlook These results show that only a decade after the first realization of epitaxial
growth of single layer graphene on SiC, researchers have come with inventive ways
to use graphene in large scale device architectures. One of the first niche applications
is in metrology, where graphene on SiC outperforms the classic semiconductors in
a scheme to measure the Von Klitzing constant (h{e2 “ 2.6 ˆ 104 Ω) with extremely
high precision.77, 78 Continued efforts will surely bring other mature applications
that will be unique to epitaxial graphene on SiC, making use of the characteristics
that come with epitaxial growth on the SiC substrate.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Optical microscope image of an epitaxial graphene transistor array with

a density of 40 000 devices per cm2 . The scale bar is 100 µm. (b) Dirac curve showing
the gate-dependent conductivity of a typical device. The inset show the schematics
of an individual device with source (S), drain (D) and the gate (G) on top of the
graphene channel. The scale bar is 20 µm. Reprinted by permission from McMillan
Publishers Ltd: Reference 72, copyright (2010)
.
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Abstract
We developed an easy, upscalable process to prepare lateral spin-valve devices on epitaxially grown monolayer graphene on SiC(0001) and perform nonlocal spin transport
measurements. We observe the longest spin relaxation times τS in monolayer graphene,
while the spin diffusion coefficient DS is strongly reduced compared to typical results on
exfoliated graphene. The increase of τS is probably related to the changed substrate, while
the cause for the small value of DS remains an open question.

5.1 Introduction
pin transport in graphene draws great attention since the observation of spin
relaxation lengths of λS “ 2 µm, with spin relaxation times in the order of
τS “ 150 ps at room temperature (RT) in mechanical exfoliated single layer graphene
(eSLG).1 Recent experiments show an increase of τS to τS « 0.5 ns in eSLG at RT2, 3
and τS « 1 ns at T “ 4 K.3 Measurements on bilayer graphene (BLG) show even
higher spin relaxation times, up to a few nanoseconds at low temperature.3, 4 At the
same time, a study on few-layer graphene (FLG) showed an enhancement of τS with
increasing number of layers, which is attributed to the screening of external scattering potentials.5
While most spin transport measurements were performed on exfoliated graphene,
a first publication by Avsar et al.6 showed measurements on graphene, grown by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on copper foil. This publication marked the first
step towards large scale production of spin transport devices, which showed similar
spin transport properties compared to exfoliated graphene. The disadvantage of the
growth of graphene on metal substrates is however that one is forced to transfer the
material to an insulating substrate to be able to perform transport measurements.
Therefore it is useful to think about an alternative, e.g. epitaxially grown graphene on
semi-insulating SiC.7, 8 This letter is the first report of spin transport in this material
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and therefore the first report of spin transport in graphene on a different substrate
than SiO2 . We present lateral nonlocal spin-valve and spin-precession measurements
on graphene strips prepared from monolayer epitaxial graphene (MLEG) grown on
the Si-face of a semi-insulating SiC substrate (SiC(0001)) by sublimation of Si in Ar
atmosphere.8–10

5.2 Sample Fabrication
4H-SiC wafers11 are heated to 2000˝ C in an ambient argon pressure of 1 atm as described in Refs.8 and9 , leading to the growth of the so called buffer layer that is
predominately (ą 80%) covered with MLEG, with some areas uncovered or covered
with double layer graphene. The measurements were performed on MLEG a and
with the help of Hall measurements on similar samples we estimate an electron doping with a charge carrier density of n « 3 ˆ 1012 cm´2 and a charge carrier mobility
of µ « 1900 cm2 {Vs at RT.
5.1(a) shows an about 7 ˆ 5 mm2 big part of a SiC wafer covered with MLEG, prepared with a pattern of Ti/Au structures that form a periodic pattern of bondpads
with leads to central 100 ˆ 100 µm2 areas for further device preparation. These structures are prepared in an optical lithography step, using a deep-UV mask aligner with
a double resist layer (LOR-3A / ZEP-520A, from MicroChem / ZEON Corporation).
After development, the wafer is etched with oxygen plasma at 40 W for 20 seconds,
before depositing a Ti/Au (5 nm{35 nm) double layer using e-beam evaporation followed by lift-off in PRS-3000 (from J.T. Baker). The etching step is necessary to enable
the adhesion of the Ti/Au contacts on the substrate. To prepare the central device
regions (5.1(b)), two MLEG strips per area are defined, using e-beam lithography
(EBL) on a negative resist (ma-N 2400, from micro resist technology GmbH) and the
uncovered MLEG is etched in a second oxygen plasma etching step. After this, the
wafer is annealed for two hours in Arp95%q : H2 p5%q environment at 350˝ C to remove resist residues. To avoid the conductivity mismatch,12–14 the wafer is covered
with an approximately 1 nm thick AlOx layer by evaporating 0.4 nm aluminum at
a base pressure of p ă 1 ˆ 10´6 mbar, oxidation in situ in O2 atmosphere at a base
pressure of p ą 3 ˆ 10´5 mbar for 15 min and repeating the step a second time.
Finally, in a standard PMMA resist based EBL step the 45 nm thick Co electrodes are
formed (5.1(b)) connecting the Ti/Au leads with the two graphene strips, before the
bondpads are contacted using wire bonding. By preparing the wafer with an optical
step and using EBL only on the small central areas, we developed a fast and easy
process to prepare a full wafer with (spin) transport devices. This process can also
be used for different types of large area graphene on non-conducting substrates.
As the resolution of the ma-N resist is limited to about 50 nm, we developed a second
a The

confirmation of the thickness to be MLEG is achieved by measuring Rsq .
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Figure 5.1: (a) Optical microscope picture of a SiC wafer prepared with Ti/Au bond-

pads and leads to central 100 ˆ 100 µm2 areas for further device preparation. Each
of these patterns has a unique label for further production steps and measurements.
The changes in the background color are due to scratches and resist residues on the
backside of the transparent SiC wafer. (b) SEM picture of one of the central device
areas with two spin valve devices, connected with Co electrodes to the Ti/Au leads.
(c) Sketch of an MLEG spin valve device with four Co contacts. The wafer including
the MLEG strip is covered with AlOx , before the Co contacts are deposited.
process, replacing the ma-N resist step with a PMMA step. This enables a higher resolution but in return requires an additional step to remove the graphene outside the
100 ˆ 100 µm2 areas to disconnect the Ti/Au leads. This method was implemented
for two devices, using an additional optical lithography step, where we cover the
central device areas, while the exposed graphene is removed with oxygen plasma.

5.3 Spin Transport
The presented measurements are performed on a W “ 0.7 µm wide MLEG strip
in vacuum at a base pressure of about 1 ˆ 10´6 mbar using low frequency lock-in
technique and AC currents between 1 and 10 µA. The measurements have been confirmed with consistent results, that have been obtained on several spin-valve areas
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on two other devices with W “ 1 µm.
The typical nonlocal geometry is presented in 5.1(c). A spin polarized current I is
sent from contact 2 to contact 1, generating a spin accumulation at contact 2, that
diffuses in positive and negative x-direction. The AlOx barrier separates the MLEG
from the Co contacts and avoids reabsorption of the injected spins in the higher conducting cobalt.13 The exponential decaying spin accumulation generates a nonlocal
voltage Vnl between the spin sensitive contacts 3 and 4, which can be measured as a
function of the magnetic field. In a spin-valve measurement, the magnetic field By ,
aligned with the contacts, is first used to bring the magnetization of the electrodes
into a parallel (P) configuration and is then ramped in the opposite direction. When
the magnetization of one of the electrodes is switched the measured voltage shows
abrupt changes. The magnetic switching fields of the contacts are different due to
different coercive fields which are achieved by different width of the contacts.1, 13
5.2(a) shows two spin-valve measurements, one at RT and one at 4.2 K. Vnl , normalized to the nonlocal resistance Rnl “ Vnl {I, is plotted as a function of the magnetic
field. The upper measurement has been obtained at RT. After saturating the magnetization of the contacts at Bx « ´450 mT no change of Rnl is observed, before
By crosses By “ 0 (not shown). Then at By “ 18 mT a switch in Rnl by 250 mΩis
observed, that can be attributed to the antiparallel alignment (AP) of injector and detector before it switches back to P and the initial Rnl value at By “ 30 mT. Based on
only two visible switches it can be concluded that the outer contacts (contact 1 and
4 in 5.1(c)) are giving no significant contribution to the signal.1 The relatively small
amplitude of the signal of 2Rnl « 0.3 Ωis not necessarily related to spin relaxation in
the graphene strip but is here related to the relatively low polarization of the contact
interface. Also, the contact interface is described by the R parameter, which is in our
measurements R “ W RC {Rsq ě 2.1 µm, with a contact resistance of RC ě 3.3 kΩ,
a square resistance of the MLEG of Rsq “ 1.1 kΩand W “ 0.7 µm.13b Therefore
the contacts are almost noninvasive, but can still slightly influence the spin transport
measurements.13, 14
The spin valve measurement, performed at T “ 4.2 K, shows similar behavior. The
main differences are, that the amplitude is approximately doubled and the switching
fields are slightly increased, due to a change in the coercive fields with decreased
temperature. Additional, Rnl shows a gradual decrease in its value, before the contacts switch to AP. This is probably due to a slight misalignment of the magnetic field
and the electrodes. The changed background resistance is mainly influenced by heat
related effects15, 16 and can therefore change with temperature.
To analyze the spin transport properties, we perform Hanle spin precession measurements.12 For this purpose the magnetic field is aligned in z-direction. The resulting
spin dynamics are described with the one dimensional Bloch equation for the spin

b Both

RC and Rsq show only weak temperature dependence, therefore also R is not affected by T.
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Lp¯mq
TpKq
DS pcm2 {sq
τS pnsq
λS p¯mq
Rnl (mΩ)

2.9
4.2
4.06 ˘ 0.05
2.34 ˘ 0.28
0.98 ˘ 0.06
9.2 ˘ 0.4

1.2
4.2
4.26 ˘ 0.06
1.66 ˘ 0.02
0.84 ˘ 0.01
275.7 ˘ 2.2

1.2
293
2.38 ˘ 0.03
1.34 ˘ 0.02
0.56 ˘ 0.01
102.9 ˘ 0.7

Table 5.1: Results of the fits to the measurements in 5.2(b)-(d).

accumulation µ~S 12
DS ∇2 µ~S ´

µ~S
~ 0 ˆ µ~S “ ~0.
`ω
τS

(5.1)

The first term on the left-hand side describes the spin-diffusion represented by the
spin-diffusion coefficient DS , and the second term describes the spin relaxation with
the spin relaxation time τS . The third term describes the precession with the Larmor
~ 0 “ gµB {h̄ ~B, where g « 2 is the effective Landé factor and µB is the Bohr
frequency ω
magneton.
The Hanle precession measurements in 5.2(b)-(d) can be fitted with the solutions of
the Bloch equation (5.1), yielding the spin transport quantities DS and τS . A summary
of the fitting results are shown in 5.1. 5.2(b) shows Hanle precession measurements,
performed on a distance of L “ 2.9 µm at 4.2 K. The fit gives DS “ 4.06 ˘ 0.05 cm2 {s
?
and τS “ 2.34 ˘ 0.28 ns, resulting in λS “ DS τS “ 0.98 ˘ 0.06 µm.
We would like to note, that this value for τS is the longest reported spin relaxation
time on monolayer graphene. And as the contacts are to some extent invasive, we
can expect even higher values for τS , because a part of the injected spins relax at the
contact interface. The effect of the contacts becomes apparent if one compares the fits
of the measurement at L “ 2.9 µm and L “ 1.2 µm at 4.2 K (5.2(b) and (d)). For the
measurement at L “ 1.2 µm we get τS “ 1.66 ˘ 0.02 ns, which is around 70% of the τS
obtained from the L “ 2.9 µm measurement. This is due to the fact that the contact
induced relaxation is more predominant, the shorter the distance the spins diffuse in
the graphene strip between the contacts.14 With invasive contacts, the shorter measurement distance also leads to a slight increase in the measured DS .14 Also this is
observed, comparing the L “ 1.2 µm to the L “ 2.9 µm precession at 4.2 K.
When measuring at RT (5.2(c)) we observe a reduction of DS by more than 40% and
τS is decreased by about 20%. Therefore we get λS “ 0.56 ˘ 0.01 µm, which is one
third smaller than λS at 4.2 K (see 5.1). We also observe slightly higher values for τS
of up to „ 1.5 ns (not shown). 5.3 shows a more detailed temperature dependence of
τS , DS , λS and the non-local signal amplitude Rnl between 4.2 K and RT. All four parameters show a decline between 4.2 K and RT. While DS and λS are monotonically
decreasing by 40 and 30%, respectively, the value of τS and Rnl drops by 20% and a
factor of 3, respectively. The decrease of all four values can be related to electron-
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Figure 5.2: Nonlocal spin transport measurements. (a) Spin valve measurements on

a device with L “ 1.2 µm inner contact distance at RT (purple and blue) and 4.2 K
(red and green). The sweep directions of the magnetic field are indicated by the
horizontal arrows, the relative orientation of the Co contacts is illustrated by the
pairs of vertical arrows. (b)-(d) Hanle precession measurement for parallel (ÒÒ, blue
boxes) and antiparallel alignment (ÒÓ, red open triangles) of the inner electrodes for
(b) L “ 2.9 µm at 4.2 K, (c) L “ 1.2 µm at RT and (d) L “ 1.2 µm at 4.2 K. The fits to
the solutions of the Bloch equation are plotted in gray. The background resistance,
which is visible in (a), is subtracted in the Hanle precession measurements (b)-(d).
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phonon scattering.12, 17 τS and Rnl are approximately constant below 100 K which
could be related to the fact, that the phonons are frozen out below that temperature. Given the relatively low mobility of the graphene, the temperature dependence
could also be dominated by Coulomb scattering on trapped charges in the SiC substrate which shows a strong temperature dependence as described by Farmer et al.18
Our typical values for eSLG on SiO2 at RT are in case of DS about a factor of 80
bigger, however the measurements on MLEG strips show an increase of τS by about
a factor of 10. This still leads to a „ 70% lower value for λS .13, 19 The increase in τS in
MLEG compared to eSLG can be attributed to the changed substrate. While SiO2 has
an electrical inhomogeneous surface potential leading to electron-hole puddles20 and
limiting effects for spin transport in graphene,21 the SiC crystal and the buffer layer
are far more homogeneous and reduce therefore scattering. We would like to note
that in our measurements on exfoliated graphene the spin transport properties are
only weakly influenced by the temperature1, 5 whereas we here see an improvement
at low temperatures.
Although τS is improved, we do not know the origin for the reduced values of DS .
We obtain the diffusion coefficient DS from Hanle spin precession measurements. To
verify if the value for DS is correct, we compare it to the diffusion coefficient DC
acquired from charge transport measurements on the same area. DC is calculated
using the Einstein relation DC “ pRsq e2 νpEF qq´1 , where e is the electron charge and
ν is the density of states (DOS). The band structure for MLEG on SiC(0001) is the
same as for eSLG.7 Therefore, we can assume the same DOS as for eSLG, νpEq “
gv gs 2π |E| {ph2 v2F q, with the twofold valley (gv “ 2) and spin (gs “ 2) degeneracies
and the Fermi velocity vF « 106 ms´1 . With n estimated by Hall measurements on
şE
similar devices and npEF q “ 0 F νpEqdE we can calculate the Fermi energy EF and
receive νpEF q. With n « 3 ˆ 1012 cm´2 and Rsq “ 1.1 kΩwe get DC « 190 cm2 {s
which is similar to typical values obtained in eSLG.19 This is not surprising, because
the charge carrier mobility in our samples is with µ “ pRsq enq´1 « 1900 cm2 {Vs
reasonably close to the mobility of our eSLG devices.19
But this value of DC means that we observe a difference between the charge diffusion
coefficient DC and DS of a factor 45 to 80 (compare 5.1) in contrast to DC « DS in
eSLG.19 DS and DC can in principle be different as observed by Weber et al.22 in a
two-dimensional electron gas. Here the effect is attributed to electron-electron interactions but was significantly smaller than in our results. In FLG a slight difference of
„ 20% between the two coefficients is found,5 but that difference is not comparable
to the observation here.
We therefore do not expect a difference between the diffusion coefficient obtained
from charge transport measurements and from Hanle precession measurements.
While we cannot explain the observed difference, yet, we can exclude some possible explanations for it.
We do not expect the DC value to be incorrect as the observed charge transport is
comparable to eSLG. One aspect though, that could result in a wrong DC value, are
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Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of (a) the spin relaxation time, (b) the spin dif-

fusion coefficient, (c) the spin relaxation length and (d) the nonlocal signal for the
sample with L “ 1.2 µm. If available, several fitting results at the same temperature
were averaged.

extra current paths next to the MLEG strip which would result in a change of the
observed Rsq . We can exclude this by carefully controlling the etched structures with
a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and by confirming that contacts of different
MLEG strips show no conduction between each other.
n was determined by Hall measurements on similar samples, but not on the spin
transport samples themselves, therefore there could be an error in the value for n
which would lead to an incorrect value for the DOS. The highest values for n, measured on MLEG samples on SiC(0001), under the described growth conditions, are
around n « 1 ˆ 1013 cm´2 which leads to DC « 100 cm2 {s. This changes DC by less
than a factor of 2 and smaller values for n would only increase the calculated value
for DC . Hence, also this aspect does not explain the difference between DS and DC .
Another possibility would be a wrongly assumed DOS. Though, to result in values
for DC similar to DS , we would need a DOS as high as „ 50 times the DOS of BLG.
But we can be sure that we do not have such a DOS in our system because similar
material to that used in our studies shows the typical quantum Hall effect (QHE) of
eSLG.9, 23
Since we do not find any explanation for the difference between DC and DS in the
way DC is determined, let us have a look at DS . DS is obtained by the fit of the Hanle
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precession data in the same way as in earlier experiments.1, 5, 13, 19 Therefore the
fitting procedure cannot explain the difference in the values, as the result for eSLG,
DC « DS , is based on fits to measurements on eSLG using the same procedure. Next
to that, we can confirm the value for DS in a different way. As mentioned before, the
small value for DS leads to a relatively small value for λS . The order of magnitude
of this value can be confirmed by comparing the change of Rnl with L. By fitting an
exponential decay12 to the two Rnl values versus L for the data obtained at 4.2 K (see
5.1, fit not shown), we receive λS « 0.5 µm in agreement with the order of magnitude
of λS obtained from our fitted τS and DS .c With DS “ DC « 200 cm2 {s and τS « 2 ns
we would receive a λS of one order of magnitude larger.
While λS is confirmed, there is still the possibility that the prefactor of the precession
term in the Bloch equation (5.1) is wrong, which would affect linearly the determination of DS and 1{τS . This would be the case, if the effective Landé factor g is changed
in our system. But the reduction of g by a factor of „ 50 is needed, to result in our
measured DS . This is unlikely, also since g « 2 was confirmed for epitaxial multilayer
graphene on the C-face of SiC.24
A change of DS can only be caused by the substrate as we expect the graphene to be
comparable to eSLG7 and growth related defects like grain boundaries do not show
a strong effect on DS and τS for CVD grown single layer graphene on SiO2 .6 One of
the substrate related effects could be inhomogeneities of the graphene thickness and
doping at terrace step edges7 and scattering potentials resulting from that. However,
this is relatively unlikely since step edges are not resulting in a discontinuity of the
graphene layer.7 On the other hand, the out of plane electric field between the bulk
SiC and the buffer layer7 could have an effect on the spin transport.
Another possible reason for the change in the spin transport properties could be related to the buffer layer. Its topology is graphene-like, though a part of the C atoms
is covalently bonded to the underlying Si atoms. Therefore, the layer is electrically
inactive and only weakly interacts with graphene layers on top.25 The buffer layer
does not seem to affect charge transport, at least not the measured resistance or the
QHE,7 although it influences the temperature dependence of the charge carrier mobility.26 However, localized states in the buffer layer could act as hopping sites for
electron spins and could influence the spin relaxation and the spin diffusion. By
spins hopping into these states and back, DS could be reduced without affecting
Rsq and therefore the determined DC (as we do not include these extra states in the
DOS). This kind of localized states could also originate from Al clusters in the AlOx
barrier. When depositing the barrier, some of the Al atoms could cluster and if their
size exceeds some certain limit, part of the Al could stay non-oxidized. Those clusters
would have a high DOS compared to the MLEG and could therefore have a relatively
c As

the polarization of the contact, and therefore the induced spin accumulation, can vary significantly
between different contacts, this analysis is not conclusive, but allows a rough estimate of the order of
magnitude of λS . The same analysis has been performed for the other two devices and has led to the same
result.
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strong influence on the diffusion. This effect is unlikely, as we do not see it for eSLG
on SiO2 but the less rough surface of MLEG on SiC and the resulting difference in
the growth mechanism could result in this clustering. Here it would be interesting to
produce samples with the AlOx barrier only locally below the contacts as discussed
in Ref.13 to compare the spin transport properties with the here reported results.
One other effect that could affect the measurements is the influence the Arp95%q : H2 p5%q
cleaning at 350˝ C could have on the buffer layer. F. Speck et al.26 discuss the intercalation of hydrogen in epitaxial graphene on SiC which leads to the transformation of
the buffer layer into an extra graphene layer. Though the discussed experiment uses
about 1 bar pure hydrogen at 550˝ C for 75 minutes, our cleaning step could partly
intercalate hydrogen below the graphene layer and this could lead to extra transport
channels and influence the transport measurements.
Non of these considerations above led to a conclusive explanation of the observed
difference between the diffusion coefficients obtained from charge and spin transport
measurements. Therefore we have to wait for further measurements to determine if
the difference is based on the way those values are obtained or if there is a difference
between charge and spin diffusion in MLEG on SiC(0001). The effect of the buffer
layer can be addressed by measuring spin transport on quasi freestanding MLEG on
SiC26 and general substrate related effects can be examined by transferring MLEG to
SiO2 .27

5.4 Conclusions
In summary we present a fast and easy process to prepare (spin) transport devices
on wafer scale graphene by the example of MLEG. With this technique we produced
lateral spin-valve devices on MLEG and performed spin-valve and Hanle spin precession measurements between T “ 4.2 K and RT. In the Hanle measurements we
observe exceptionally high values for τS of up to τS “ 2.3 ns and very small values for
DS of DS ă 5 cm2 {s, resulting in a reduction of λS by a factor of 2 to 3 compared to
eSLG. We observe a significant difference between the diffusion coefficient obtained
from charge and spin transport measurements, which we discuss but cannot explain,
yet. Finally we present the temperature dependence of the spin transport and show
a decrease for τS , DS , λS and Rnl with increasing temperature, that can be linked
to electron-phonon scattering or Coulomb scattering on trapped charges in the SiC
substrate.
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Abstract
We developed a spin transport model for a diffusive channel with coupled localized states
that result in an effective increase of spin precession frequencies and a reduction of spin
relaxation times in the system. We apply this model to Hanle spin precession measurements obtained on monolayer epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) (MLEG). Combined with
newly performed measurements on quasi-free-standing monolayer epitaxial graphene on
SiC(0001) our analysis shows that the different values for the diffusion coefficient measured in charge and spin transport measurements in MLEG and the high values for the
spin relaxation time can be explained by the influence of localized states arising from the
buffer layer at the interface between the graphene and the SiC surface.

6.1 Introduction

T

he spin dynamics in the diffusive transport regime are in general described by
the Bloch equation for the spin chemical potential µ~S that describes the three
dimensional spin accumulation:1
dµ~S
µ~
~L ˆ µ~S
“ D ∇2 µ~S ´ S ` ω
dt
τS

(6.1)

with the diffusion coefficient D, the spin relaxation time τS and the Larmor frequency
~L “ gµB {h̄ ~B, that describes the spin precession in a perpendicular magnetic field
ω
~B with the gyromagnetic factor g (g-factor, g “ 2 for free electrons) and the Bohr
magneton µB . Experimentally, spin transport is commonly examined by Hanle spin
precession measurements (Fig. 6.1a) that are fitted with the solutions of the time
independent Bloch equation (6.1) with dµS {dt “ 0. Those fits result in D, τS and
?
the spin relaxation length λS “ DτS . However, the fits are invariant under the
transformation D Ñ c D̃, τS Ñ τ˜S {c, g Ñ c g̃ leaving the scaling factor c undefined.
To unambiguously define the parameters, D can be independently determined using
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Figure 6.1: (Color online) (a) Sketch of the Hanle precession geometry with a diffusive

channel of width W connected to the ferromagnetic spin injector (Fi ) and detector (Fd )
on distance L. The out-of-plane magnetic field ~B causes the in-plane injected spins to
precess while diffusing through the channel. (b) Extension of the Hanle precession
geometry with localized states that are coupled to the channel. The spins can hop
into these states and back into the channel while the states are not coupled with each
other.
the diffusion coefficient from charge transport measurements DC and the Einstein relation DC “ pRsq e2 νpEF qq´1 .a Here Rsq is the square resistance, e the electron charge
and νpEF q the density of states (DOS) of the diffusive channel at the Fermi energy.
Spin transport in graphene has been extensively studied in recent years.2–15 Due to
weak spin-orbit coupling, g “ 2 is commonly assumed to fit Hanle precession data
(and define c).2–14 This was justified for exfoliated single layer graphene (eSLG) as
it was shown that D « DC .4 On the contrary, recent results on monolayer epitaxial
graphene on SiC(0001) (MLEG)16, 17 show D ! DC along with very high values for
τS .10b
In this letter we introduce a model that can explain an apparent difference between
D and DC by the increase of the effective g-factor caused by localized states coupled
to the spin transport channel. Furthermore, we discuss how this model reinterprets
the results on MLEG from Ref.10 and finally, we compare the results on MLEG
to new Hanle precession measurements on quasi-free-standing MLEG on SiC(0001)
(QFMLG).18 In this material the graphene-like, electrical neutral buffer layer, that is in
a Note

that for a diffusive channel generally impurity scattering dominates and D “ DC holds, while a
difference can arise due to strong electron-electron interactions e.g. in a two-dimensional electron gas as
discussed by Weber et al., Nature (London) 437, 1330 (2005)
b The results for MLEG from Ref. 11 using 4H-SiC have been reproduced in our lab for 6H-SiC.
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conventional MLEG located between graphene and the SiC substrate, is absent.19, 20
The presented analysis points to the buffer layer as the origin of the localized states.

6.2 Spin transport model
To examine the spin transport properties of graphene, usually the non-local measurement geometry is used, consisting of a two dimensional channel with ferromagnetic
electrodes that inject and detect electron spins in the graphene plane c2 (Fig. 6.1a).
We extend this description with localized states in close proximity to the channel
(Fig. 6.1b). We assume the states are electrically coupled to the channel and not coupled with each other.
The spin accumulation in the localized states is represented by µ~˚S and its dynamics
can be described by a Bloch equation similar to p6.1q that does not include a diffusive
term but a term for the coupling to the channel.
µ~˚
dµ~˚S
~˚ ˆ µ~˚ ´ Γpµ~˚ ´ µ~S q
“ ´ ˚S ` ω
L
S
S
dt
τS

(6.2)

~˚ “ ω ˚ ẑ ” αωL ẑ can be different from
The Lamor frequency in the localized states ω
L
L
˚
~L due to a possibly different g-factor g ” αg. τS˚ ” βτS is the spin relaxation time
ω
of the localized states and the term ´Γpµ~˚S ´ µ~S q describes the flow of spins from the
localized states to the channel and vice versa with the coupling rate Γ “ pRe2 νLS q´1 ,
where 1{R is the conductance per unit area between the localized states and the
channel and νLS the density of localized states.de
To describe the spin dynamics in the channel we also have to add on the right side
of the Bloch equation (6.1) a coupling term
µ~
dµ~S
~L ˆ µ~S ´ ηΓpµ~S ´ µ~˚S q.
“ D ∇2 µ~S ´ S ` ω
dt
τS

(6.3)

Here we introduce the factor η ” νLS {ν that accounts for the different DOS in the
channel ν compared to the localized states.
The two coupled equations (6.2) and (6.3) can be reduced to one effective Bloch equation. For this purpose we consider the system to be in a stationary state with

dµ~˚
S
dt

“ 0,

c The spins are injected in the plane for small magnetic fields that do not tilt the magnetization of the
electrodes out-of-plane.
d We assume that the spin orientation is conserved in the coupling process.
e See Supplemental Material for the discussion of the coupling rate between the localized states and the
graphene channel.
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Figure 6.2: (Color online) The effective spin relaxation time τSeff (a) and Lamor pre-

cession frequency ωLeff (b) as a function of the coupling rate Γ (black solid curves).
The asymptotic values in the limit of strong (red, dashed curves) and weak coupling
(blue, dash dotted curves). In the graphs we keep τS “ 150 ps (gray dotted curve in
panel (a)), τS˚ “ 5 ns, ωL “ 10 GHz (for a magnetic field of B « 50 mT, gray dotted
curve in panel (b)) and η “ 50 constant.
rewriting equation (6.2) to µ~˚S “ a ¨ µ~S with
¨

τS˚ Γ ` 1
˚
˚
τS Γ
˚ ˚
ˆ ˚ τS ωL
a“ ˚
pτS Γ ` 1q2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2 ˝
0

´τS˚ ωL˚
τS˚ Γ ` 1
0

0
0

˛
‹
‹.
pτ ˚ ω ˚ q2 ‚

(6.4)

L
τS˚ Γ ` 1 ` τS˚ Γ`
1
S

As the spin accumulation is purely perpendicular to the magnetic field in the Hanle
~L || ω~L˚ || ~B || ẑ K µ~S ) we get the effective Bloch equation
geometry (ω
0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´

µ~S
` ω~Leff ˆ µ~S .
τSeff

(6.5)

Here we introduce the effective spin relaxation time τSeff and the effective precession
frequency of the system ω~eff “ ω eff ẑ defined by
L

and

L

1
τSeff

“

1 ` τS˚ Γ ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
1
` ηΓ
τS
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

ωLeff

“

ωL ` ηΓ2

pτS˚ q2 ωL˚
.
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

(6.6)
(6.7)

The expressions for τSeff and ωLeff are plotted in Fig. 6.2 as a function of the coupling
rate Γ (black solid curves). Note that independent from the value of Γ (or the value
of η, τS˚ or α) the model shows a decrease of τSeff and an increased ωLeff .
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For weak coupling, Γ ! 1{τS˚ (Fig. 6.2, blue dash dotted curves), we have long dwell
times for the spins in the localized states and therefore τdwell " τS˚ . As a consequence all the spins that hop into the localized states will relax before returning into
the channel and are therefore “lost” for the spin transport. We get 1{τSeff « 1{τS ` ηΓ,
while ωLeff “ ωL ` O ppτS˚ Γq2 q stays approximately constant.
For strong coupling, Γ " 1{τS˚ (Fig. 6.2, red dashed curves), we have to distinguish
two cases. For ωL˚ " Γ, we get the same result for τSeff and ωLeff as for weak coupling.
The strong precession in the localized states dephases all spins that hop into these
states and they are lost.
The most interesting is the case of strong coupling, Γ " 1{τS˚ , and low precession
frequencies, ωL˚ ! Γ, corresponding to the measurements in MLEG (see below). We
get: 1{τSeff “ 1{τS ` η{τS˚ and ωLeff “ ωL ` ηωL˚ . Both values are in this limit independent from the coupling rate Γ (Fig. 6.2). Note that we get an increased ωLeff also for
ωL “ ω ˚L (g “ g˚ ). This is due to the fact that that spins dwelling in the localized
states account for additional precession and relaxation, but they do not contribute to
diffusion.

6.3 Comparison of the model with spin transport data
How does this model relate to the results on spin transport in MLEG on SiC(0001)
reported in Ref.10 ? Here an increased τS and a strongly reduced diffusion coefficient
(D ! DC ) were observed. As mentioned before, g “ 2 was assumed in Ref.10 as there
was no reason to assume a change of the g-factor for the graphene channel itself e.g.
a changed spin-orbit coupling. But in graphene combined with localized states, with
ωLeff ” ξωL ą ωL and hence geff ” ξg, this assumption presents itself wrong. The
values that are obtained by fitting assuming g “ 2 are described by a modified Bloch
equation that we receive by dividing (6.5) by the scaling factor ξ:
0 “ Dmod ∇2 µ~S ´

µ~S
τSmod

~L ˆ µ~S
`ω

(6.8)

with Dmod “ D{ξ and τSmod “ ξτSeff . The effective spin relaxation time of the system
including the localized states can be obtained by either assuming D “ DC for the
fit or assuming g “ 2 and correcting the spin relaxation time with τSeff “ τSmod {ξ.
The enhanced τS value in Ref.10 is therefore not an intrinsic property of MLEG on
SiC(0001) but is based on assuming a Bloch equation to fit the data which does not
take the localized states into account.
Note that the measured spin relaxation length does not change when assuming a
different g-factor as λmod
“ pDmod τSmod q1{2 “ pDτSeff q1{2 “ λeff
S
S ă λS .
The narrow room temperature (RT) Hanle precession measurements on MLEG on
SiC(0001)10 in the center of Fig. 6.3 illustrate the effect of a modified g-factor. The fit
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Figure 6.3: (Color online) RT Hanle precession measurements with aligned (ÒÒ) and
antialigned (ÒÓ) inner electrodes. The narrow curves in the middle (light colors, scale
on the left axis) show a measurement on MLEG with L “ 1.2 ¯m and W “ 0.7 ¯m
from Ref.10 The broader measurements enclosing the MLEG measurements (dark
colors, scale on the right axis) were performed on QFMLG with L “ 1.5 ¯m and
W “ 1 ¯m. The Hanle fits are plotted in gray. For both sets of measurements a
constant background resistance was subtracted.

to this data (assuming g “ 2) gives τSmod “ 1.3 ns and Dmod “ 2.4 cm2 {s, resulting in
4 mod is increased and Dmod
λeff
S “ 0.56 ¯m. Compared to values obtained on eSLG τS
is strongly reduced in contrast to the value of DC « 190 cm2 {s obtained in charge
transport measurements on the same sample and compared to D „ 200 cm2 {s typically measured on eSLG.4f At RT this discrepancy between Dmod and DC is resolved
using a scaling factor of ξ “ DC {Dmod « 190{2.4 « 80, which yields a spin relaxation time of τSeff « 1.3 ns{80 « 16 ps and an effective g-factor of geff « 80g. Note
that these values for τSeff and geff are not describing only the graphene layer but the
overall system, including the localized states.
To find out where the predicted localized states originate from, we prepared and
measured spin transport samples on quasi-free-standing MLEG (QFMLG) as in Ref.10
QFMLG is obtained by only growing the electrical neutral buffer layer and no graphene
on SiC(0001) and then intercalating the sample by hydrogen as described in Refs.19
and.20 Then we are left with a single graphene layer directly on the passivated
SiC(0001) surface.
Fig. 6.3 shows Hanle precession curves measured on a QFMLG strip at RT next to
the measurements on MLEG from Ref.10 The non-local resistance2, 10 changes slower
f With

comparable DC in both systems, the transport is still dominated by impurity scattering.
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with ~B,g comparable to measurements performed on eSLG.4 The fit (assuming g “ 2)
gives τS “ 33.6 ˘ 0.9 ps and D “ 75 ˘ 2 cm2 {s and therefore λS “ 0.50 ˘ 0.01 ¯m.
These values are similar to low quality eSLG samples as τS is reduced by about a
factor 4 and D by a factor of approximately 3 compared to typical eSLG values.4
Compared to MLEG we see an increase of D by a factor of „ 30 and a decrease of τS
by about 40 times. In contrast to the MLEG data we see in charge transport measurements on similar QFMLG samples a diffusion coefficient of DC « 45 cm2 {s „ D.h To
obtain DC we use Rsq « 3.5 kΩand a hole charge carrier density of p « 6 ˆ 1012 cm´2
from Hall measurements consistent with results from Ref.20
Comparing the results on the two graphene types on SiC(0001) it is interesting to see
the striking difference of the spin relaxation times and diffusion coefficients obtained
in spin transport measurements but even more important that DC « D in QFMLG,
as expected for graphene.4 Hence, there is no effect of the localized states. Accordingly, they have their origin in the interface between the graphene layer and the SiC
substrate as this is the only structural property that is altered between conventional
MLEG and QFMLG. Hence, the states could be in the dangling bonds or in the buffer
layer. The strong difference of D vs DC (and change in ωL ) reported in Ref.10 points
to a strong coupling of the localized states to the channel (see eq. 6.7) and Fig. 6.2b).
The coupling is strongest if the localized states are located in the buffer layer as this
one is closest to the channel. If we assume comparable coupling of these states to the
channel and between adjacent layers in graphite and considering η „ 50 (see below),
we get Γ „ 2 ˆ 1013 s´1 , justifying the strong coupling limit (see Fig. 6.2).
Now we can evaluate the model and characterize the localized states by comparing the fitting results on MLEG on SiC(0001)10 with data obtained on other types
of monolayer graphene. To compensate for different DC -values obtained in charge
transport measurements on QFMLG and conventional MLEG, we use data on eSLG4
to compare with results on conventional MLEG.10 In the limit of strong coupling we
get based on (6.8): ξ “ 1 ` αη. Using the typical eSLG values, τS “ 150 ps and
DC “ D “ 200 cm2 {s, as the graphene values in the absence of localized states and
the MLEG values as Dmod and τSmod we get ξ « η « 80 at RT, assuming g˚ “ g
(α “ 1). Together with τSmod {τS « 9 we obtain τS˚ {τS “ β « 10. Hence, at RT spins relax in the localized states with τS˚ « 1.5 ns about 10 times slower than in the graphene
channel. This enhanced value is very reasonable for a confined state in a material
with low spin-orbit coupling.
The presence of localized states can also explain the temperature dependence of spin
transport in Ref.10 in contrast to negligible change for eSLG.2 By assuming the same
values as before for D and τS in the absence of localized states, we get with the
g In the two measurements L is slightly different (1.2 ¯m vs. 1.5 ¯m) which has a minor influences on
the width of the curve (FWHM „ 1{L). The difference in the amplitude is not related to λS , which is
comparable, but to a different contact polarization. There is no evidence that the minor change in W
(0.7 ¯m vs. 1 ¯m) has a significant influence on the measurements.
h With comparable D in both systems, the transport is still dominated by impurity scattering.
C
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data for MLEG at 4 K η « 45 and β « 22 (τS˚ « 3.3 ns). These results imply less
accessible localized states with longer spin relaxation times at low temperature. By
assuming a Boltzmann distribution we get from the change in η an activation energy
of Ea « 15 meV.
Within our analysis, η describes the ratio of the DOS in the localized states and the
channel. With η up to 80 we need a high density of localized states in our system.
In MLEG with an electron charge carrier density of n « 3 ˆ 1012 cm´210 we have a
DOS of ν « 3 ˆ 1013 eV´1 cm´2 . With a density of carbon atoms in the graphene-like
buffer layer of 3.8 ˆ 1015 cm´2 and assuming that every carbon atom contributes one
localized state, we get η “ 80 if these states are e.g. uniformly distributed over an
energy range of „ 1 eV. Those localized states can be the origin of the strong doping
observed in MLEG on SiC(0001).21
The observed increase of g in MLEG could in principle also be related to magnetic
moments induced by the buffer layer or dangling bonds on the surface of SiC(0001)
as described for hydrogenated graphene in Ref.13 We argue that this does not apply
here since: i) The effect in MLEG is stronger at RT than at 4 K in contrast to only
low temperature effects in hydrogenated graphene. ii) We do not see any effects resulting from randomized magnetic moments at low magnetic fields like the “dip” in
the spin-valve measurements in Ref.13 iii) The increase of g in MLEG is much bigger
than in hydrogenated graphene.

6.4 Conclusions
To summarize, we developed a spin transport model for a diffusive channel with coupled localized states that results in an increased effective g-factor and a reduced spin
relaxation time for the transported spins. This model can be applied to any nanoscale
systems, where spin transport occurs via extended states which are coupled to localized states. We use it to reinterpret the data from Ref.10 where an enhanced spin
relaxation time and a reduced spin diffusion coefficient were observed. By comparing the data from Ref.10 to new measurements on QFMLG and typical values on
eSLG we identified the buffer layer as possible source for the localized states and the
measurements can be related to a g-factor of geff “ p45 ´ 80qg. Finally we use the
model to characterize the spin properties of the localized states in the buffer layer of
MLEG on SiC(0001).
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Supplementary information
Coupling rate between the localized states and the graphene channel
To estimate the coupling rate Γ between the localized states and the graphene channel, we can set up a simplified model based on the coupling between adjacent
graphene layers in graphite, as these layers have the same or similar physical distance as the buffer layer to the graphene layer.
In graphite, the conductance in z-direction perpendicular to the layers is per layer
σIL “ σgr {pζdq where σgr is the in-plane conductivity of a graphene layer, d the distance between two layers (or between the graphene layer and the localized states)
and ζ « 100 the ratio between the conductivity within the layers and perpendicular
to them.22
We can now calculate for a current IIL in z-direction:
VσIL A
dQ
dN
dµ
“
“e
“ eνLS A
(6.9)
d
dt
dt
dt
Here V “ µ{e is the voltage between the localized states and the channel, proportional to the difference in the chemical potential, A the area through which the current flows, Q is the total charge that flows, N the number of charge carriers, d is
the distance to and νLS the density of states (DOS) of the localized states, and e the
electron charge.
Using the Einstein relation with ν the DOS and D the diffusion coefficient of the
graphene channel we get:
IIL “

V

ν D1
dV
“
νLS d2 ζ
dt

(6.10)

This equation includes the ratio of the DOS of the localized states and the graphene
channel η “ νLS {ν that was discussed in the main text of this letter.
With the coupling rate Γ „ V1 dV
dt we receive :
Γ“

1D1
.
η d2 ζ

(6.11)

With this model we get for bilayer graphene with ζ “ 100, ν “ νLS , d “ 0.3 nm and
the typical graphene value D « 0.02 m2 {s
ΓBLG « 1015 s´1 .

(6.12)

For our system we have η „ 50 while the other parameters stay the same and get
therefore
ΓLS « 2 ˆ 1013 s´1 .

(6.13)

This value gives the order of magnitude of the coupling rate between the localized
states and the graphene channel. With this value we are in the limit of strong coupling of the system as depicted in Fig. 2 of the main text.

Chapter 7

Observation
of anomalous Hanle spin precession lineshapes
resulting from interaction with localized states
This chapter appeared in Physical Review B 91, 081403 (2015).
Authors: J. J. van den Berg, W. Strupinski, and B. J. van Wees.

Abstract
It has been shown recently that in spin precession experiments, the interaction of spins
with localized states can change the response to a magnetic field, leading to a modified,
effective spin relaxation time and precession frequency. Here, we show that also the shape
of the Hanle curve can change, so that it cannot be fitted with the solutions of the conventional Bloch equation. We present experimental data that shows such an effect arising
at low temperatures in epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide with localized states in the
carbon buffer layer. We compare the effect between materials made with different growth
methods, epitaxial growth by sublimation and by chemical vapor deposition. The presented analysis gives information about the density of localized states and their coupling
to the graphene states, which is inaccessible by charge transport measurements and can be
applied to any spin transport channel that is coupled to localized states.

7.1 Introduction

T

he spin relaxation length λS is a property that can be obtained in a (non-local)
spin valve geometry by two independent methods. Firstly, by measuring the
spin dependent signal as a function of the distance x to the spin injecting electrode,
because this signal scales with the spin accumulation µS 9e´x{λS . The spin relaxation
time τS is then given by τS “ λ2S {D, where D is the spin diffusion coefficient. A
complementary method is Hanle spin precession, where an out-of-plane field Bz is
applied to precess the spins in the x-y plane of the channel with precession frequency
ωL . D and τS are directly obtained by numerically fitting the Hanle curve with the
stationary solutions of the one-dimensional Bloch equation:
~0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´ µ~S ` ω
~L ˆ µ~S .
(7.1)
τS
~L “ gµB ~B{h̄, with the Landé g-factor g=2, µB the Bohr magneton, and h̄ the
Here, ω
reduced Planck’s constant.
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A striking effect occurs when itinerant electron spins couple to localized spin
states. The spins pick up extra relaxation and precession while residing for some
time in the localized states on their way from injector to detector, as depicted in
Fig. 7.1. This causes a significant decrease in the measured spin signal amplitude and
a narrowing of the Hanle curve. The effect was observed in Epitaxial Graphene (EG)
on Silicon Carbide (SiC),1 a system that receives much interest as a platform for spin
transport experiments,1–3 because of its high quality, large area, insulating substrate
and more recently, experimental findings of room temperature ferromagnetism.4, 5
The localized states most likely originate from the bufferlayer, the nonconducting
graphene-like layer between channel and substrate.6 Though firstly developed for
observations in EG on SiC, the localized states picture is in fact applicable to any spin
transport channel which couples to localized states. Recently, Roundy and Raikh7
theoretically studied the effect of deep traps in organic semiconductors and predicted
a narrowing of the Hanle curve in a similar fashion. By making assumptions on the
distribution of the dwell times in the traps, an anomalous shape of the Hanle curve
was also predicted, but not yet confirmed by experiment.

Injector

z
x

Detector
Г

Figure 7.1: A spin transport channel coupled to localized states with a coupling rate

Γ. Spins can reside in the localized states for some time, where they pick up extra
relaxation and precession, thus strongly effecting the measured Hanle signal.

In this Rapid Communication we show an anomalous lineshape of the Hanle
curve in spin precession experiments in EG at low temperatures. Also, we present an
analysis that can qualitatively explain the observed anomalous behavior by assuming
a transition regime of strong to weak coupling between the channel and the localized
states. The effect is measured in EG on SiC samples that we produced by two growth
methods: by sublimation8–11 and by CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition).12, 13 A difference in coupling and/or density of localized states can be expected, resulting in
a measurable effect on the spin relaxation time and the precession frequency in the
channel. Our analysis allows for estimating the density of localized states and the
spin relaxation time for both growth methods.
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7.2 Materials and methods
We investigated two different types of EG spin valve devices: EG by sublimation
(Type I) and on EG by CVD (Type II). We show here the results of one device of each
type, similar measurements on another type II device can be found in the supplementary information.
For both types, we grew the graphene layers at 1600 °C under an argon (Ar) laminar flow in a hot-wall Aixtron VP508 reactor on semi-insulating on-axis oriented
4H-SiC(0001) substrates with dimensions 5 mm ˆ 5 mm. The dynamic flow conditions in the reactor controlled the Si sublimation rate. For epitaxial CVD growth, we
formed an Ar boundary layer thick enough to prevent Si sublimation, but allowing
for the diffusion of propane gas that was led into the reactor as the precursor. The
reactor pressure applied in the case of sublimation was 100 mbar and in the case of
CVD 30 mbar.11, 13 These two growth methods resulted in a wafer scaled EG monolayer, with a nonconducting carbon buffer layer sandwiched between the graphene
and the SiC. Raman studies showed that the buffer layer of Type II has less epitaxial
strain, probably due to a different superstructure or C–C bond length. This results
in slightly higher mobility than in Type I, but comparable doping.13
We produced EG spin transport devices with ferromagnetic contacts, following
roughly the same recipe as described in Ref. 1. We used EBL (Electron Beam Lithography) to define „0.5´1.0 µm wide lines, resulting in an EG strip with a Hall cross
at one end of the strip as shown in Fig. 7.2(a). a We used reactive ion etching in
an RF O2 plasma for 45 seconds (at 25 W and 0.01 mbar) for removal of the EG.
In the final EBL step we defined the contact pattern. Using e-beam evaporation we
deposited 0.9 nm of titanium oxide (TiO2 ) in two steps, which we oxidized in situ in
O2 atmosphere after each step at a pressure above 10´1 mbar. The TiO2 acts as the
tunnel barrier to avoid conductivity mismatch.14, 15 Without breaking the vacuum
we then deposited 40 nm of cobalt (Co) and a 5 nm aluminium (Al) capping layer
to prevent the Co from oxidizing. The devices were loaded in a liquid helium flow
cryostat and measured in vacuum („10´7 mbar).
We performed room temperature Hall measurements to characterize our nanodevices, using contacts 1–4 in Fig. 7.2(a).b We obtained a charge carrier density
of n1 = 1.5 ˆ 1012 and n2 = 2.2 ˆ 1012 cm´2 and a mobility of µ1 = 2800 and
µ2 = 2000 cm2 V´1 s´1 .c These values correspond to a charge diffusion coefficient
DC1 “ 200 and DC2 “ 172 cm2 s´1 . d
a We avoided the use of any negative tone resist because this can leave problematic resist residue after
exposure, leading to high contacts resistances and low polarization.
b We note that in our device geometry the Hall measurement probes a small EG region close to, but not
exactly at the spin channel.
c Epitaxial graphene on SiC is known to be heavily n-doped. Hall characterization of the full 5 ˆ 5 mm
graphene sample yielded values of 2–6 ˆ 1012 cm´2
d
diffusion coefficient DC using the Einstein relation DC “ 1{pRsq e2 νpEF qq “
a We obtained the charge
2
π{pgs gv nqh̄vF {pRsq e qq, where Rsq is the square resistance, e the electron charge, νpEF q the density
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Figure 7.2: (a) Device schematics of an EG on SiC nonlocal spin valve with four spin

contacts made of a TiO2 tunnel barrier, Co and an Al capping layer. The inset shows
a colored microscopic image of the real device (Type I) with a microscopic image
of the etch lines (dark brown) superimposed. Additional lines were etched away in
between the Co contacts to ensure there were no current paths outside the strip. (b)´(c) RT spin valve measurements of EG by sublimation (Type I) and CVD (Type II).
The distance L between the inner electrodes is 1 µm for both devices. The horizontal
arrows represent the sweeping direction of the magnetic field. Vertical arrows show
parallel or antiparallel orientation of the inner electrodes. The extra level in (c) is
caused by the switching of one of the outer electrodes. The lines between measurement points are a guide to the eye. (d)´(e) Hanle precession measurements at RT of
type I and II in the parallel (black circles) and antiparallel (red circles) configuration.
Note the large difference in the x-axis scales. The best fits are performed on a plot of
ÒÓ
pRÒÒ
nl ´ Rnl q{2 and inserted in this figure as black and red lines. Because of a small
asymmetry in (e) the fit is performed only in the positive range of Bz . τ and D are
obtained by fitting with the solution to Eq. 7.1 (see text).
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7.3 Room temperature spin transport
To investigate the spin transport properties we used the nonlocal spin valve geometry
shown in Fig. 7.2(a). Using standard lock-in techniques, we sent an AC current IAC (=
1´5 µA) between Co contacts 6 and 7, creating a nonequilibrium spin accumulation
in the channel underneath these contacts. The spin accumulation decays in both positive and negative x-direction and can be detected as a nonlocal voltage Vnl between
spin sensitive contacts 4 and 5. A spin valve measurement consists of the nonlocal
resistance Rnl “ Vnl {IAC as a function of an in-plane field By . Because of a different
width of each contact and thereby a difference in their coercive fields, it is possible
to switch their magnetization direction independently. A sudden change in Rnl can
be observed when the relative orientation of the injector and detector changes from
parallel to antiparallel or vice versa. When the outer contacts are far away at a distance greater than λS , we can neglect their influence, resulting in a typical two-level
spin valve.
Figures 7.2(b)´(c) show room temperature (RT) spin valve measurements of Type
I (L = 1 µm and W = 0.85 µm) and Type II (L = 1 µm and W = 0.62 µm). Figures 7.2(d)´(e) show RT Hanle precession experiments. Both devices show very narrow Hanle
curves when compared to typical exfoliated graphene, as was already reported for
Type I devices in Ref. 1. If we now use Eq. 7.1 to fit the experimental data in
Fig. 7.2(d)´(e), we obtain a diffusion coefficient that clearly deviates from DC . This
modified value we denote as Dmod , giving 4.7 ˘ 0.4 and 1.2 ˘ 0.1 cm2 s´1 for Type
I and Type II respectively. The obtained relaxation time also seems to be modified:
mod “ 400 ˘ 30 ps and τ mod “ 2.1 ˘ 0.09 ns, which is much higher than the typical
τS1
S2
τS “ 200 ps for exfoliated graphene.
The significant difference between DC and Dmod is a clear indication that Eq. 7.1
does not hold, so we use the model from Ref. 6 for a more accurate explanation.
This model assumes electronic states coupled to the channel that do not contribute
to the charge transport. However, the states can contribute to the spin relaxation
and precession. This happens when the coupling is strong enough and there are
enough states contributing, a condition that can be described by the expression ηΓ "
1{τS . Here, Γ is the coupling rate between the channel and the localized states, η “
νls {νgraphene is the ratio between density of states in the graphene and the density of
localized states and τS is the intrinsic spin relaxation time of the graphene, unaffected
by the influence of the localized states.
The dynamics in the system are described by an effective Bloch equation:6

~0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´ µ~S ` ω~eff ˆ µ~S .
L
τSeff

(7.2)

Here, the effective relaxation time τSeff and effective precession frequency ωLeff are
of states at the Fermi level, the valley and spin degeneracy gv and gs equal to 2, the Fermi velocity
vF « 106 m s´1 , and n the charge carrier density.
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given by:
1 ` τS˚ Γ ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
1
1
“
`
ηΓ
τS
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
τSeff

(7.3)

and
ωLeff “ ωL ` ηΓ2

pτS˚ q2 ωL˚
.
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

(7.4)

In the above expressions a ˚ is assigned to the corresponding properties of the localized states. Here, τSeff “ τSmod {ξ with ξ ” D{Dmod .6 Using D “ DC we obtain ξ 1 “ 43
and ξ 2 “ 143.
The parameter space in this description includes seven quantities, D, τS , τS˚ , g,
g˚ , Γ, η, but we reduce that number by making some assumptions. First, we assume
the properties of the graphene channel to be the same as the typical properties of
exfoliated graphene with similar mobility: D “ 200 cm2 s´1 , τS “ 150 ps and g “ 2.16
We can make this assumption, because 1) we measured DC « D and 2) due to
weak spin-orbit interaction and the absence of electron-electron interaction we have
no reason to expect a change in g. Then, assuming that 1) g “ g˚ “ 2 and 2)
the room temperature data is in the strong coupling limit, η is given by η “ ξ ´
1 “ DC {Dmod ´ 1.6 We can estimate τS˚ under the same assumptions, and using
1{τSeff “ ξ{τSmod “ 1{τS ` η{τS˚ . The only unknown variable we are now left with is
the coupling rate Γ.

7.4 Anomalous Hanle curves at low temperatures
An interesting question related to the nature of the coupling to the localized states, is
whether the process is mediated by temperature independent tunneling or hopping,
which should be temperature dependent. Therefore, we cooled down the samples to
liquid helium temperatures. We observed a distinct change in the lineshape of the
Hanle curve when cooling down. Figures 7.3(a)´(b) show the temperature depenÒÓ
dence of the Hanle curve for both types. We plot here the spin signal pRÒÒ
nl ´ Rnl q{2
for each individual curve. At temperatures of 30 K and lower, the Hanle curve of
Type I in Fig 7.3(a) evolves into a broader curve that does not cross zero and has
an extra, narrow peak around zero field. This temperature dependence of the Hanle
curve is surprising, as it was not seen before in EG by sublimation.1, 3 Type II in
Fig 7.3(b) behaves comparably, but also shows a decrease in amplitude at lower temperatures and the transition already takes place around 160 K. We were not able to
accurately fit the anomalous Hanle data that arises at lower temperature. D takes
on unrealistically high values due to the absence of a zero crossing and pronounced
shoulders15 and τS , typically associated with the width of the Hanle curve, becomes
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Figure 7.3: Temperature dependent evolution of the Hanle curve. (a) EG by sublima-

tion (Type I). The typical RT Hanle lineshape (dark red line) develops into a broader
curve without zero-crossings in Rnl and with a narrow peak around zero magnetic
field at temperatures of 30 K and lower. (b) EG by CVD (Type II). The Hanle lineshapes change already at 160 K and also the amplitude decreases in the temperature
range 293´30 K and increases again at 30´4.1 K.

inaccurate, coming from the fact that the shape consists of a narrow peak on top of a
broader curve.
Now we show in what regime of parameters these expressions can result in a
Hanle curve with an anomalous shape. According to Ref. 6 τSeff is approximately
constant and ωLeff is linear with magnetic field in both the weak coupling regime
(ηΓ ! 1{τS ) and the strong coupling regime (ηΓ " 1{τS ). In both limits the Hanle
curve has the same shape, but in the case of strong coupling the amplitude and peak
width are reduced drastically. This explains the modified transport properties and
the difference between DC and Dmod that we typically see in EG at RT. Only in the
transition regime (ηΓ „ 1{τS ) the full expression of Eq. 7.3 and Eq. 7.4 comes into
play. A nontrivial lineshape then arises from the fact that τSeff becomes a function of
ωL and thus depends on Bz .
In Fig. 7.4 we model the development of the Hanle curve when entering the
transition regime between strong and weak coupling. For these plots we use the
solution to Eq. 7.2 and fill in Eq. 7.3 and Eq. 7.4. We use the experimental results
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Figure 7.4: Simulated curves for Hanle precession including the effect of localized

states. The figures show the evolution of the Hanle lineshape when changing the
coupling rate Γ. For both plots we used D = 200 cm2 s´1 , τS = 150 ps and g = 2. The
blue curves show the weak coupling limit which is not influenced by the localized
states and is therefore the same in both figures. (a) uses the estimated quantities τS˚
and η of Type I and b) uses τS˚ and η of Type II.
for Dmod , τSmod [Fig. 7.2(d)´(e)] and D “ 200 cm2 s´1 to estimate η “ 42 (166) and
τS˚ “ 0.42 (2.3) ns for Type I (II). In the weak coupling regime (blue curve) both
Hanle curves follow the spin properties of the channel. In the model we assume
these properties to be equal for both devices, so the blue curves in Fig 7.4(a) and (b)
are the same. In the intermediate regime, which is around 20 ps ď 1{ηΓ ď 200 ps,
the typical Hanle lineshape changes into a superposition of a broad and a narrow
peak. In the strong coupling regime (dark red lines) the shape is the same as a
regular Hanle curve, but its amplitude and peak width both decrease drastically. In
this regime the spin properties are dominated by the localized spin states, therefore
τS˚ « τSmod .
We now discuss how the simulated data from the localized states model relates
to the experiment. When we compare Fig. 7.3 and 7.4 we see a similar double peak
shape emerging when going from high to low temperature or from strong to weak
coupling, respectively. The similarity of the two figures points to a coupling rate that
is temperature dependent. This can be explained by two possible mechanisms: 1) the
localized states are at the Fermi energy and the coupling is mediated by activated
transport, where the thermal energy is used to overcome a tunnel barrier or 2) the
localized states are distributed over a range of energies, depending on the available
thermal energy. The strength of the effect is different for the two materials under
investigation, EG by sublimation and EG by CVD. This can be explained by the
structural difference of the bufferlayer, resulting in a different density and/or energy
distribution of the localized states.
When comparing the experiment and simulations we see a difference in ratio
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between the signal amplitude and curve width. This suggests more of the fitting
parameters are temperature dependent, limiting the usefulness of Eq. 7.2 for fitting
the experimental data. We also attempted to simulate the data using more free fit
parameters. This, however, leads to a result with too many uncertainties of which
the interpretation is unclear and an even higher value for η (see Supplementary
Information for the details of this analysis). A possibility would be to incorporate a
distribution of coupling rates similar to a so-called heavy tail distribution of trapping
times that is seen in disordered semiconductors,17 which influences the Hanle shape
even outside the intermediate coupling regime according to Ref. 7. Such an analysis
might also shed more light on the high value we find for η, giving νls “ ηνgraphene «
2 ˆ 1013 eV´1 cm´2 or higher. This, however, is outside the scope of this paper.

7.5 Conclusions
In short, we investigated a new regime of intermediate coupling strength between
diffusive and localized electron spins in EG on SiC and observed anomalous Hanle
curves, giving novel insights in the effects that can play a role in widely used Hanle
precession experiments. The interaction between channel and localized states is complex, reflected in the number of variables in the model. Nonetheless, we found a
qualitative agreement between the temperature dependence of the anomalous experimental Hanle curves and our model. We observed a significant difference in the
density of localized states between the two material types, which is likely to be related to the structure of the bufferlayer, the effect being stronger in EG by CVD. For
both types, the analysis gives a high density of localized states in the bufferlayer.
On the one hand this work might provide new answers for how to control transported spins by coupling them to their environment. On the other it confirms the
usefulness of spin transport to “read out” local spin properties.
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Supplementary information
Figure 7.5 is a temperature dependent Hanle precession measurement of a second
type II sample, showing a similar change in the lineshape as in Fig. 3(b) of the main
text but with a higher noise level. Also, the amplitude of the signal fluctuates between subsequent measurements. Fitting this data with the model would require the
parameters η and Γ to have a nontrivial dependence on temperature, showing that
our model is limited to only qualitatively explaining the effect of anomalous Hanle
lineshapes.
The information from the temperature dependent measurements can be used to
estimate the spin properties of both the channel and the localized states, as well as
the coupling Γ and the ratio η. Here, we try to reproduce the experimental Hanle
curves from Fig. 3 of the main text using more free fit parameters. In Fig 7.6(a)
we compare the model to the data from Type I. We assume three quantities, Γ, η
and τ ˚ , to be temperature dependent for a reasonable match with the experimental
data. Surprisingly, for a reasonable agreement we need an increase in η, meaning
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Figure 7.5: Temperature dependent evolution of the Hanle curve of another EG by
CVD (Type II) sample. From RT Hall measurements we obtained for this sample n =
1.2 ˆ 1012 cm´2 and µ = 3400 cm2 V´1 s´1 , leading to DC “ 219 cm2 s´1 . The signal is
more unstable and noisy than in Fig. 3(b) of the main text and the amplitude of the
signal is fluctuating between subsequent measurements. However, the change from
a regular Hanle lineshape at RT into an anomalous shape at lowered temperatures
can still be seen.

that the density of localized states contributing to the spin transport increases with
temperature. The same trend can be seen for Type 2 [Fig. 7.6(b)], although this
requires high values of η = 750.
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Figure 7.6: Attempt to simulate the temperature dependent, experimental data shown

in Fig. 3 of the main text by assuming Γ, η and τ ˚ , to be temperature dependent. It
is possible to obtain a reasonable agreement, but the fits are very sensitive to small
changes in the fitting parameters.
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energy dependent coupling between localized
states and an epitaxial graphene spin channel
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Abstract
Hanle spin precession measurements are a common method to extract the spin transport
properties of graphene. In epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide, these measurements show
unexpected behavior, due to presumed localized states in the carbon buffer layer that is
present between the channel and the substrate. As a consequence, the Hanle curve narrows
in its magnetic field dependence and can show an unconventional shape, which has been
experimentally observed and modeled in previous studies.
Here, we extend the previously developed model by assuming that the localized states are
charge traps, that have a power-law distribution of trapping times. Our simulations show
that the energy dependence of these trapping times can be extracted from the temperature
evolution of the Hanle curve, that was previously observed in experiments. Our extended
model gives better insight in what processes play a role when a spin channel is coupled to
localized states and their relation to the experimental observations.

8.1 Introduction
pitaxial graphene on the silicon (0001)-face of silicon carbide (SiC)1–3 has been
studied recently for its suitability as a spintronic material using Hanle spin precession experiments,4, 5 which is a method to measure spin dynamics in a non-local
spin valve geometry in the presence of an external, out-of-plane B-field. It was observed that the spin transport properties are influenced by the presence of localized
states in the buffer layer, an insulating carbon layer that is a characteristic feature of
this material, resulting in a dramatic narrowing of the Hanle curve in the presence
of the buffer layer.4, 6 More recently, even a change in the general shape of the Hanle
curve was observed at low temperatures.7
A previously developed model6 explains both effects by assuming, coupled to
the spin channel, localized states that briefly trap the itinerant spins. Simulations
using the localized states model resemble the typical change in the Hanle curve that

E
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is seen in the experiments to some extent, but have some features that are different.
So far, the localized states model succeeded in explaining the narrowing of the curve
at high coupling strength (observed at room temperature)6 and the development
of an anomalous shape of the curve at intermediate coupling strength (observed
at low temperatures).7 The exact shape of this anomalous Hanle curve however,
could not be properly simulated, indicating that the previously developed localized
states model in the intermediate coupling regime is perhaps somewhat oversimplified. Also, a physical interpretation of the temperature dependence of the coupling
rate has so far not been offered.
Here, we investigate further the shape of the Hanle curve within the scope of
the previously developed model. To extend this model, we assume a coupling rate
between the localized states and the channel that is not one specific value, but is
distributed over a range of values, described by a distribution function F pΓq. We
use for F pΓq an inverse power-law distribution, derived from the heavy-tailed distribution of trapping times commonly found to describe dispersive transport.8, 9 We
arrive at this distribution function by assuming an exponential dependence of the
coupling rate on the energy E of the localized states away from the Fermi level. In
this way, we can naturally explain the previously observed temperature dependence
of the change in the shape of the Hanle curve.
With this analysis, we show that Hanle experiments are a means of obtaining
insights about the nature of the localized states and the process that mediates the
coupling with the channel. Furthermore, this generalized model can be used to
describe any spin channel with localized or trapped states influencing the transport,
and could therefore be of interest for the understanding of spintronics in organic
semiconductors.

8.2 Localized states model
We start with a brief summary of the previously developed model of localized states
that are coupled to the spin channel,6 which we will later on refer to as the “reference model”. The itinerant spins in the channel have a probability to hop into
such a localized state and be trapped there for some trapping time tt . While being
immobilized, the spins can still relax and, in the presence of an applied magnetic
field, precess. When there is a sufficiently large amount of these localized states, or
groups of localized states, the spin dynamics in the system can be described using a
spin accumulation in the channel, µ~S , and in the localized states, µ~˚S . The latter is a
continuous variable if there are enough states available, a fact that can be justified if
we consider that the buffer layer is a nonconducting, but graphene-like layer.
Now, the situation can be expressed using two coupled Bloch equations, given
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by:
$
&0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´
~˚

µ~S
τS

~L ˆ µ~S ´ ηΓpµ~S ´ µ~˚S q
`ω

%0 “ ´ µ˚S ` ω
~˚ ˆ µ~˚ ´ Γpµ~˚ ´ µ~S q.
L
S
S
τ

(8.1)

S

Here, D is the diffusion coefficient, τS the spin relaxation time and ωL the Larmor
precession frequency. The ˚ denotes the properties of the localized states. The constant η “ νLS {ν is the ratio between the density of states (DOS) of the localized states
and the DOS in the channel, and Γ “ 1{tt is the coupling rate.
The effect of the localized states on µ~S can be described by rewriting the two
coupled Bloch equation into one, effective Bloch equation:6
0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´ µ~S τSeff ` ω~Leff ˆ µ~S ,

(8.2)

1 ` τS˚ Γ ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
1
1
“
`
ηΓ
τS
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
τSeff

(8.3)

with

ωLeff “ ωL ` ηΓ2

pτS˚ q2 ωL˚
p1 ` τS˚ Γq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

(8.4)

As described in Ref. 6, the expression of Eq. 8.3and Eq. 8.4 can be simplified
by considering different coupling regimes. This is done by comparing the coupling
rate Γ with the other characteristic rates in the system, 1{τS and ωL . When these
rates are much larger than Γ, spins that hop into the localized states will be lost
due to relaxation or dephasing, respectively. However, the regime of strong coupling
(Γ " 1{τS˚ ) and low precession frequency (Γ " ωL˚ ) is typically the regime of interest
for our system, at least at room temperature. In this regime, Eq. 8.3and Eq. 8.4 can
be simplified into: 1{τSeff “ 1{τS ` η{τS˚ and ωLeff “ ωL ` ηωL˚ . This results in a Hanle
curve that is very narrow compared to the conventional case of a channel without
localized states, but the curve maintains its shape.
In Ref. 7, the regime of intermediate coupling was considered, where ηΓ „ 1{τS .
In this regime, the complex interdependence of τSeff and ωLeff results in a non-trivial
change of the shape of the Hanle curve, which in that work was experimentally
shown at low temperatures down to 4 K.

8.2.1

Extension of the model: localized states with varying coupling
rate

Now, we investigate what happens if Γ changes as a function of the position x in the
channel. In this approach, which we will call the “extended model”, the system can
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Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of a diffusive spin channel where spins can be

trapped in localized states coupled to the channel. In the model presented here, the
coupling rate Γ can be different from trap to trap. We model this by n distinctive
states, which each have a different coupling rate. The effective spin transport properties can then be calculated by a summation over the contributions of all localized
states.
be described as a channel where the localized states have a changing coupling rate
Γi depending on the specific location in the channel, as shown in Fig 8.1. We make
the assumption that the spin dynamics in the systems can be described in terms of
the spin accumulation µ~S and a spin accumulation µ~S,i , associated with all localized
states or groups of localized states with coupling rate Γi . The quantity ηi describes
the ratio between the DOS of the localized states with Γi and the DOS in the channel.
Because we consider a large number of localized states and a continuous variable
µ~S , the system behaves as a channel which is coupled to different types of localized
states that couple at the same location simultaneously, where we maintain the assumption that there is no hopping between the localized states. Now, we can extend
the reference model by simply adding extra coupled Bloch equations describing the
spin accumulation in the system. For n different types of localized states we are now
left with n ` 1 coupled equations. In this notation we have replaced the spin accumulation in the localized states µ~˚S that was used in the reference model with µ~S,i .
For the corresponding properties we also replace the ˚ with the index i:
$
µ~
’
~L ˆ µ~S ´ η1 Γ1 pµ~S ´ µ~S,1 q ´ η2 Γ2 pµ~S ´ µ~S,2 q ´ . . .
0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´ τS ` ω
’
’
S
’
’
µ~S,1
’
’0 “ ´ τ ` ω~L,1 ˆ µ~S,1 ´ Γ1 pµ~S,1 ´ µ~S q
’
S,1
&
µ~
0 “ ´ τS,2 ` ω~L,2 ˆ µ~S,2 ´ Γ2 pµ~S,2 ´ µ~S q
S,2
’
’
’
’
.
.
.
’
’
’
’
%0 “ ´ µ~S,n ` ω~L,n ˆ µ~ ´ Γn pµ~ ´ µ~ q
S,n
S,n
S
τ

(8.5)

S,n

We can rewrite 0 “ ´µ~S,i {τS,i ` ω~L,i ˆ µ~S,i ´ Γi pµ~S,i ´ µ~S q as µ~S,i “ ai µ~S , following
the same method as for the reference model for one type of localized states.6 Thus
we can rewrite the first line of Eq. 8.5 that describes the spin accumulation in the
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channel, as:

0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´

µ~S
τSeff,1

~
` ωLeff,1 ˆ µ~S ´ η2 Γ2 pµ~S ´ µ~S,2 q ´ . . .

(8.6)

using the same procedure as for Eq. 8.2. Iterating this step n times yields an effective
Bloch equation that takes into account the contributions of all types of localized
stated. This gives:
0 “ D ∇2 µ~S ´

µ~S
τSeff,n

~
` ωLeff,n ˆ µ~S

(8.7)

with
n

1
τSeff,n

ÿ
1
`
ηi f pΓi q
τS

“

(8.8)

i “1

ωLeff,n “ ωL `

n
ÿ

ηi gpΓi q

(8.9)

i “1

using for convenience the following newly introduced functions:
f pxq ” x

1 ` τS˚ x ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2
p1 ` τS˚ xq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

(8.10)

and
gpxq ” x2

pτS˚ q2 ωL˚
˚
p1 ` τS xq2 ` pτS˚ ωL˚ q2

(8.11)

Not to complicate things further, we made here the assumption that the spin relaxation time in all the localized states is constant τS,i “ τS˚ . We also used ωL,i “ ωL˚ ,
because there is no reason to believe a significant variation in the g-factor.
We can interpret ηi as the weighing factor of the different contributions, meaning
that for each Γi there is a corresponding ηi “ ηpΓi q. In other words, the weighing
factor is in fact a Γ-dependent variable ηpΓq. As a consequence, we have to change
notation and now define the constant η0 “ νLS {ν as the ratio between the DOS of all
localized states and the DOS in the channel (where we previously used η), in order to
keep the description consistent with the reference model. Hence, η0 is now defined
as the ratio between the localized states DOS and the DOS in the channel, summed
over all types of localized states:
n
ÿ

n
ÿ

ηi “
i “1

i “1

ηpΓi q “ η0 .

(8.12)
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For a large n, we can consider Γ to be a continuously distributed parameter,
described by some distribution function F pΓq. This distribution function is closely
related to the weighing factor via the expression ηpΓi q “ F pΓi q∆Γ. This allows us to
rewrite the summation terms in Eq. 8.8 and Eq. 8.9 as an integral, by taking the limit
n Ñ 8, giving:
1
1
“
`
eff
τS
τS

ż

F pΓq f pΓq dΓ;

(8.13)

F pΓqgpΓq dΓ.

(8.14)

The continuous version of Eq. 8.12 is given by:
ż
n
ÿ
lim
ηpΓi q “ F pΓq dΓ “ η0 .

(8.15)

Γ

ż
ωLeff “ ωL `
Γ

nÑ8

i “1

Γ

Thus, using this description we can investigate any distribution function F pΓq
describing the spreading in the coupling rate Γ, while keeping the ratio η0 constant.
Note that the distribution function given by FD pΓq “ η0 δpΓ ´ Γ0 q, where δpΓq is the
Dirac delta function, returns the original results described in equations 8.3 and 8.4,
where we changed notation from Γ (which is now a variable) to Γ0 .

8.3 Inverse power-law distribution for F pΓq
To find out what type of distribution function F pΓq would correctly describe our
system, we look in the literature for other systems with similar transport characteristics. A good candidate is offered by the well-studied disordered semiconductors
that exhibit dispersive transport, characterized by free carriers that are immobilized
in charge traps. These traps have a range of trapping times that are described by a
power-law distribution.8, 9 The effect of this distribution of trapping times on spin
transport in organic semiconductors was recently studied.10 In this study the assumption was made that electrons in traps do not undergo any spin relaxation, resulting in a strong narrowing and shape change of the Hanle curve.
The power-law distribution of trapping times is a direct consequence of charge
traps that are exponentially distributed in energy E, where E is the activation energy
that is required to leave the traps. Following Ref. 9, the dependence on energy of the
DOS of the traps (to be more precise, its ratio with the DOS in the channel) ηpEq, is
then described by:
˙
ˆ
E
,
(8.16)
ηpEq “ η0 exp ´
kB TC
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with kB Boltzmann’s constant and TC a characteristic temperature that gives the
steepness of the energy distribution that describes the decline of the number of traps
as the energy moves away from EF . The coupling rate is given by:
ˆ
˙
E
ΓpEq “ Γ0 exp ´
,
(8.17)
kB T
with T the temperature.
For the trapping time tt , this results in a distribution FP ptt q that has a power-law
decay,9 also known as the Pareto distribution. Because we consider Γ “ 1{tt , we
deduce here the inverse of that distribution, FIP pΓq (see also Supp. Information):

FIP pΓq “

dη dE
α pα´1q
,
“ η0 αΓ´
0 Γ
dE dΓ

for 0 ď Γ ď Γ0 .

(8.18)

Here, we introduce the parameter α “ T{TC , which is an index that gives the weight
of the tail of FP ptt q. In Fig 8.2 we show both FP ptt q and FIP pΓq for different values
for α. Thus, we have an energy dependent distribution describing the coupling rate
solely determined by the parameters TC , η0 and Γ0 , where the latter two replace the
constant values for η and Γ that were used in the reference model.
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α=4
α=2
α=1
α = 0.5
Г0
0

1/Г0

(b)
FIP (Γ)

(a)
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α=2
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tt (s)

Γ (s-1)

Γ0

Figure 8.2: (a) Power-law distribution for the trapping time FP ptt q for different tail

indices α. (b) Inverse power-law distribution function for the coupling rate FIP pΓq.

8.4 Simulations
Using the software MATLAB it is possible to simulate the effect of the distribution
function in Eq. 8.18 on the Hanle curve. To obtain the full expressions for the effective properties τSeff and ωLeff , we incorporate Eq. 8.18 into Eq. 8.13 and Eq. 8.14 and
integrate over the whole range 0 ď Γ ď Γ0 .
We show here the effect of changing the typical parameters TC , η0 and Γ0 . The
rest of the parameters used in the model are based on the experimental results and
analysis from previous studies.
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Figure 8.3: (a) The effect on the Hanle curve of a different coupling rate Γ0 in the

extended model that includes the inverse power-law distribution function for the
coupling rate. Used parameters for this plot: DC “ 0.015 m2 s´1 ; τS “ 150 ps;
L “ 1 um; W “ 1 um; τS˚ “ 1 ns; η0 “ 50; T “ 300 K; TC “ 200 K. (b) The effect of
a different ratio η0 between the DOS of the localized states and the DOS in the spin
channel. The used coupling rate Γ0 “ 1012 s´1 , other parameters used for this plot
are the same as for (a).
Figure 8.3(a) shows how Γ0 relates to the narrowing and/or shape change of
the Hanle curve. For high coupling, there is a narrowing of the curve, while for
intermediate coupling also the shape changes, as is consistent with the reference
model. Also consistent with previous description, η0 relates to the strength of the
effect of narrowing and shape change of the Hanle curve in the limit at Γ0 . The effect
is demonstrated in Fig. 8.3(b).
In Fig. 8.4(a) we show the role of TC in the extended model. When increasing
the temperature from the cryogenic region up to room temperature, the Hanle curve
evolves from a shape that has some features of a conventional Hanle curve without
the effect of localized states, into the final shape defined by Γ0 and η0 . TC relates
to the typical temperature where the Hanle curves stops evolving and reaches the
high coupling limit. Thus, for T ą TC , the Hanle curve can be described by the
reference model in the high coupling limit. Hence, the temperature evolution of the
Hanle precession curve can show the steepness of the localized states decay with
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energy, by simply looking at the transition temperature between the intermediate
and high coupling regime, or similarly, the transition between an anomalous shape
and a narrowing of the curve.
In Fig. 8.4(b) we show a comparison between previously obtained experimental
data (from Ref 7) and the two different models. The reference model (also from
Ref. 7) doesn’t have an explicit dependence on T, but instead shows the curve for two
different values of Γ. The extended model with the inverse power-law distribution
FIP pΓq, as described in this paper, is shown for two different temperatures (RT and
at 4 K). The measurements are shown by the black solid line. The three narrow
Hanle curves show that both models have a good match at RT, as can be seen from
their overlap with the experiment. The wider and larger curves are at cryogenic
temperature. Here, the Hanle curve has an anomalous shape, and this is also where
the models deviate from the experiment and from each other. The number of free
parameters in both models however, is too high for an unambiguous fit to the data.
The extension of the model allows for reproducing certain features of the measured
curve, in a way that was not possible with the reference model. However, the model
is limited in completely reproducing the experiment with a single set of parameters.

8.5 Discussion and conclusions
To have an idea how strongly the extended model relies on the use of the proposed
inverse power-law distribution, we also investigated the effect of other distribution
functions F pΓq on the spin transport properties and the Hanle curve. We found that
using a constant spreading or a normal distribution did not have a significant effect
on the Hanle curve shape, compared to the reference model. Likewise, a slightly
skewed distribution such as the log-normal distribution did not effect the shape significantly either. The only type of distribution functions having a significant effect on
the Hanle shape, were functions with a large contribution from states in the regime
of intermediate coupling, but with a significant weight of Γ spreading out over several orders of magnitude. Thus, a power-law or inverse power-law distribution are
suitable candidates to imitate the effect seen in experiment.
The fact that the extended model still deviates from the experimental data in
Fig. 8.4(b), can have a number of reasons. A first reason could be that both energy
dependent functions ηpEq, ΓpEq are not purely exponential, but should be approximated by some other function, increasing the complexity of the distribution function
F pΓq and its temperature dependence. Secondly, the fact that we assume a constant
(i.e. energy and temperature independent) relaxation time in the localized states
τS˚ might be an oversimplification of the physical situation. Thirdly, their could be a
significant spatial variation in the DOS of the localized states, as well as in their properties, depending on the physical origin of the localized states (e.g. strain, defects,
dangling bonds or a combination). Lastly, we did not incorporate the effect of tun-
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neling between the localized states and the channel, that could play a role additional
to the thermal hopping.
Even though a number of features could be added to extend the model further,
it is important to note that already in our simplified description the number of degrees of freedom is too high to unambiguously determine all parameters with the
available experimental data. To further understand the physical mechanisms that
play a role, new experiments should be designed. More information about the most
important variables could be obtained by employing different techniques, for example optical spin injection in a time-of-flight setup, electron spin resonance or noise
measurements.
To conclude, we introduced here an explanation for the temperature evolution
of the Hanle curve in epitaxial graphene spin devices on SiC, by assuming hopping
between the spin channel and charge traps. For this, we assume that the number of
traps and their coupling rate exponentially decay with their energy difference with
the Fermi level. The strength of this decay, defined by TC , can be extracted from
experiments by identifying the transition between narrowing of the Hanle curve at
room temperature to an anomalous shape at lower temperatures. Our extended
model thereby describes the temperature evolution of the Hanle line shape in a natural way. Comparing our simulations with previously measured experimental result
showed, that neither the reference localized states model nor the extended model
can fully fit the measured curve, but both can capture certain features of the shape.
Complementary experimental investigations are necessary to study in more detail
the seemingly complex relationship between the anomalous Hanle line shape and
the energy distribution of the localized states in an epitaxial graphene spin channel.
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Supplementary information
Here, we show the derivation of FIP pΓq.
dη dE
dE dΓ
˙
ˆ
„
ˆ
„ ˙
d
E
Γ
d
η0 exp ´
´kB T ln
“
dE
kB TC
dΓ
Γ0
„

η0 T
E
E
“
exp ´
`
Γ0 TC
kB TC kB T
ˆ
„
˙pα´1q
η0
E
“
α exp ´
Γ0
kB T

FIP pΓq “

α p α ´1 q
“ η0 αΓ´
0 Γ

Note that evaluating FP ptt q and substituting tt Ñ 1{Γ yields the same result.

(8.19)
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Figure 8.4: (a) T dependent simulations of the Hanle curve shape using the extended

model. The tail index α “ T{TC puts more weight in the tail of the distribution function F ptt q, resulting in a bigger contribution of states with a low coupling rate. Thus
at low T, many localized states fall in the intermediate coupling regime, changing the
shape of the Hanle curve. TC relates to the temperature above which the distribution
function doesn’t effect the shape. Used parameters in this plot: DC “ 0.015 m2 s´1 ;
τS “ 150 ps; L “ 1 um; W “ 1 um, τS˚ “ 1 ns; η0 “ 50, T “ 300 K, TC “ 200 K.
(b) Comparison between the experiment (black solid lines, from Ref. 7) and the two
models: the reference model (blue dashed line, also Ref. 7) and extended model (red
dotted line) at different temperatures. For clarity, only the RT and 4K curves are
shown. The three narrow, overlapping curves are the RT measurements and simulations. The other three, wider curves are at low temperature. The used parameters
in these simulations are for the reference model: DC “ 0.02 m2 s´1 ; τS “ 150 ps;
L “ 1 um; W “ 1 um, τS˚ “ 0.42 ns; η0 “ 42; Γ0 “ 109 { 1013 s´1 . For the extended
model, we used DC “ 0.015 m2 s´1 ; τS “ 30 ps; L “ 1 um; W “ 1 um, τS˚ “ 1 ns;
η0 “ 31, Γ0 “ 1012 s´1 and TC “ 200 K.
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Abstract
We performed a temperature dependent study of the charge and spin transport properties
of epitaxial graphene on the C-terminated (0001̄) face of silicon carbide (SiC), a system
without a carbon buffer layer between the graphene and the SiC. Using spin Hanle precession in the nonlocal geometry, we measured a spin relaxation length of λS “ 0.7 µm at
room temperature, lower than in exfoliated graphene. We show that the charge and spin
diffusion coefficient, DC and DS respectively, increasingly deviate from each other during
electrical measurements up to a difference of a factor 4. Thus, we show that a model of
localized states that was previously used to explain DC ‰ DS , can also be applied to epitaxial graphene systems without a carbon buffer layer. We attribute the effect to charge
trap states in the interface between the graphene and the SiC.

9.1 Introduction

T

he field of spintronics studies the behavior of electron spins in solid state systems, with possible applications for post CMOS nanodevices. A current goal
of this research field is to find suitable materials to transport spins over distances
longer than several micrometers. Graphene is a candidate material because it offers
very good spin transport properties up to room temperature (RT).1 Both epitaxial
graphene (EG) that is grown by thermal decomposition of silicon carbide (SiC)2, 3
and graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition,4 have shown to be of good quality for spin transport devices, as well as scalable to wafer-sized device arrays.5–8 In
particular, EG has received interest because of promising findings for transistors,9–11
metrology12 and superconductivity.13 Recent reports of ballistic transport14 and ferromagnetism15, 16 in EG on SiC, in combination with the graphene properties of low
spin-orbit and hyperfine interactions, show great promise for novel functionalities in
spintronics.
EG grown on the silicon (Si)-terminated (0001) crystal face of SiC typically has a
non-conducting carbon buffer layer between the first graphene layer and the substrate. In previous studies we showed that this buffer layer has a strong effect
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on Hanle precession measurement that are a common tool to quantify spin transport properties such as the spin diffusion coefficient D and the spin relaxation time
τS .6, 17, 18 This effect can be explained by the effect of localized states in the buffer
layer that cause a narrowing of the Hanle curve, with its width strongly correlated
with τS . Removing the buffer layer by the method of hydrogen intercalation also
removes the effect of the localized states.17 EG on the carbon (C)-terminated (0001̄)face of SiC is a system without an intrinsic buffer layer, so we expect that the system
behaves more or less like exfoliated graphene. This is relevant to check, because a
previous study of EG on SiC(0001̄) by Dlubak et al.7 claimed a spin relaxation length
of λS “ 100 ´ 300 µm at 2 K, which was extracted from magnetoresistance measurements in a 2-terminal geometry. This is an order of magnitude larger than the best
result obtained so far in a high quality exfoliated graphene and hexagonal boron
nitride heterostructure, where λS “ 13 µm at RT and 24 µm at 4 K.19
In this work, we study the spin transport properties of a monolayer EG spin
device on SiC(0001̄). This material is different from the material in the work of
Dlubak et al.,7 which is few-layer graphene characterized by multiple randomly orientated graphene layers that are electronically isolated due to the unconventional
rotational stacking.20 We report a spin relaxation length of λS « 0.7 µm, measured
by four-terminal nonlocal spin valve and Hanle precession experiments. We show
a small deviation between the diffusion coefficients DC and DS , that we determined
by charge and spin transport measurement respectively. Despite the absence of the
buffer layer we think that the Hanle curve is still slightly affected by charge trap
states that are present in the interface between the EG and the substrate. Overall, we
show that EG graphene on SiC(0001̄) has more or less similar spin transport properties as low quality exfoliated graphene, probably due to a non-uniform thickness,
grain boundaries and charge doping by the interface.
For a comparison between EG on the Si-terminated and C-terminated faces of
SiC (S-EG and C-EG respectively), let us look at their
? atomic
? structure. The commonly observed buffer layer of S-EG is the C-rich 6 3 ˆ 6 3R30°-surface termination, which is geometrical similar to graphene, but non-conducting because of sp3
bonds to the SiC substrate (Fig. 9.1(a)). The buffer layer is associated with unintentional doping due to charge interface states.21–23 In contrast, thermal decomposition
of C-EG does not favor the formation of covalent bonds and the first layer that forms
is graphene (Fig. 9.1(b)). Due to the relatively high growth rate of C-EG, graphene
nucleates in small islands that can easily merge into a uniform graphene coverage
with a thickness of one or a few layers. There have been reports of two different
possible stackings orders of the graphene layers: (i) a rotationally disordered stacking sequence between subsequent layers20 and (ii) conventional Bernal (AB) stacking
with rotational disorder only between adjacent grain orientations.24
Our C-EG is grown on n-type 4H-SiC at high temperatures of „ 1850 °C in a
buffer argon gas environment at a pressure of 850 mbar for 15 min. This method
yields a sample covered with roughly one graphene monolayer, as confirmed by low
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(b)

graphene

SiC

Figure 9.1: (a) Epitaxial graphene on the Si terminated SiC(0001), showing the nonconducting carbon buffer layer between the substrate and the graphene. (b) Epitaxial
graphene on SiC(0001̄), grown on the C terminated face of the crystal. This system
does not have a buffer layer.

energy electron microscopy (LEEM).25 This growth method is accompanied by the
formation of many growth centers, giving rise to domains with a different growth
rate. Thus, it yields graphene domains with a grain size in the order of micrometers,
which can have local variations in their thickness.
We followed roughly the device fabrication as described in Ref. 6. In short,
we used a double resist layer LOR-3A + ZEP-520A (MicroChem) to define bonding
pads and leads. To enhance adhesion we removed the graphene underneath these
structures using reactive ion etching with O2 plasma for 20 s at 40 Watt. We then
deposited 5 nm Ti + 35 nm Au by e-beam vaporation. Next, we used standard
electron beam lithography (EBL) techniques and the negative-tone resist Ma-N 2401
(MicroChem) to define a graphene strip and etched away the rest of the graphene
in another O2 plasma etching step (20 s at 40 Watt). We removed the negative resist
in acetone for 10 min at 40 °C. We defined the smaller contacts by EBL and a dou-
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ble resist layer of 120 nm PMMA 950k and the conductive polymer Aquasave (Mitsubishi Rayon) to avoid charging effects during e-beam exposure. In the final step
we deposited two layers of 0.4 nm of Ti which were oxidized in situ at a pressure of
ą 10´1 mbar to act as a tunnel barrier, followed by 45 nm of Co. The contact resistances RC ą 1 kΩ where characterized by three-probe resistance measurements, and
where large enough to exclude significant contact-induced spin relaxation by conductivity mismatch (between 2.0 kΩand 4.3 kΩ, compared to a channel resistance of
„ 0.7 kΩ).26, 27 The final device, depicted in Fig. 9.2(a), was glued to a chip carrier,
wire bonded and loaded in a liquid helium flow cryostat with a vacuum pressure of
„ 10´7 mbar.
This fabrication method resulted in some contamination from resist residue. Only
one device showed clean and low-noise spin signals, the result of which we present
here.
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Figure 9.2: (a) Colored scanning electron micrograph of a typical spin transport

device, showing the Co spin contacts with a TiO2 tunnel barrier (turquoise), the
graphene (outlined in white) and the SiC substrate (grey). The dark grey, diagonal
lines are terrace steps. We performed Hall measurements with the cross structure on
the left )contacts i-iv) to extract the carrier density and the charge diffusion coefficient. The contacts in the middle and right (for instance contacts 1-4), were used for
nonlocal spin valve measurements, from which we extracted spin transport properties. (b) Spin transport device schematics of the nonlocal geometry. The spins are
injected below contact 2 and picked up after a distance L at contact 3. Due to Hanle
precession, the spins rotate while applying an out-of-plane field Bz . The arrows in
the contact show their magnetization direction (in this case parallel).
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9.2 Room temperature measurements
We used the device geometry shown in Fig. 9.2 and standard ac lock-in techniques
to characterize the RT properties of the graphene by charge and spin transport measurements. With the Hall cross geometry (contacts i–iv) we determined the charge
carrier density n, by measuring the Hall resistance R H as a function of an applied
out-of-plane field Bz . For these measurements, we used an ac current of 1 µA. Unexpectedly, our device showed strong changes in n during measurements, from hole
doping to strong electron doping after subsequent traces (see Supplementary Information for an electronic characterization of the device using Hall measurements).
After a number of measurements, we observed a saturation at a charge carrier density of n “ 2.1 ˘ 0.02 ˆ 1013 cm´2 (electron doping). Other devices showed smaller
changes in n or no changes at all. These findings point to a process of charge accumulation in traps at the interface between the graphene and the SiC, happening
during electrical measurements. The large variation between devices indicates that
the charge carrier density is influenced by patches of bilayer or multilayer graphene,
by defects or by small differences in the local structure of the interface.
The spin transport properties were determined using the nonlocal spin valve geometry shown in Fig. 9.2(b). In this geometry, an ac current I is applied between
ferromagnetic contact 2 and 1, creating a non-equilibrium spin accumulation µ~S underneath injection contact 2. If placed within a distance in the order of λS away from
the injector, the detector (contact 3) picks up a nonlocal voltage response with respect
to a reference (contact 4), caused by the spins diffusing through the channel. Due to
their different coercive fields, each contact can be switched individually by applying
an in-plane B-field. The spin-dependent signal can then be made visible in a spin
valve measurement (Fig. 9.3(a)), where the nonlocal resistance Rnl “ Vnl {I switches
between two levels, depending on the relative orientation of the injector and detector
being parallel (ÒÒ) or anti-parallel (ÒÓ).
To characterize the graphene spin transport properties, we measured Rnl while
inducing Hanle spin precession by applying an out-of-plane B-field. The result is
shown in Fig. 9.3(b) and is commonly called a Hanle curve. The spin transport
properties DS and τS can then be determined by fitting the Hanle curve with the
solution to the Bloch equation:
µ~
dµ~S
~ L ˆ µ~S ,
“ DS ∇2 µ~S ´ S ` ω
dt
τS

(9.1)

~ L “ µ B g~B{h̄ is the Larmor frequency, with µ B the Bohr magneton, g the
Here, ω
Lande g-factor and h̄ the reduced Planck’s constant. Any background signal that is
not spin dependent can be accounted for by applying the fitting procedure on the
symmetrized (spin) signal pRnl,ÒÒ ´ Rnl,ÒÓ q{2.
The fit (solid line) shown in Fig. 9.3(b) gave the following spin transport proper?
ties: DS “ 137 ˘ 9 cm2 s´1 , τS “ 37 ˘ 1.4 ps, and λS “ DτS “ 0.72 ˘ 0.03 µm. Using
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Figure 9.3: RT charge and spin transport measurements showing: (a) A two-level spin

valve that switches between the inner electrodes being parallel (ÒÒ) and anti-parallel
(ÒÓ). (b) Hanle precession measurements (black circles) and curve fit (solid red line)
of the spin-dependent signal pRnl,ÒÒ ´ Rnl,ÒÓ q{2. The inset shows the measurement
data of the ÒÒ and the ÒÓ states. The length of the spin channel was L “ 1 µm.
the independently measured charge transport measurements
described earlier, we
b
1 hv F
2 ´1
found for the charge diffusion coefficient DC “
nπ 4R e2 “ 117 cm s , with h
sq

Planck’s constant and v F “ 106 m s´1 the Fermi velocity. The difference between DS
and DC of « 15% can be explained by the fact that we measured charge and spin
transport at different locations and measurements of n indicate significant variations
in the local graphene transport properties.

9.3 Temperature dependence of the spin transport properties
Figure 9.4 shows the temperature dependence of the measured spin transport properties DS , τS and λS , indicated by the black circles. First, we performed a Hanle
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measurement at RT, indicated by the black arrow. Then, we cooled down the device
to 4.2 K and performed the same Hanle measurements at a set of increasing temperatures up to RT. At each temperature, we also measured DC , shown as red triangles
in Fig. 9.4(a). The blue squares in this figures are the experimental results for DS of
S-EG from Ref. 6.
We observed a slight increase of both DC and DS after the initial cool-down of
the sample. However, after subsequent measurements at increasing temperatures
DS rapidly dropped to below its RT value and, strikingly, deviated from DC to the
point that they differed by a factor of ξ “ DC {DS « 4 at 8 K. During the rest of the
measurements we further increased the temperature back to RT, but observed only
small variations in DS and ξ.
100
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Figure 9.4: Temperature dependent spin transport properties of C-EG (black circles).

The arrows indicate the initial measurement performed before cooling down to 4.2 K.
The rest of the measurements are done at gradually increased temperatures up to RT.
For comparison the properties of S-EG from Ref. 6 are included in the figure (blue
squares). (a) The spin diffusion coefficient DS of C-EG, compared with DS of S-EG
and with the charge diffusion coefficient DC of C-EG (red triangles). (b) The spin
?
relaxation time τS (c) The spin relaxation length λS “ DC τS . Only the error bars
that are larger than the symbols are shown.
A difference in DC and DS up to RT can in general be explained by the localized
states model from Ref. 17. This model predicts modified results for the standard
Hanle analysis in the presence of localized states. Specifically, this results in a signif-
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icant decrease of DS that also deviates from DC , and an overestimation of τS . This
effect was not seen in Ref. 17 for epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) after removal of the
buffer layer by hydrogen intercalation. Thus, our result is surprising, because our
device does not have a buffer layer either and we expect no effect of the localized
states. Note that the effect is still one order of magnitude weaker when comparing
with graphene on S-EG (data from Ref 6), where we measured ξ « 50. We also
observe (Fig. 9.4(b)) that τ « 27 ps – 42 ps remains relatively low, instead of the
increased values one would obtain due to the effect of localized states.

The decrease of DS could be caused by the same charge transfer process that has
such a large influence on n in our Hall measurements. Even though DC was at the
saturated value throughout the experimental data of Fig. 9.4, this does not have to
be the case for DS because of two possible reasons. First, DS was measured on a
different location then DC (contacts 1–4 and contacts i–iv respectively). Second, the
charge transfer rate from the channel to localized states for the spin transport measurements might be different than for the charge transport measurement, because
the spin transport measurements were nonlocal, which means that a charge current
was only sent through part of the measurement configuration.

If the observed deviation of DS from DC is causes by the described charge transfer
process, it is likely that the effect of localized states as described in references 17 and
18 could be accounted for by charge trap states that are present at the interface
between graphene and the substrate. A mechanism describing the charge transfer
from the substrate to graphene was previously given for both S-EG and C-EG.28 In
C-EG, interface defects such as missing C-atoms can induce electronic states in the
graphene. Another possibility would be the presence of Si-oxides at the interface,
which are commonly found to form during the growth process of C-EG. The strength
of the induced doping in the graphene depends on the density of these defects and
can be similar to the doping level in S-EG, caused by the dangling bonds in the buffer
layer. For exfoliated graphene, there have been no previous reports of spin transport
being influenced by charge transfer between the graphene and the SiO2 substrate in
a similar way (i.e. resulting in a measured difference between DC and DS ). This
indicates that the nature of the doping in the two systems might be different and
that the coupling between the spin channel and localized states in the underlying
substrate in EG might be stronger than in exfoliated graphene on SiO2 . In the C-EG
studied here, we observed a high doping of n „ 1013 cm´2 , which is similar to SEG, while the effect on DS deviating from DC was significantly weaker. This can be
caused by localized states with a high ratio η between the localized states and the
density of states in the graphene, but with a weaker coupling rate Γ.
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9.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we report here the spin transport properties of an EG device on
SiC(0001̄). Our measurements show a lower quality then for exfoliated graphene,
which could be related to the structure and local variations in our sample material. We observed strong changes in the charge carrier density which we attribute
to charge accumulation in traps, that happens during electrical measurements. Our
results indicate that the process causes a gradual deviation of DC from DS , but the
effect is an order of magnitude weaker than in EG on SiC(0001) that has a buffer
layer. This can be explained by a localized states that have a lower coupling rate to
the C-EG when compared to S-EG that has a buffer layer.
We conclude that the model of localized states can also be applied to a graphene
spin channel in the case where there is no buffer layer present, indicating that the
effect in general can be related to charge traps at the interface between the graphene
channel and the substrate.
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Supplementary information
Figure 9.5 shows the Hall measurements performed on the device described in the
main text using contacts i–iv. The charge´ carrier
¯ density is calculated from the slope

H
of the Hall resistance R H using n “ 1{ e dR
dBz . Subsequent measurements show a
change in the doping level, which can point to charge transfer to the interface when
sending an electric current through the graphene.
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Figure 9.5: Hall resistance R H versus out-of-plane field Bz . All traces where done

directly after each other in the same measurement configuration. The order of the
measured data was: cyan circles, red triangles, green horizontal lines, purple vertical
lines, black triangles. In the first few measurements there is a clear change in the
carrier density from slight p-doping to strong n-doping. The final carrier density
saturates at n “ 2.1 ˘ 0.02 ˆ 1013 cm´2 , given by the slope of the black solid line.

Chapter 10

Direct electronic measurement of Peltier
cooling and heating in graphene
This chapter appeared in Nature Communications, 7 11525 (2016).
Authors: I. J. Vera-Marun, J. J. van den Berg, F. K. Dejene, and B. J. van Wees.

Abstract
Thermoelectric effects allow the generation of electrical power from waste heat and the
electrical control of cooling and heating. Remarkably, these effects are also highly sensitive
to the asymmetry in the density of states around the Fermi energy and can therefore be
exploited as probes of distortions in the electronic structure at the nanoscale. Here we
consider two-dimensional graphene as an excellent nanoscale carbon material for exploring the interaction between electronic and thermal transport phenomena, by presenting
a direct and quantitative measurement of the Peltier component to electronic cooling and
heating in graphene. Thanks to an architecture including nanoscale thermometers we
detected Peltier component modulation of up to 15 mK for currents of 20 µA at room
temperature, and observed a full reversal between Peltier cooling and heating for electron
and hole regimes. This fundamental thermodynamic property is a complementary tool for
the study of nanoscale thermoelectric transport in two-dimensional materials.

10.1 Concept and novelty
ecent advances in thermoelectrics1, 2 have been fuelled by nanoscaled materials,3, 4 with carbon-based ones offering prospects of addressing large power density via heat management and exploiting thermoelectric effects.5–7 A basic description of thermoelectrics usually involves two reciprocal processes: the Seebeck and
Peltier effects. The Seebeck effect is the generation of a voltage due to a temperature
difference and is quantified by the Seebeck coefficient or thermopower of a material,
S “ ´∆V{∆T, used for temperature sensing in thermocouples. Graphene8–10 has
been shown theoretically11–13 and experimentally14–16 to have a large and tunable S
up to ˘100 µV K´1 at room temperature, due to its unique electronic band structure and electrostatic tunability of the density and polarity of its charge carriers. In
contrast, the Peltier effect describes the heating or cooling of a junction between two
different materials when an electric charge current is present. It is quantified by the
Peltier coefficient Π, which can be understood as the heat transported by thermally
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excited charge carriers. The Peltier effect is a reversible thermodynamic phenomenon
that depends linearly on the current, so it is fundamentally different from the irreversible Joule heating.17 More importantly, since both thermoelectric coefficients are
related by the second Thomson relation18 Π “ ST, where T is the reference temperature, it follows that in graphene also the Peltier coefficient Π (and its associated
cooling or heating action) can be controlled in both magnitude and sign. Until now,
one study managed to detect Peltier heat in a graphene-metal junction,19 nevertheless
without demonstrating any significant modulation nor reversal of the Peltier effect
with carrier density, and involved a complex scanning probe microscopy technique.
This work presents a direct and quantitative electronic measurement of Peltier
cooling and heating, in both single layer (SL) and bilayer (BL) graphene, demonstrating full modulation of the Peltier effect via electrostatic gating. We use nanoscale
thermocouples for a sensitive and spatially resolved thermometry of the Peltier electronic heat evolved or absorbed at a graphene-metal junction. The results are consistent with the reversibility and electron-hole symmetry expected for the linear response of the Peltier effect. Furthermore, we probe both the local temperature change
on the junction where the Peltier effect is induced, as well as in another junction some
distance away. We successfully describe the observed temperature profile in the device using a simple one-dimensional model.

10.2 Results
10.2.1

Device architecture

We induced the Peltier effect by sending a charge current through a graphene-Au
metal junction (Fig. 10.1). With the current I directed from graphene to Au, the
evolution of the Peltier heat at the junction is then given by Q9 “ pΠgr ´ ΠAu qI «
Πgr I, since for most carrier densities |Πgr | " ΠAu (refs. 14–16, 20). In the hole
regime Πgr ą 0, which corresponds to Peltier heating of the junction, as depicted in
Fig. 10.1a. Reversely, a junction where I goes from Au into graphene has a cooling
rate of the same magnitude. Finally, in the electron regime Πgr ă 0, reversing the
effects of cooling and heating (Fig. 10.1b).
To probe the electronic temperature of the Peltier junction we used nanoscale
NiCu/Au thermocouple junctions (SNiCu « ´30 µV K´1 and SAu « 2 µV K´1 , see
Methods and Supplementary Figure 1), placed outside the graphene channel but in
close proximity to the Peltier junction. The thermocouple builds up an open circuit
potential Vtc “ pSNiCu ´ SAu q∆T “ Stc ∆T (between contacts 3 and 4 in Fig. 10.2)
when a temperature difference ∆T exists at the thermocouple junction with respect
to the reference temperature T. This sensitive nanoscale thermometry can detect
temperature changes in the mK regime.21 Most importantly, this approach does not
require any charge current present in the thermocouple detection circuit, making it
compatible with the requirement of applying a current through the graphene-metal
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Depiction of the Peltier effect at a graphene-Au interface. (a),(b)
Graphene (grey) has a larger Peltier coefficient Π than Au (yellow) and thus a current
I can carry more heat in graphene (Q2 ) than in Au (Q1 ). Because charge flow is
conserved, heat is accumulated (red) or absorbed (blue) at the interfaces. (c),(d)
The large Π in graphene is caused by the strong variation of the density of states
νpEq around the Fermi energy EF , lowering or elevating the average energy of the
thermalized carriers (indicated by the black arrows). The effect reverses when tuning
the carriers from (a),(c) the hole regime to (b),(d) the electron regime.
junction for the generation of the Peltier effect. This is in contrast to the resistive
thermometry used in the standard architecture for the Seebeck effect14–16 where a
sensing current along the resistor is needed.

10.2.2 Themoelectric measurements
For the electrical generation of the Peltier effect we applied a low frequency AC current I of up to 20 µA to the graphene-metal junction (between contacts 1 and 2 of
Fig. 10.2) and used a lock-in technique to measure the thermocouple voltage. With
this technique, we can distinguish between Peltier (9I) and higher order contributions such as Joule heating (9I 2 ) by separating the first harmonic response to the
heat modulation at the junction. From the second harmonic, we estimate that Joule
heating at 20 µA is about 10 mK at 300 K, similar to the Peltier cooling and heating.
Our measurement scheme allows us to single out the Peltier component, excluding all other possible sources from the measured signal (see Methods and Supple-
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Figure 10.2:

Device architecture and measurement configuration. (a) Schematic
of the measurement geometry. A graphene flake (white) on a Si/SiO2 substrate is
contacted with Au leads (yellow). NiCu leads (blue) form thermocouples to probe
the temperature of the graphene-metal interface. We define the current as sent from
contact 1 to 2, and probe the thermocouple at contacts 3 and 4. (b) Colored electron
micrograph of an actual device. Scale bar length equal to 1 µm. The graphene flake
is outlined in white for clarity.

mentary Figure 2), and realizing a complementary tool for the study of nanoscale
thermoelectric transport in two-dimensional materials. Here we quantify the Peltier
signal by normalizing the voltage generated at the nanoscale thermocouple by the
current driving the Peltier junction, Vtc {I. Thus, our measurement scheme consists
of a graphene channel circuit that generates a heat current via the Peltier effect, and
a nonlocal detector circuit that converts this heat current back into a charge voltage
via the Seebeck effect.20
We observed a modulation in the thermocouple signal Vtc {I « 10 mΩ when
changing the carrier density in SL graphene with the use of a backgate potential Vg
(see Fig. 10.3). This corresponds to a modulation of the Peltier coefficient Πgr . First,
we consider the measurement configuration shown in Fig. 10.2a, with the current
direction defined from graphene to metal and the thermocouple electrode grounded.
For this configuration we observed a clear change in polarity in Vtc {I, indicating a
reversal of the Peltier effect between heating (Vg ă 5 V) and cooling (Vg ą 5 V).
This is consistent with the location of the charge neutrality (Dirac) point (see inset
in Fig. 10.4a) and with the symmetric band structure in graphene. Additionally, we
consider a reversed configuration with connections to the current source exchanged,
such that now the current direction is defined from metal to graphene and the electrode grounded is not the one with the measured thermocouple. This leads to a
mirroring of the signal around Vtc “ 0 consistent with the reversible nature of the
Peltier effect. The resulting temperature modulation ∆T “ Stc Vtc due to the Peltier
effect at the graphene-metal junction was « 8 mK (Fig. 10.3, right axis).
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Figure 10.3:

Peltier effect in a forward and reverse biased graphene-Au interface.
(a) Schematic of the linear dispersion for p-doped (left) and n-doped (right) single
layer graphene. (b) Measurement of the thermocouple signal Vtc {I as a function of
backgate voltage, for I “ 20 µA, with the configuration shown in Fig. 10.2a (black circles). Vtc is converted into a temperature by using the Seebeck coefficient of the thermocouple Stc , as shown in the right axis. The hole regime shows heating, whereas
the electron regime shows cooling. The vertical dashed line indicates the position of
the Dirac point. For a reversed configuration of the current source (red triangles) the
effects of cooling and heating are reversed.

10.3 Discussion
For a better understanding of the data we calculate Πgr from independent charge
transport measurements and then use a simple heat balance to describe the temperature modulation ∆T at the graphene-metal junction. We relate ∆T to the Peltier
heating and cooling rate Q9 via,
9 th “ Πgr IRth ,
∆T “ QR

(10.1)

with Rth the thermal resistance sensed by the Peltier heat source at the junction,
given by the heat transport through the graphene channel and Au electrode, plus the
heat flow away to the Si substrate via the SiO2 insulator. Since in graphene the thermal conductivity κgr is dominated by phonons6, 7 Rth is a constant scaling parameter
independent of Vg . In contrast, Πgr dominates the line shape of the response. To
calculate Πgr , we employ the semi-classical Mott relation22 together with the density
of states for SL graphene, νpEq “ 2E{πph̄vF q2 , to obtain the thermopower.14 Consid-
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of the Peltier effect in single layer and bilayer graphene.
(a) Comparison of Peltier measurement for SL graphene (black circles), with a calculation of the Peltier effect line shape (red lines) derived from charge transport (inset,
black lines), using Eqs. 10.1 and 10.2. (b) Similar comparison for BL graphene, with
a calculation using Eqs. 10.1 and 10.3.

ering the second Thomson relation, this leads to:
d
π 2 k2B T 2 1 dG
|e| 2 b
SL
|Vg ´ VD |,
Πgr “
3|e| G dV Cg π h̄vF

(10.2)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, e the electron charge, h̄ the reduced Planck’s constant, vF the Fermi velocity, Cg “ e0 er {tox the gate capacitance per unit area, with tox
the SiO2 thickness, e0 and e are the free-space and relative permittivities, respectively,
and G the measured charge conductivity from the Dirac curve.
Fig. 10.4(a) compares the line shape of ∆T estimated using Eqs. 10.1 and 10.2
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with the Peltier measurement from Fig. 10.3, where we fit the thermal resistance
parameter Rth with a value to allow a direct comparison at large Vg . The good
agreement between the two only deviates near the peak in the hole regime. This
is because the Peltier effect probes the local density of states at the graphene-metal
junction. Therefore, it is much more sensitive to doping from the contact than the
Dirac curve (shown in the inset) of the graphene region in between the contacts, that
only shows a small electron-hole asymmetry.23 This observation is consistent with
our previous work on nonlinear detection of spin currents in graphene,24 where
we have observed a similar modulation in the line shape of a thermoelectric-like
response due to contact doping.
Fig. 10.4(b) shows measurements of Peltier cooling and heating in a BL graphene
device. We observed the characteristic transition from heating in the hole regime
towards cooling in the electron regime, with a temperature modulation of about
15 mK. The transition, located at Vg « ´25 V, correlates with the observed charge
neutrality point at VD “ ´20 V in the charge transport (see inset). The nonmonotonic
behaviour of the Peltier signal is visible for the electron regime, but the parabolic
dispersion in BL graphene leads to a broader Peltier curve than for SL graphene. We
apply a similar approach as before to estimate the temperature at the BL graphenemetal junction. Here we use the density of states of BL graphene, νpEq “ 2m{pπh̄2 q,
together with the semiclassical Mott relation, leading to:
ΠBL
gr “

2πmk2B T 2 1 dG 1
,
G dV Cg
3h̄2

(10.3)

with m « 0.05me , where me is the free electron mass.10 The modelled line shape,
shown in Fig. 10.4(b), is again scaled by fitting the thermal resistance parameter Rth .
We observed an overall agreement between the data and the model, with a lower
Peltier signal in the hole regime being consistent with the broader Dirac curve.
A quantitative understanding requires estimating the magnitude of the thermal
resistance Rth . Given the geometry of the devices this usually involves detailed numerical thermal models. To offer physical insight we use a simple one-dimensional
model for the heat flow along graphene, with a non-conserved heat current as it
flows away via the SiO2 insulator into the Si substrate acting as a thermal reservoir (Fig. 10.5a). Here, we introduce the concept of a thermal transfer length Ltt ,
defined as the average b
distance heat flows along the graphene channel (Fig. 10.5b).
κgr tgr tox {κox , with κgr (κox ) the thermal conductivity and
It is given by25 Ltt “
tgr (tox ) the thickness of graphene (SiO2 ). Considering the thermal conductivity
κgr “ 600 W m´1 K´1 for SL graphene supported on a Si/SiO2 substrate,26 which is
reduced from its intrinsic value due to substrate coupling, we estimate Ltt « 320 nm.
The small value indicates that the temperature modulation due to the Peltier effect
diffuses laterally a short distance from the contact. With this characteristic length,
we can readily estimate the thermal resistance of a heat transport channel in analogy
to the study of spin resistance24 (see Methods). The estimated Rth « 1 ˆ 105 K W´1
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Figure 10.5: Temperature profile and off-junction measurement. (a) Schematic cross

section of thermal transport due to Peltier effect (not to scale). (b) Temperature profile in graphene, with characteristic length Ltt mentioned in the text. (c) Peltier measurement in SL graphene for a thermocouple contacting the graphene-metal junction
where the Peltier effect is induced (black circles), and for a thermocouple on an adjacent contact 280 nm away from the junction (red triangles).

from the one-dimensional description serves as an upper limit for the thermal resistance, in agreement with the one order of magnitude lower scaling parameter
Rth « 1 ˆ 104 K W´1 used for fitting the modelled curves in Fig. 10.4.
Finally, we mention two other tests that shed further light on the Peltier origin
of the signal. First, Fig. 10.5c compares the temperature measurement at the Peltier
junction in SLG with a new measurement where we probed another thermocouple
in an adjacent contact, separated by a distance L “ 280 nm. Thus, we can validate
the estimated Ltt , as the new measurement should be lower by a factor e´ L{ Ltt «
0.4. The result in Fig. 10.5b agrees with this estimation. A second test consisted of
repeating the measurement from Fig. 10.3 at 77 K, where we expect the temperature
dependence to be dominated by the scaling of the Peltier coefficient, Πgr 9T 2 . The
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result, a signal one order of magnitude lower (Supplementary Figure 10.8) further
confirms the thermoelectric origin of the response.
Direct measurement of the Peltier effect offers a complementary approach to the
study of nanoscale thermoelectric transport in graphene and related two-dimensional
materials. Besides providing additional control in electronic heat management at
the nanoscale,5–7 quantifying the Peltier effect is useful for studying fundamental
thermodynamic relations. In particular, nonlocal measurements involving heat, spin
and valley degrees of freedom24, 27–30 have ignored the possibility of a linear Peltier
contribution which will always be present, even without an external magnetic field.

Methods
Sample Fabrication
Single layer and bilayer graphene flakes were mechanically exfoliated on a Si/SiO2
substrate. To fabricate the device geometry shown in Figure 10.2 we used electron beam lithography. First, we deposited using electron beam evaporation Ti
(5 nm) / Au (45 nm) electrodes to create ohmic contacts to graphene. The Si substrate was used as a backgate electrode to control the carrier density through a
SiO2 dielectric of thickness tox “ 500 nm. Next, after a short cleaning step of
the Au surface using Ar ion beam etching, we deposited using sputtering NiCu
electrodes to form nanoscale NiCu/Au thermocouples in close proximity to the
graphene-metal Peltier junction. We selected NiCu for its large Seebeck coefficient of
SNiCu « ´30 µV K´1 (see Supplementary Figure 10.6 for an independent measurement) to be used as a thermometer,21 and Au as a contact electrode for the Peltier
junction because of its small thermoelectric response (|Πgr | " ΠAu ) with a Seebeck
coefficient of only20 SAu « 2 µV K´1 . All measured devices (two bilayers and one
single layer) showed consistent results and had typical dimensions of a few micrometres. In the manuscript we present results for a single layer with a channel width of
SL “ 3.0 µm, and a bilayer with wBL “ 3.6 µm.
wgr
gr

Peltier Measurement
The measurement of the Peltier effect in a graphene transistor involved the challenge
of a sensitive and local thermometry, for which the nanoscale thermocouples were
developed. In order to achieve sub-mK resolution we required the measurement of
thermocouple responses in the order of Vtc {I « 1 mΩ. Therefore, we established
a careful measurement protocol to differentiate the Peltier response from extrinsic
effects.
We applied low amplitude AC currents I ď 20 µA to the graphene-metal junctions
(between Au contacts 1 and 2 of Fig. 10.2) to keep the response in the linear regime.
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We used a lock-in technique to separate the first harmonic response to the heat modulation at the graphene-metal junction, in order to determine the contribution due to
Peltier cooling and heating (9I).
Due to the finite common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of the electronics, a local
resistance of order 1 kΩ can lead to a response of the order of 10 mΩ, even for a
differential nonlocal measurement. Therefore all measurements were performed for
the sensing configuration shown in Fig. 10.2, where we measured V34 “ V3 ´ V4 , and
then repeated for a configuration where the voltage detectors were reversed, V43 .
This allowed us to extract the true differential mode signal VDM “ pV34 ´ V43 q{2, and
to exclude common mode contributions (see Supplementary Figure 10.7).
The frequency f of the AC current was kept low to avoid contributions due to
capacitive coupling, e.g. between the leads and the backgate. To exclude this contribution the Peltier lineshape was checked at several frequencies, with a consistent
lineshape typically observed for f ď 10 Hz. All measurements shown here are for
f ď 3 Hz. Small offsets of about 1 mΩ were corrected by measuring the frequency
dependence in the range 0.5–5 Hz and extrapolating to 0 Hz (see Supplementary
Figure 10.7).
Finally, we directly measured the Seebeck coefficient of the NiCu/Au thermocouples via an independent device geometry (see Supplementary Figure 10.6). The
result, Stc “ SNiCu ´ SAu “ ´27 µVK´1 , is consistent with previous estimations21
and was used to convert the thermocouple signal to a temperature modulation via
∆T “ Stc Vtc .

Thermal Model
Here we describe a simplified heat transport model that allows us to estimate the
thermoelectric Peltier response and understand its dependence on material parameters analytically. In this model we consider graphene as a one-dimensional diffusive
heat transport channel, where the Peltier junctions are treated as point sources for
heat currents, and the SiO2 substrate acts as a path for heat flow from the graphene
into the underlying Si thermal bath. The one-dimensional diffusive description is
appropriate since the SiO2 insulator, with tox “ 500 nm, dominates the thermal
transport and is smaller than the width wgr of the graphene channel.25 Treating the
junctions as point sources and disregarding current crowding effects is valid because
of the narrowness of the Au contacts, where wAu ď 500 nm « Lct , with Lct being the
transfer length for charge transport between the contacts and graphene.19
Notably, the model is analogous to models commonly used to describe diffusive
spin transport.24 Therefore, it offers physical insight regarding the magnitude of the
thermal resistance seen by the Peltier junction which, in analogy to the study of spin
resistance, yields
gr

Rth “

Ltt
2κgr wgr tgr

(10.4)
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for heat transport along the graphene channel. Here, Ltt “

κgr tgr tox {κox is the

thermal transfer length introduced in the main text, with κox “ 1 W m´1 K´1 and
κgr “ 600 W m´1 K´1 .26 This heat balance only takes into account heat transport
along graphene and the substrate. In practice, there is also transversal heat dissipation through the leads. To account for the latter, we apply the same model above
to heat transport across the Au leads and calculate an analogous thermal resistance
gr
Au
5
´1
RAu
th . For typical device geometries, we obtain Rth « Rth « 2 ˆ 10 K W . We then
gr
Au
5
´
1
estimate the total thermal resistance Rth “ Rth ||Rth « 1 ˆ 10 K W to account for
the heat balance of Eq. 10.1.
Note that the distance between the NiCu/Au thermocouples and the graphene
channel (« 500 nm) is smaller than the thermal transfer length of the Au leads,
´1 K´1 ). ThereLAu
tt “ 1.7 µm, since Au is a good thermal conductor (κAu “ 127 W m
fore there is only a correction of 30% to account for the detection efficiency of the
thermocouples. We note that this model can only obtain an order of magnitude estimate. It serves as an upper limit for the actual thermal resistance, because it neglects
increased lateral heat spreading near the graphene edges and the finite width of the
contacts. Finally, using the Wiedemann-Franz law we calculate that electrons only
contribute up to 5% to the thermal conductivity of supported graphene, validating
gr
our treatment of Rth as a constant parameter.
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Supplementary information
Supplementary note 1. Calibration of the thermocouples
The measurement of a thermocouple voltage can only be related to a local temperature if the Seebeck coefficient Stc of the thermocouple is known. Here, we calibrate
our NiCu-Au thermocouples by determining Stc “ SNiCu ´ SAu in a separate device
geometry.
Supplementary Figure 10.6 shows the set of measurements that we used to determine Stc of a thin NiCu film contacted by Au electrodes. For this, we used a
microfabricated Au heater and Au resistive thermometers similarly as described in
reference.14 In our case, we sputtered 30 nm of NiCu in a rectangular shape of 31 µm
ˆ 10 µm, as shown in Supplementary Figure 10.6(a). We calibrated the resistive
thermometers by measuring the linear temperature dependence of the 4-probe resistance RAu of the Au bars as shown in Supplementary Figure 10.6(b), using a global
heater in the sample mount. Next, we measured the local resistance at each of the
Au bars as a function of a dc current Idc through the microfabricated heater. The de2 , where
pendence is quadratic, because in this temperature range ∆RAu 9∆T9P9Idc
P is the Joule power generated at the heater. A typical measurement with parabolic
fit is depicted in Supplementary Figure 10.6(c). Thus, using the two results above
we were able to measure the temperature profile along the NiCu film, as shown in
Supplementary Figure 10.6(d). Finally, measuring the second harmonic response between two different Au bars to an ac current Iac through the microfabricated heater,
we show in Supplementary Figure 10.6(e) the Seebeck potential difference ∆V induced by the Joule heating. By comparing ∆V with the temperature difference ∆T
obtained by the previous resistive thermometry, we extract the Seebeck coefficient
SNiCu ´ SAu “ ´27.3 ˘ 7.2 µV K´1 [Supplementary Figure 10.6(f)]. We note that this
value is in good agreement with values reported earlier.21

Supplementary note 2. Analysis of the thermocouple signal
In order to determine the response caused purely by the Peltier effect it is necessary
to carefully analyze the thermocouple response to the current applied to the Peltier
junction. In Supplementary Figure 10.7(a) we show the raw data leading to the signal
shown in Fig. 3 of the main text. Here we use the same current source configuration
(I) as shown in Fig. 2 of the main text. We define the signal V34 as the plus and
minus of the voltage probe at contact 3 and 4 respectively, and V43 as its reverse.
The common mode (CM) signal, given by pV34 ` V43 q{2, is the background that is
caused by any potential relative to ground that is present at both voltage probes,
which in this case is constant versus Vg as it only involves the metallic leads. The
true differential mode signal (DM) is then given by pV34 ´ V43 q{2. The plot shows
that the DM signal is, minus an offset, the true Peltier signal shown in Fig. 3 of the
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Figure 10.6: Thermocouple calibration. (a) Micrograph of the geometry for measur-

ing the Seebeck coefficient Stc “ SNiCu ´ SAu . The device consists of a NiCu channel
with Au bar electrodes. The microfabricated Au heater creates a temperature gradient which we mapped using the 4-probe resistance of the Au bars. The Au bars
were also used as contacts to measure the Seebeck voltage of the NiCu/Au thermocouple. Scale bar is 10 µm. (b) Resistance of a Au bar versus global temperature
(black squares). Error bars are the s.d. in the global temperature measurement. For
this bar, the linear fit (red line) gives a thermistor sensitivity of 31 ˘ 3 mΩ K´1 . (c)
Dependence of the resistance of a Au bar to a dc current Idc applied through the
microfabricated Au heater (black circles). The quadratic fit (red line) gives the thermistor response in units of Ω A´2 . (d) Temperature profile along the NiCu film
extracted at each Au bar, for a fixed Idc “ 2 mA. Error bars are the s.d. in the temperature at each bar propagated from the analysis of fits as those in (b) and (c). (e)
Seebeck voltage along the NiCu channel due to an ac heater current (black circles),
showing a quadratic (9I 2 ) dependence and no voltage offset at Iac “ 0 mA (red
line). (f) Seebeck voltage ∆V against the temperature ∆T (black circles) between
pairs of Au bars shown in (d). The linear fit (red line) gives a Seebeck coefficient of
Stc “ ´27.3 ˘ 7.2 µV K´1 .
main text.
Supplementary Figure 10.7(b) shows similar measurements, for the second configuration (II) described in the main text, with exchanged current source connections.
Here, the CM signal is gate dependent because there is a graphene resistance between
the Peltier junction and the ground. Its origin can be measured independently by ap-
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Figure 10.7: Analysis of the thermocouple signal. (a) Gate dependence of the thermocouple response when a current I “ 20 µA is applied to the Peltier junction, in the
standard current configuration (I) as shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows the raw data,
with V34 defined as having the voltage probes plus and minus as in Fig. 2 of the main
text (black pluses) and V43 for the voltage probes reversed (gray crosses). The blue
circles show the common mode (CM) and the green squares show the differential
mode (DM). This measurement was performed at f “ 3 Hz. (b) Similar measurements for the reversed current source configuration (II) with different grounding, as
described in the main text. In this case, the CM signal is gate dependent due to the
contribution of the graphene channel. For a consistency check, we also obtained the
source of the CM signal by measuring the resistance R3 as described in the Supplementary Note 1 and multiplying this with the CMMR of the electronics (red line).
This measurement was performed at f “ 1 Hz. (c) Frequency response of the DM
mode at Vg “ 0 in configuration I (black circles) and II (red triangles). The solid lines
show the fitting (second order polynomial) functions used to extrapolate to 0 Hz.
(d) DM mode for both configurations at Vg “ 0, which is frequency independent
and given by CMRR ˆ R3 with R3 equal to 1.3 kΩ (configuration I, black circles) and
10.5 kΩ(configuration II, red triangles).

plying a current from contact 2 to 1 and measuring the voltage V41 (with contact 1
grounded). The red line in Supplementary Figure 10.7(b) shows the gate dependence
of this 3-probe resistance labeled R3 , multiplied by the common mode rejection ratio
CMRR “ 8.9 ˆ 10´6 of the electronics, in good agreement with the CM signal.
We performed all our measurements at low frequency f ă 10 Hz, ensuring a
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consistent and frequency independent line shape. The remaining (gate independent)
background offset can be evaluated by its frequency dependence. Such background
signal comes from capacitive coupling. Therefore, the true value of the Peltier signal is found in the 0 Hz limit. In Supplementary Figure 10.7(c) is a plot of the f
dependence of the DM signals for both measurement configurations at Vg “ 0 V.
Using a second order fit to extrapolate to f “ 0 Hz we thus obtain the background to
substract from the raw DM signals of Supplementary Figure 10.7(a) and Supplementary Figure 10.7(b), leading to the final signals of Fig. 3 of the main text. Thus, we
confirmed the zero-crossing of the Peltier signal, and thereby the cross-over between
heating and cooling, at the charge neutrality point. Supplementary Figure 10.7(d)
shows that the CM signal is f independent for both measurement configurations.
Note that, as expected, the smaller contributions of CM and capacitive signals are
found for configuration (I), so we focus on this configuration for an accurate analysis. of the main text.
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Figure 10.8: Peltier effect at low temperature. (a) Comparison of Peltier heating and

cooling at room temperature (black cirles, as in Fig. 3 of the main text) and at 77 K
(red triangles).

Supplementary note 3. Low temperature measurement
Thermoelectric coefficients usually have a strong temperature dependence, given
they are thermodynamic properties. Therefore, we have repeated the Peltier measurements at liquid nitrogen (LN) temperature. Supplementary Figure 10.8 compares the measurement as in Fig. 3 of the main text with the same measurement at
LN (77 K). At LN we observed a response with a lineshape consistent with that at
room temperature (RT), going to more negative values when crossing from the hole
to the electron regime, except for an offset of about ´0.5 mΩ which lies at the limit of
our measurement accuracy. More importantly, the modulation of the signal is about
1 mΩ or one order of magnitude smaller than at RT.
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We can understand this strong suppresion of the signal from Eq. 1 of the main
text, which leads to Vtc {I “ Stc Πgr Rth . Considering a linear temperature dependence
for the Seebeck coefficients,14 S9T, and the second Thomson relation,18 Π “ ST, we
deduce a scaling of the form Stc Πgr Rth 9T 3 Rth . The first factor, T 3 , leads to a scaling
of (293 K/77 K)3 “ 55. An accurate evaluation of Rth requires detailed modelling
and inclusion of several material parameters, but as a first order approximation we
consider Rth 91{κgr . Since κgr has a fivefold decrease from room temperature to LN26
our final estimate for the scaling, VtcRT {VtcLN “ 55{5 “ 11, is in agreement with the
experimental result, further demonstrating the Peltier thermoelectric nature of the
measurements.

Appendix: experimental methods

T

here are a number of techniques that are required for the fabrication and measurements of the nanodevices that where studied in this thesis. In the appendix,
I explain the general concepts of these techniques. The recipes that we used for individual devices are described in the main text.

Device fabrication
Nanodevices are typically fabricated by lithography, which is the creation of smallscaled patterns of various materials on a substrate. This is done by spin coating the
substrate with a thin, sacrificial polymer film, called the resist. The polymer is then
patterned by exposing some parts of the film to light or to an electron source, which
breaks down the polymer chains and thus changes its chemical properties. This
modification allows for selectively removing the desired parts of the polymer film
with the right solvent, a step called development. The developed polymer pattern on
the sample now allows for some flexibility: either the uncovered pattern is removed
by etching, or a desired material is deposited. In the last step the remaining polymer
layer is removed, leaving on the substrate the designed pattern of the material of
interest. Doing several of these steps after each other allows for making the kind of
devices used throughout the experimental part of this thesis.
Deep-UV photolithography In photolithography, light is used for the exposure of
the polymer. Patterning is done using a pre-designed shadow mask that partially
blocks the lamp used for exposure, thus creating a pattern. The resolution of this
method depends on the wavelength of the light. When the smallest features of the
pattern reach the size of the wavelength, interference effects start to play a role. This
may lead to blurred features, such as rounded edges of the pattern. Also the distance
between the mask and the resist plays a role: pressing the mask on the resist layer
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(hard contact) increases the resolution. Deep UV light (we use 240-350 nm) has a
good resolution of down to a micrometer.
A general problem in lithography is that the deposition of a thin metal layer on
the resist can be hard to remove, because the layer covers the whole sample in a
continuous film. Thus, the solvents used for removal of the polymer are blocked by
the metal layer on top. A solution to this problem is the creation of an undercut: a
slight overhang of the sidewalls of the resist layer at the pattern edges. This causes
the metal film to be discontinuous at these edges, allowing the solvents to remove
the polymer and assuring a good lift-off of the resist layer after metal deposition. To
achieve a good undercut, a double resist layer can be used. In the works presented in
this thesis, we use the photo-resist ZEP-520A (ZEON Corporation) and develop by
n-amyl acetate, after which we use the lift-off resist LOR-3A (MicroChem), which can
be removed by a mixture of 1:1 isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and de-ionized (DI) water.
Thus, the undercut is ensured, because the lift-off resist is removed through, and
slightly underneath, the developed photo-resist. This allows for easy removal of the
polymer by a resist stripper like Remover PG (MicroChem), even after the deposition
of a metal film.
Electron beam lithography Electron beam lithography (EBL) uses a focused electron beam for the lithographic exposure step. EBL has a very high resolution, up to
several tens of nanometers, so it is ideal to pattern the smallest features of the nanodevice. This method uses a dedicated design for each individual device. Because
of this, and because each pattern is written line-by-line, it is more time-consuming
than photo-lithography. Patterning software like E-line from Raith makes it possible to save some time by the use of an automatic alignment procedure for multiple
exposures of several devices in a row.
The pattern resolution and quality are determined by a number of factors, including the electron energy, the total dose, the resist composition and thickness. As
EBL-resist, usually a single layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is used. EBL
allows for the creation of an undercut, even with a single layer resist, by exposing
with low energy electrons (low acceleration voltage). Low energy electrons undergo
stronger forward scattering when entering the resist layer, resulting in a broadening
of the beam towards the sample. High acceleration voltage results in a pattern with
straight edges. The PMMA is developed in a mixture of 1:3 methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) and IPA. It is also possible to use a negative resist, such Ma-N 2410 (MicroChem). In this case, development does not remove the exposed pattern, but the
unexposed parts (the negative of the pattern). This procedure is used for removing
large parts of the sample or for covering most of it with a deposition material.
During EBL exposure, it is essential that there is a pathway for the electrons
to dissipate to the ground. Otherwise the substrate charges, thereby repelling the
electron beam and leading to loss of resolution and alignment. This can be done by
using a conductive polymer like aquaSAVE (Mitsubishi Rayon), which is spin coated
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before exposure and removed with DI water before development.
Reactive ion etching Removing materials like graphene can be done by placing
it in a radio-frequency (RF) plasma chamber. This procedure is called reactive ion
etching (RIE). The plasma is created by applying an ac voltage on a gas, exciting the
electrons to leave the gas atoms and form a plasma. For the removal of graphene
we use an O2 plasma. The high kinetic energy of the O2 ions knocks out the surface
atoms of the exposed graphene, while the parts protected by a polymer layer are
unaffected. The etch rate can be precisely tuned, even below nm s´1 , using the RF
power applied to the plasma.
Electron beam evaporation A common method for the creations of thin films is by
electron beam evaporation. A socket with the required material is placed in a in high
vacuum chamber in the order of 10´6 mbar or below. An electron beam is focused
on the target using a magnetic field. This heats up the material, which will cause
the atoms to leave the target and travel in a straight line towards the sample. The
deposition rate can be fine-tuned, also below a nm s´1 , by changing the intensity
of the electron beam. Electron beam evaporation is used to deposit non-magnetic
and magnetic metals. It also possible to deposit oxides, usually with the help of
an oxygen back pressure in the chamber to achieve a more uniform film with less
oxygen vacancies and other defects.

Electronic characterization
Measurement setup For the electronic measurements of the nanodevices in this
thesis, we glued the chip containing the sample with some silver paint to a chip
carrier and connected the wires of the devices with the pins of the carrier using a wire
bonder. The sample was then loaded in a vacuum chamber (pressure below 10´6
mbar), where it was connected to the measurement setup. In our setup, Helmholtz
coils are used to apply magnetic fields of up to 1 T. A liquid helium (He) flow cryostat
is used to cool down the samples down to very low temperatures. In such a system,
liquid He (nitrogen can also be used) is continuously pumped through a channel
separate from the sample, but in close thermal contact. By actively controlling the
pressure and the flux of the He it is possible to even cool down below 4.2 K, the
boiling point of He at ambient pressure. Temperatures between „ 4 K and room
temperature are obtained using a heater and a temperature control loop. The heater
can also be used to warm up the sample above room temperature.
Electronic characterization typically is done by sending a known current I through
the device and measuring its voltage response V (IV-characterization) in one of the
configurations described throughout the thesis. Alternatively, it is possible to measure the current response to an applied voltage (VI). VI measurements are useful to
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test capacitive elements of the circuit (such as a back gate), because a sufficiently low
voltage doesn’t force a current through the circuit if there are no current paths available, thus avoiding a breakdown of the circuit. For most measurement presented
in this thesis however, we use IV measurements. For this, we use a voltage source,
which is connected to the device via a custom build IV measurement box that converts this voltage into a current and amplifies the signal. Between the sample and
setup there are low-pass filters to reduce high frequency noise and voltage peaks
from outside sources. The voltage source can be a general purpose device (such as
the Keithly 2410) or a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR844). The lockin technique provides several advantages, which will be described in more detail in
the next paragraph.
All voltage and current sources and controllers, including the current source powering the magnet, are connected via a GPIB connector (this stands for General Purpose Interface Bus, an 8-bit digital communication channel) to a pc with dedicated
LabView software to control all the system inputs and record the measured voltage
output.
Lock-in amplifier A lock-in amplifier is an electronic measurement device that can
be used to filter out environmental noise many times higher than the signal of interest. In our measurement setup we use it to generate the input voltage (which can
be converted to a current by the IV-measurement box) and also measure the system
response. Another advantage is the easy measurement of higher harmonic responses
to the applied electronic signal.
In the lock-in amplifier scheme, a time-varying carrier signal is generated by
modulating a static excitation under the condition that the time variation is quasistatic, meaning slow enough for the system to instantaneously equilibrate itself (most
measurements in this thesis are done in the frequency regime below 20 Hz). This
modulated input voltage is given by Vi sinpωi ` θi q, with amplitude Vi , frequency
ωi and phase θi . The low noise output signal is obtained by multiplying it with
a reference signal with the same frequency, and then averaging out this result by
integrating over time (typically, the integration time is 3{ωi or higher).
The reference signal Vref sinpωref ` θref q can be produced by the internal reference
of the lock-in amplifier. The output voltage is given by the product:
Vout “ Vi Vref sinpωi t ` θi q sinpωref t ` θref q
1
1
“ Vi Vref cosppωi ´ ωref qt ` θi ´ θref q ` Vi Vref cosppωi ` ωref qt ` θi ` θref q
2
2
(10.5)
This signal consists of two terms. The second term is a time-varying signal with high
frequency. The frequency of the first term is proportional to frequency difference
between input and reference signal. If the system is excited at the reference frequency
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(ωi “ ωref ), the first term becomes a time invariant signal given by:
Vout “

1
Vi Vl cospθi ´ θref q
2

(10.6)

This signal can be separated from all time-varying signals using a low pass filter with
a sufficiently narrow band. The power of the lock-in lies in the fact that a low-pass
filter can have a bandwidth that is much narrower than a bandpass filter around ωi .
The term lock-in comes from the necessary requirement of phase-locking, that is,
θ “ θi ´ θref cannot vary over time in order for Vout to stay a static signal.
A two phase lock-in uses a second reference signal subjected to a 90° phaseshift, which overcomes the fact that Vout “ 0 when θ “ 90°. Thus, it is
? possible
to measure the full amplitude of the signal by employing Vout “ R “ X 2 ` Y 2 ,
with X “ Vout cos θ and Y “ Vout sin θ. The two phase lock-in amplifier is necessary
for nonlocal measurements, because nonlocal signals typically have a phase shift of
θ “ 90°.
The lock-in allows for the measurement for higher harmonic responses to a dynamic excitation of the system. This is because the output voltage can be written as
the following expansion:
Vout “ IR1 ` I 2 R2 ` I 3 R3 ` . . .

(10.7)

By setting the reference signal to a frequency with n times the excitation frequency, we obtain the contributions depending on I n . The voltage responses up to
the third order (i.e. for n “ 1, 2, 3) are given by:
V1 “ R1 I0 ` 3{2R3 I03 . θ “ 0˝
?
V2 “ 1{ 2I02 R2 , θ “ ´90˝
V3 “

´1{2I03 R3 ,

θ“0

(10.8)

˝

Thus, it is possible to determine higher order contributions to the measured voltage signal. In chapter 10 we make use of this feature of the lock-in for measuring
Joule heating, where the response is of the second order (9I 2 ) and can thus be distinguished from the linear (9I) Peltier effect.

Summary

Spintronics in epitaxial graphene Secret message
ne of the long term goals of the field of spintronics is the use of the electron
spin as a carrier for information. To create a network of communicating spin
devices, a spin accumulation must be maintained between all the connections of the
network. It would then be possible to perform logic operations by manipulating the
orientation of the spins. To achieve these goals, it is necessary to first expand existing
knowledge of the behavior of spin carriers in the solid state environment.
One important parameter that characterizes the performance of a spintronic material is its spin relaxation length, which is the typical distance electrons can travel
before losing their initial spin orientation due to interactions with the environment.
Applying a magnetic field induces spin precession, an effect used in Hanle precession experiments to determine spin transport properties. The spin relaxation time,
the spin diffusion coefficient and the spin relaxation length can be determined from
the experimentally measured Hanle curve. This is done by a curve fit with the solution of the Bloch equation, which describes the spin dynamics in the material.
Investigating the Hanle curve gives valuable insights about the suitability of the material for spintronic applications. Moreover, it can also be used as a characterization
tool to obtain information about various processes in the material.
Graphene is an interesting material for spintronics because of its a spin relaxation
length of several micrometers at room temperature, longer than in any other material. Most graphene in research is produced by repeatedly cleaving graphite until
an atomic monolayer is reached, a method known as mechanical exfolation. It is
also possible to grow wafer scale quantities of good quality monolayer graphene by
thermal decomposition of a silicon carbide (SiC) substrate. This material, called epitaxial graphene due to its correlation with the underlying SiC, is typically grown on
either the silicon terminated (0001) face or the carbon terminated (0001̄) face of the
SiC crystal. Epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) has a nonconducting, carbon monolayer
in between the SiC and the graphene, called the buffer layer. Due to charge doping,
it has a great influence on the transport properties of the graphene. The buffer layer
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is absent in epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001̄).
To investigate the spin transport properties of epitaxial graphene on SiC, we developed a fabrication method to prepare nonlocal spin valve devices on a standard
epitaxial graphene chip. We measured these devices in Hanle precession experiments
and observed a very narrow Hanle curve, which is associated with a high spin relaxation time if one applies conventional Hanle analysis by fitting with the standard
Bloch equation. We also observed a very low spin diffusion coefficient, which was
much lower than the charge diffusion coefficient that we independently obtained
using standard Hall measurements.
We explained these observations with a spin transport model for a diffusive channel with coupled localized states. We described the coupled system by an effective
Bloch equation with an increased precession frequency and a reduced spin relaxation
time, resulting in a narrowing of the Hanle curve. We then showed that this effect
was absent in epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) where the buffer layer was removed
by hydrogen intercalation and could thus conclude that the effect of the localized
states is strongly associated with the buffer layer.
In a different experiment, we observed not only a narrow Hanle curve, but also a
change of the general shape of this curve, thereby making the fitting procedure with
the solutions of the Bloch equation unusable. We showed that a shape change occurs
when the coupling rate to the localized states is in a regime where it is comparable to
the relaxation rate. We compared epitaxial graphene that was grown by sublimation
with epitaxial graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition, and observed a strong
difference between the two. Thus, we extracted information about the localized states
associated with the structural differences related to different growth methods.
Next, we offered a more detailed explanation by extending the model with the
assumption that the localized states have a distribution of trapping times or, similarly, coupling rates. Based on a model for materials with dispersive charge traps,
we incorporated a power-law distribution of trapping times to explain some typical
features of the changing shape of the Hanle curve. We simulated the temperature
evolution of the Hanle curve and estimated the energy dependence of these trapping
times from the Hanle precession experiments.
With an experimental study on epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001̄), we observed an
increasing deviation between the charge diffusion coefficient and the spin diffusion
coefficient, though the saturated effect was less strong than on SiC(0001). Thus, we
concluded that localized states can also be present in a system without a buffer layer,
probably due to charge traps at the graphene-substrate interface.
Graphene thermoelectrics Another secret message
Thermoelectric phenomena are the combined effect of heat and charge flows. A
well-known example is the generation of an electrical current due to a heat gradient,
an effect called the Seebeck effect. The strength of this effect in a given material is
given by its Seebeck coefficient. Efficient thermoelectric materials are exploited in
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thermocouples and can be used to generate electrical power from waste heat. The
reciprocal of the Seebeck effect is the Peltier effect, which can be described as the
transport of heat by an electric current. Its effectiveness is described by the Peltier
coefficient, which is closely linked to the Seebeck coefficient. The Peltier can be used
to heat or cool an interface between two materials with different Peltier coefficients.
The thermoelectric coefficients in graphene are tunable, because they are determined by the energy dependence of the conductivity. In graphene, the energy of the
electons can be controlled with an applied gate voltage, making it possible to change
the charge carrier density and even their polarity. At the Dirac point, the energy level
at which the charge carriers switch from negatively charged electrons to positively
charged holes, the Seebeck and Peltier coefficient change sign. When inducing the
Peltier effect at a graphene-metal junction, this manifests itself as a transition from
cooling to heating of the interface.
We designed and fabricated a device to measure the electronic cooling and heating via the Peltier effect of a graphene-gold interface. The measured temperature
modulation was up to 15 mK, which we probed with very sensitive thermocouples
directly at the junction. We quantified the measured temperature differences by estimating all the heat flows in the device. We showed that the temperature changes
were related to the Peltier effect, because of its sign change for electron and hole
transport and because of the linear scaling with the applied current, which is different from the common Joule heating that scales quadratically.
The measurement of the Peltier effect in graphene can be used to investigate
fundamental thermodynamic relations in graphene, such as the validity of Onsager
reciprocity, which describes the equivalence of the Seebeck and the Peltier coefficient.
The combination of this electrical measurement scheme and our simple and intuitive
model could also be of use for investigating refrigeration effects in more complex
thermoelectric nanomaterials.

Uitgebreide Nederlandse samenvatting

rafeen is een vorm van koolstof die behoort tot de zogenaamde tweedimensionale materialen vanwege zijn dikte van slechts één atoom. We weten al langer dat
grafiet bestaat uit miljoenen laagjes van dit materiaal, maar pas vrij recentelijk werd
ontdekt dat het mogelijk is om zo’n enkele laag te isoleren. Sindsdien is grafeen erg
populair onder wetenschappers vanwege zijn specifieke eigenschappen, zoals een
extreem goede elektrische en warmtegeleiding. Grafeen wordt door velen dan ook
beschouwd als een veelbelovend materiaal voor elektronische toepassingen.
De eigenschappen van grafeen zijn terug te leiden naar de structuur van het materiaal, waarbij vooral de ordening van de elektronen in het 2D-kristal van grote
invloed is. Die specifieke ordening is bepaald door de elektronische dispersierelatie. Dit is de relatie tussen de energie van de elektronen en hun golfgetal, die sterk
samenhangt met hun impuls. In grafeen heben de geleidingselektronen een lineaire
dispersierelatie, in tegenstelling tot de elektronen in de meeste andere vaste stoffen, waar de dispersie bij benadering kwadratisch is. De typische dispersierelatie in
grafeen zorgt dat de elektronen met een constante en zeer hoge snelheid door het
materiaal bewegen. Ook zijn ze relatief ongevoelig voor verstrooiing door defecten
of andere onregelmatigheden in het materiaal.
Daarbij is het mogelijk om in grafeen de energie van de geleidingselektronen te
veranderen onder invloed van een elektrisch veld. Een elektrisch veld wordt in elektronische componenten zoals transistoren vaak gecreëerd door een stuurspanning
aan te leggen met behulp van een zogenaamde gate. Met behulp van een grafeentransistor kunnen we de elektronen dus beı̈nvloeden: door controle uit te oefenen op
hun energieniveau kunnen we het aantal elektronen dat bijdraagt aan de geleiding, of
ook wel hun ladingsdragerdichtheid, veranderen. Het is zelfs mogelijk om het type
ladingsdragers te veranderen, van negatief geladen elektronen naar positief geladen
deeltjes die we “gaten” noemen. Het verschijnsel dat elektrische stroom wordt gedragen door gaten is al langer bekend in de zogenaamde p-type halfgeleiders, waar
onzuiverheden in het materiaal fungeren als acceptor voor elektronen. Deze gaten
zijn de positief geladen tegenhangers van elektronen, de ladingsdragers in n-type
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halfgeleiders, die juist elektronendonoren bevatten. Het beı̈nvloeden van de ladingsdragerdichtheid en het type ladingsdragers in halfgeleiders met behulp van specifieke onzuiverheden wordt ook wel dotering genoemd. Dit proces is noodzakelijk
voor het maken van elektronische devices zoals transistoren, LED’s en zonnecellen.
In grafeen is het dus mogelijk om het materiaal als het ware te doteren met behulp
van een aangelegde spanning, in plaats van het veranderen van het zuivere materiaal met atomen van een ander materiaal. Die unieke eigenschap maakt het een zeer
interessant materiaal om te bestuderen.
Het produceren van grafeen in het lab gebeurt in de meeste gevallen met behulp van een stukje plakband, waarmee zeer dunne laagjes van grafiet kunnen worden afgepeld. Deze verbazend simpele methode produceert grafeen van zeer hoge
kwaliteit maar is erg tijdrovend, en de grafeenlaagjes hebben een oppervlak van
slechts enkele vierkante micrometers. Het opschalen van grafeenproductie is mogelijk door het te groeien op een silicium carbide (SiC) substraat. Door het SiC
gecontroleerd te verhitten, sublimeren de siliciumatomen aan het oppervlak, waarna
de achtergebleven, vrije koolstofatomen recombineren tot een enkel laagje grafeen.
Dit grafeen is gecorreleerd met de kristalstructuur van het onderliggende SiC en
wordt daarom epitaxiaal grafeen genoemd. Een bijkomend voordeel is dat SiC een
isolerend materiaal is bij kamertemperatuur, waardoor het epitaxiaal grafeen klaar is
voor gebruik in een elektronisch circuit.
Dit proefschrift Another secret message
In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik twee onderwerpen: grafeen spintronica en grafeen
thermo-elektriciteit. Beide fenomenen zijn een vorm van elektronentransport. In
elektronische circuits worden elektronen normaalgesproken beı̈nvloed door het aanleggen van een elektrische potentiaal, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van een batterij. De
elektronen volgen de elektrische veldlijnen, omdat ze een lading hebben. Het is
echter ook mogelijk om elektronen in een materiaal te transporteren door gebruik te
maken van andere eigenschappen dan hun lading. Eén zo’n eigenschap is hun spin:
het feit dat elk elektron ook een klein magnetisch moment heeft met twee mogelijke
toestanden: up of down. De elektronspin kan worden beı̈nvloed met behulp van een
aangelegd magnetisch veld. Het creëren en aansturen van spinstromen is wat we
bestuderen in het vakgebied met de naam spintronica.
We kunnen, naast lading en spin, ook de warmte-energie van de elektronen gebruiken om ze aan te sturen. Elektronen wisselen hun warmte uit met elkaar om
thermisch evenwicht te bereiken. Als we door verhitting een temperatuurverschil
veroorzaken in een materiaal, zorgt die warmte-uitwisseling voor een warmtestroom.
Omdat elektronen warmtedragers zijn, maar ook ladingsdragers, zal een temperatuurverschil ook een ladingstroom veroorzaken. Omgekeerd veroorzaakt een aangelegde spanning een warmtestroom. Zulke effecten worden thermo-elektrische effecten genoemd. Een klassiek voorbeeld is het Peltier-effect, een effect dat plaatsvindt
op het grensvlak tussen twee materialen waar een elektrische stroom doorheen vloeit.
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Zo’n elektrische stroom gaat gepaard met een warmtestroom naar of weg van het
grensvlak, waardoor het opwarmt of afkoelt.
Grafeen is een interessant materiaal voor het bestuderen van zowel spintronische
als thermo-electrische effecten. Spins kunnen in grafeen ongestoord reizen over een
afstand van meerdere micrometers bij kamertemperatuur, meer dan in welk ander
materiaal. En de sterkte van het Peltier-effect in grafeen kan worden gereguleerd
met behulp van een gate-spanning, waarbij kan worden geschakeld tussen koeling
en opwarming afhankelijk van het type ladingsdragers, elektronen of gaten.
Spintronica in epitaxiaal grafeen Another secret message
In een niet-magnetisch materiaal kunnen we een spinstroom creëren door een inbalans te veroorzaken in de spinoriëntatie van de vrij bewegende elektronen. Dit doen
we door een ladingsstroom te sturen vanuit een magnetisch contact, waar deze inbalans al natuurlijk aanwezig is. Om het effect van de spins te kunnen meten, moeten
we het onderscheiden van het ladingsgerelateerde signaal. Een spinafhankelijk signaal kunnen we isoleren door het niet-lokaal te meten, buiten het stroompad van de
ladingsstroom.
Een belangrijke parameter die kan vertellen hoe goed grafeen spins kan transporteren is de spinrelaxatielengte. Dit is de typische afstand die elektronen gemiddeld afleggen voordat ze hun oorspronkelijke spinoriëntatie verliezen, door interacties met hun omgeving. De spinrelaxatielengte kan worden berekend als de spinrelaxatietijd en de spindifussiecoëfficiënt bekend zijn. De spinrelaxatietijd is de tijd
waarin spins hun oriëntatie verliezen, de diffusiecoëfficiënt vertelt hoe snel de spins
zich door het materiaal verspreiden. Deze spintransporteigenschappen kunnen we
experimenteel bepalen door het aanleggen van een extern magnetisch veld dat ervoor zorgt dat de spins roteren in het vlak loodrecht op het veld. Dit rotatie-effect
wordt Hanle-precessie genoemd.
De grafiek die het effect weergeeft van Hanle-precessie op het niet-lokale spinsignaal
heeft een kenmerkende vorm en noemen we kortweg de Hanle-curve. De spinrelaxatietijd, de spindiffusiecoëfficiënt en de spinrelaxatielengte kunnen experimenteel
bepaald worden door het bestuderen van de gemeten Hanle-curve. Dit wordt gedaan
door de data te vergelijken met een best fit met de oplossing voor de Bloch-vergelijking,
de formule die de spindynamica in het materiaal beschrijft. Het bestuderen van de
Hanle-curve geeft belangrijke inzichten over hoe geschikt het materiaal is voor spintronische toepassingen. Bovendien kan het gebruikt worden als karakterisatiemethode om zo informatie te vergkrijgen over verschillende processen in het materiaal.
Voor het werk dat ik in dit proefschrift beschrijf, hebben we de spintransporteigenschappen van epitaxiaal grafeen op SiC bestudeerd. Daarvoor hebben we een methode ontwikkeld waarmee we niet-lokale spin-devices hebben gemaakt van epitaxiaal
grafeen op een standaard SiC substraat. We hebben deze devices gebruikt voor
Hanle-precessie-experimenten en observeerden een zeer smalle Hanle-curve, wat
doorgaans betekent dat het materiaal een zeer hoge spinrelaxatietijd heeft. We zagen
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ook een zeer lage spin diffusiecoëfficiënt, veel lager dan de ladingsdiffusiecoëfficiënt
die we in onafhankelijk experiment hebben bepaald.
We hebben een verklaring voor deze observaties ontwikkeld, in de vorm van een
spintransportmodel voor een diffuus kanaal met daaraan gekoppeld gelokaliseerde
toestanden. Een transportelektron dat normaalgesproken vrij reist door het materiaal, wordt tijdelijk vastgezet in zo’n gelokaliseerde toestand. Het gekoppelde systeem kan worden beschreven met een effectieve Bloch-vergelijking die inderdaad
een smallere Hanle-curve voorspelt. We vermoeden dat deze gelokaliseerde toestanden sterk samenhangen met de aanwezigheid van een bufferlaag: een dunne,
niet-geleidende koolstoflaag die typisch voorkomt bij epitaxiaal grafeen op het silicium kristalvlak van SiC. Deze bufferlaag is weer te verwijderen door het materiaal
op hoge temperatuur bloot te stellen aan waterstofgas, een proces dat waterstofintercallatie heet. In dit laatste geval zagen we geen versmalling van de Hanle-curve,
waaruit valt te concluderen dat de gelokaliseerde toestanden inderdaad sterk samenhangen met de aanwezigheid van de bufferlaag.
In een ander experiment zagen we niet alleen een versmalde Hanle-curve, maar
ook een verandering in vorm van de curve. Daardoor was het niet meer mogelijk de
Hanle-curve te analyseren door een fit met de oplossing van de Bloch-vergelijking.
Met behulp van een simulatie konden we laten zien dat zo’n verandering van vorm
kan optreden in een specifiek regime met gemiddeld sterke koppeling. We konden
ook laten zien dat het effect sterk verschilde tussen twee samples die waren gemaakt
met behulp van twee verschillende groeimethoden. Het experiment kan dus worden
gebruikt om informatie te verkrijgen over de structuurverschillen die ontstaan door
het specifieke groeiproces.
We hebben een uitbreiding van het model van gelokaliseerde toestanden ontwikkeld voor een meer gedetailleerde verklaring. In deze uitbreiding nemen we
aan dat de gelokaliseerde toestanden niet één koppelingssterkte hebben, maar dat
deze continu verspreid zijn over een heel bereik aan koppelingssterktes. We gebruikten hier een specifieke distributie, gebaseerd op een transportmodel dat, ruwweg
beschreven, aanneemt dat ladingsdragers tijdelijk kunnen stilstaan in “ladingsvallen”,
met een tijd die exponentieel afhankelijk is van de energie van zo’n val. We konden
laten zien dat de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de Hanle-curve informatie kan bevatten over de energieafhankelijkheid van de ladingsvallen.
We hebben ook epitaxiaal grafeen op het koolstof kristalvlak van SiC bestudeerd,
een interessant materiaal omdat het géén bufferlaag heeft. We zagen hier een zelfde
soort verschil tussen de spin- en de ladingsdiffusiecoëfficiënt als bij het materiaal
met bufferlaag, alhoewel het effect hier een orde van grootte zwakker was. Daaruit
concludeerden we dat de gelokaliseerde toestanden ook aanwezig kunnen zijn in
materiaal zonder bufferlaag, en dat ook een grafeen-SiC-grensvlak de zogenaamde
ladingsvallen kan bevatten.
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Het Peltier effect in een grafeen-goud junctie Another secret message
Om het Peltier-effect in grafeen te onderzoeken hebben we een device ontworpen
en gemaakt bestaande uit een grafeen-goud grensvlak en een zeer gevoelige temperatuursensor. Hiervoor gebruikten we thermokoppels op nano-schaal, zeer kleine
thermometers die heel lokaal de temperatuur kunnen waarnemen. De gevoeligheid
van deze methode was in de orde van milli-Kelvins, groot genoeg voor de gemeten
temperatuursverandering van maximaal 15 mK. We konden deze precieze waarde
afschatten door een model op te stellen dat alle warmtestromen in het device kan
beschrijven. Daarna lieten we zien dat het gemeten effect ook daadwerkelijk het
Peltier-effect betrof, door te schakelen tussen elektronen- en gatentransport en daarmee
te wisselen van opwarming naar koeling van het grensvlak.
Het Peltier-effect in grafeen is belangrijk voor het bevestigen van vermoedens over
fundamentele thermodynamische relaties in grafeen. Ook kan het gebruikt worden
voor elektronische koeling in nano-devices, vooropgesteld dat de koeling efficiënter
wordt. Dit zou bijvoorbeeld kunnen door het gebruik van meer complexere nanomaterialen. In de toekomst zou de door ons ontwikkelde methode voor dergelijke
studies zeer geschikt kunnen zijn.
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